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Sommario
Le tecniche di coregistrazione elettroencefalogramma-risonanza magnetica
funzionale (EEG-fMRI) ed EEG ad alta densita` (hdEEG) consentono di
mappare attivazioni cerebrali anomale evocate da processi epilettici. L’EEG-
fMRI e` una tecnica di imaging non invasivo che permette la localizzazione
delle variazioni del livello di ossigenazione nel sangue presente nelle regioni
irritative (segnale BOLD). Diversamente, l’analisi di sorgente stima, a par-
tire da un potenziale elettrico misurato sullo scalpo (EEG), la densita` di
corrente della sorgente elettrica a livello corticale producendo una plausi-
bile localizzazione del dipolo nelle regioni irritative. Lo scopo di questa tesi
e` quello di sviluppare un approccio multimodale attraverso l’uso di dati di
coregistrazione EEG-fMRI e hdEEG al fine di localizzare l’attivita` epilettica
e verificare l’affidabilita` sia dell’attivazione BOLD che della localizzazione
della sorgente.
Nel Capitolo I si introduce il concetto di approccio multimodale. Il
capitolo e` suddiviso principalmente in due parti: la prima descrive la tecnica
di coregistrazione EEG-fMRI e la seconda la tecnica di localizzazione della
sorgente in epilessia. La prima parte consiste in una breve analisi delle basi fi-
siologiche del dato di coregistrazione EEG-fMRI, nella descrizione di tecniche
di registrazione simultanea e nell’introduzione del metodo convenzionale di
analisi dei dati. Sono inoltre descritti problemi tecnici, problemi di sicurezza,
modalita` di scansione e strategie di rimozione degli artefatti EEG. E` quindi
presentata una panoramica sullo stato dell’arte delle coregistrazioni EEG-
fMRI con discussione dei problemi aperti riguardanti l’analisi convenzionale.
La seconda parte introduce i principi di base della stima delle sorgenti da
dati hdEEG ed i loro limiti.
Il primo capitolo fornisce un quadro generale, mentre i due capitoli suc-
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cessivi sono dedicati ad introdurre approcci di tipo diverso. Nell’analisi con-
venzionale di dati EEG-fMRI, l’apparizione di eventi interictali (IED) guida
l’analisi dei dati fMRI. Il neurologo identifica gli intervalli degli eventi IED,
che sono rappresentati da un’onda quadra, e successivamente questo proto-
collo viene convoluto con una risposta emodinamica (HRF) canonica per la
costruzione di un modello o regressore da impiegare nell’analisi con modelli
lineari generalizzati (GLM). I problemi principali dell’analisi convenzionale
consistono nel fatto che essa non e` automatica, ossia soffre di soggettivita`
nella classificazione degli IED, e che, se la scelta dell’HRF non e` ottimale,
l’attivazione puo` essere sovra o sotto stimata. Il nuovo metodo proposto in-
tegra nell’analisi GLM convenzionale due nuove funzioni: il regressore basato
sul segnale EEG (Capitolo II ), e l’individuazione di una risposta emodi-
namica individual-based (ibHRF) (Capitolo III ).
Nel Capitolo IV le prestazioni del nuovo metodo per l’analisi di dati
EEG-fMRI sono validate su dati in silico. A questo scopo sono stati creati
dati fMRI simulati per testare la scelta dell’HRF ottima tra cinque modelli:
quattro standard ed un modello HRF individual-based. Le prestazioni del
metodo sono state valutate utilizzando come selezione il criterio di Akaike.
Le simulazioni dimostrano la superiorita` del nuovo metodo rispetto a quelli
convenzionali e mostrano come la variazione del modello HRF influisce sui
risultati dell’analisi statistica.
Il Capitolo V introduce un criterio automatico volto a separare le
componenti del segnale fMRI relative a network interni dal rumore. Dopo
il processo di decomposizione probabilistico delle componenti indipendenti
(PICA), si seleziona il numero ottimale di componenti applicando un nuovo
algoritmo che tiene conto, per ciascuna componente, dei valori medi delle
mappe spaziali di attivazione seguito da passaggi di clustering, segmentazione
ed analisi spettrale. Confrontando i risultati dell’identificazione visiva dei net-
work neuronali con i risultati di quella automatica, l’algoritmo mostra elevata
accuratezza e precisione. In questo modo, il metodo di selezione automatica
permette di separare ed individuare i network in stato di riposo, riducendo
la soggettivita` nella valutazione delle componenti indipendenti.
Nel Capitolo VI sono descritti il design sperimentale e l’analisi dei dati
reali. Il capitolo illustra i risultati di dodici pazienti epilettici, concentran-
dosi sull’attivita` BOLD, sulla localizzazione della sorgente e sulla concor-
danza con il quadro clinico del paziente. Lo scopo e` quello di applicare un
approccio multimodale che combini tecniche non invasive di acquisizione ed
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analisi. Sequenze di EEG standard e fMRI sono acquisite nel corso della
stessa sessione di scansione. L’analisi dei dati EEG-fMRI e` eseguita utiliz-
zando l’approccio GLM tradizionale, il nuovo approccio e l’analisi PICA. La
sorgente dell’attivita` epilettica e` stimata a partire da tracciati EEG a 256-
canali. L’attivazione BOLD e` confrontata con la ricostruzione della sorgente
EEG. Questi risultati sono infine confrontati con l’attivita` epilettica definita
da EEG standard ed esiti clinici.
La combinazione di tecniche multimodali ed i loro rispettivi metodi di
analisi sono strumenti utili per creare un workup prechirurgico completo
dell’epilessia, fornendo diversi metodi di localizzazione dello stesso focolaio
epilettico. L’approccio non invasivo di integrazione multimodale di dati EEG-
fMRI e hdEEG sembra essere uno strumento molto promettente per lo studio
delle scariche epilettiche.

Summary
Electroencephalography-functional magnetic resonance imaging (EEG-fMRI)
coregistration and high density EEG (hdEEG) can be combined to noninva-
sively map abnormal brain activation elicited by epileptic processes. EEG-
fMRI can provide information on the pathophysiological processes underlying
interictal activity, since the hemodynamic changes are a consequence of the
abnormal neural activity generating interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs).
The source analysis estimates the current density of the source that generates
a measured electric potential and it yields a plausible dipole localization of
irritative regions. The aim of this thesis is to develop a multimodal approach
with hdEEG and EEG-fMRI coregistration in order to localize the epileptic
activity and to verify the reliability of source localization and BOLD activa-
tion.
In Chapter I the multimodal approach is introduced. The chapter is
divided in two main parts: the first is based on EEG-fMRI coregistration
and the second on the source localization in epilepsy. The first part consists
of a brief review of the physiologic basis of EEG and fMRI and the techni-
cal basics of simultaneous recording, examining the conventional method for
EEG-fMRI data. Technical challenges, safety issues, scanning modalities and
EEG artifact removal strategies are also described. An overview of the state
of EEG-fMRI is presented and the open problems of conventional analysis
are discussed. The second part introduces the basic principles of the source
estimation from EEG data in epilepsy and their limitations.
The first chapter provides a general framework. The next two are devoted
to introduce different approaches. Conventional analysis of EEG-fMRI data
relies on spike-timing of epileptic activity: the neurologist identifies the inter-
vals of the IEDs events, as represented by a square wave; this protocol is then
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convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) to con-
struct a model for the general linear model (GLM) analysis. There are limita-
tions to the technique, however. The conventional analysis is not automatic,
suffers of subjectivity in IEDs classification, and using a suboptimal HRF to
model the BOLD response the activation map may result over or under esti-
mated. The novel method purposed integrates in the conventional GLM two
new features: the regressor based on the EEG signal (Chapter II ) and the
individual-based hemodynamic response function (ibHRF) (Chapter III ).
In Chapter IV the performance of the novel method of EEG-fMRI data
was tested on in silico data. Simulated fMRI datasets were created and used
for the choice of the optimal HRF among five models: four standard and an
individual-based HRF models. The performance of the method was evalu-
ated using the Akaike information criterion as selection. Simulations would
demonstrate the superiority of the novel method compared with the conven-
tional ones and assess how the variations in HRF model affect the results of
the statistical analysis.
Chapter V introduces an automatic criterion aiming to separate in
fMRI data the signal related to an internal network from the noise. Af-
ter the decomposition process (probabilistic independent component anal-
ysis [PICA]), the optimal number of components was selected by applying a
novel algorithm which takes into account, for each component, the mean val-
ues of the spatial activation maps followed by clustering, segmentation and
spectral analysis steps. Comparing visual and automatic identification of the
neuronal networks, the algorithm demonstrated high accuracy and precision.
Thus, the automatic selection method allows to separate and detect the rest-
ing state networks reducing the subjectivity of the independent component
assessment.
In Chapter VI experimental design and analysis on real data are de-
scribed. The chapter focuses on BOLD activity, source localization and agree-
ment with the clinical history of twelve epileptic patients. The scope is to ap-
ply a multimodal approach combining noninvasive techniques of acquisition
and analysis. Standard EEG and fMRI data were acquired during a single
scanning session. The analysis of EEG-fMRI data was performed by using
both the conventional GLM, the new GLM and the PICA. Source localiza-
tion of IEDs was performed using 256-channels hdEEG. BOLD localizations
were then compared to the EEG source reconstruction and to the expected
epileptic activity defined by standard EEG and clinical outcome.
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The combination of multimodal techniques and their respectively meth-
ods of analysis are useful tools in the presurgical workup of epilepsy providing
different methods of localization of the same epileptic foci. Furthermore, the
combined use of EEG-fMRI and hdEEG offers a new and more complete
approach to the study of epilepsy and may play an increasingly important
role in the evaluation of patients with refractory focal epilepsy.

Introduction
Epilepsy is a disorder of cerebral function, and it can or not have a discernible
brain structural correlate. The feature of partial seizures is the presence of
abnormal electrical activity that originates from the epileptic foci, i.e. a small
cluster of neurons with increased excitability. Unfortunately, this localization
is difficult because the rapid spread of its activity can be far from the lesion.
Although structural brain imaging has added much to their evaluation, func-
tional localization remains essential.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) alone have not sufficient
temporal resolution to distinguish the origin of a spike or seizure. Differ-
ently, the electroencephalography (EEG) as brain functional measure remains
the most important and most commonly applied diagnostic tool. The recent
combination of the neurophysiological and imaging technique, such as EEG-
fMRI coregistration and high density EEG (hdEEG) improves the process
of presurgical evaluation of epileptic patients mapping their abnormal brain
activations.
Combined recordings as in EEG-fMRI have the dual advantage offered by
the high temporal resolution of EEG and the spatial resolution obtained with
neuroradiological exams. By using the EEG signal as a reference for fMRI
maps, this technique opens a new avenue for investigating the brain activity.
The BOLD activations cased by interictal spikes represent the irritative zone
which is spatially related to the ictal zone. The limitation of the EEG-fMRI
is that it provides an indirect BOLD measures of the brain electrical activ-
ity. In some cases the localization of the irritative zone is difficult because
of multiple active areas; in other cases it is not possible to detect BOLD ac-
tivations related to interictal epileptiform discharge (IED) activity, at least
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using conventional analysis. Nonetheless, these limitations can be exceeded
by the application of multimodal and comparative analysis approaches.
The advent of hdEEG acquisition systems with more than 64 channels
can overcome the low spatial resolution of conventional 16-32 channel-EEG
systems improving the estimation of the electric sources from scalp recording
(electrical source imaging [ESI]). ESI can directly measure neuronal activity
solving the EEG inverse problem via different strategies, e.g. dipole localiza-
tion or distributed source imaging. Furthermore, combination of hdEEG and
MRI data can also improve the localization of brain structure responsible for
epileptic activity.
ESI and simultaneous EEG-fMRI are complementary methods for explor-
ing epileptic activity. fMRI shows a complex network of focal hemodynamic
changes related to interictal activity with high spatial resolution, whereas
ESI temporally identifies the regions involved during the spike event. An
area where EEG and fMRI integration and ESI have considerable clinical
relevance is in the presurgical evaluation of epileptic patients: in many pa-
tients with drug-resistant focal seizures undergoing epilepsy surgery, standard
magnetic resonance imaging scans fail to visualize a clear epileptic source,
making preliminary invasive stereo EEG analysis necessary. Simultaneous
EEG and fMRI recording and hdEEG offer a less invasive alternative, since
they provide valuable information to localize the brain regions generating
interictal epileptiform activity. In patients, who are not candidates for any
surgical treatment, a multimodal approach allows a better investigation of
the complex physiopathological mechanisms of that epilepsy.
The aims of the thesis are two. First, to identify the localization of the
epileptic foci using combined functional and electrophysiological modalities
of registration. Specifically, to evaluate the integrative use of hdEEG and
EEG-fMRI techniques in order to reduce the invasive examinations. Second,
to quantify performance of new multimodal approaches of analysis compared
with the conventional ones in order to improve the identification of activated
area. The specific methodological purposes aim to solve the main limitations
of the conventional general linear model (GLM) analysis on EEG-fMRI data
and to solve the problem of component selection in the independent compo-
nent analysis (ICA) on fMRI data. To this purpose an automatic approach
was introduced to integrate the EEG and the fMRI analysis and improve
IEDs identification and a method was developed to select a number of ICA
components that corresponds with the effective number of resting state net-
3works (RSNs).
A noninvasive approach with multimodal integration of EEG-fMRI and
hdEEG that combines two different methods to localize the same epileptic
foci appears to be a very promising tool in the study of epileptic discharges.

Chapter 1
EEG-fMRI Analysis and ESI in
Epilepsy
In drug-resistant epilepsy, i.e. when the pharmacological therapy fails to con-
trol sufficiently the seizures, and focal epilepsy, i.e. when the seizure comes
from a single area of the brain, the patient is a potential candidate for epilepsy
surgery, which beneficial effects are related to the localization of the epileptic
foci. Noninvasive imaging such as electroencephalography-functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (EEG-fMRI) or high density EEG (hdEEG), sepa-
rately considered, are widely used to investigate abnormal neural activity in
relation to blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) activity and electrical
activity, respectively.
EEG-fMRI recording offers advantages in terms of temporal and spatial
resolution of brain activity. It can provide information on the pathophysiolog-
ical processes underlying interictal activity, since the hemodynamic changes
are a consequence of the abnormal neural activity generating interictal epilep-
tiform discharges (IEDs).
Differently from standard EEG, hdEEG is a recording method that relies
on numerous electrodes to increase spatial sampling. Also, hdEEG can be
combined with realistic head models and used in source analysis to deter-
mine the generators of IED.
To date, few researchers have been able to demonstrate a correspondence
between the EEG-fMRI signal and the electrical sources [Vulliemoz et al.,
2009, 2010b, Siniatchkin et al., 2010], given that the generators of the EEG
and the BOLD signals do not always completely overlap. A recent review
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of the combined use of EEG-fMRI coregistration and EEG source analysis
for event localization in epilepsy reported promising perspectives for these
strategies [Vulliemoz et al., 2010a].
When these techniques can not accurately localize deeper brain activity,
the neurosurgeon uses an invasive technique: the intracerebral EEG (stereo
EEG). Stereo EEG acquires intracranial data using multilead depth elec-
trodes. It localizes the origin of the ictal discharges and captures the role of
the surrounding regions in order to avoid postoperative permanent neurolog-
ical deficit. In literature there are some examples of good spatial concordance
between BOLD changes and intraoperative recording of the epileptiform foci
[Benar et al., 2002, Salek-Haddadi et al., 2003], between EEG source localiza-
tion and surgical outcome [Brodbeck et al., 2011] or EEG source localization,
EEG-fMRI and stereo EEG [Benar et al., 2006].
1.1 Correlation between BOLD and neural
activity
In the 1990s, a rapid development of non invasive structural and functional
brain imaging methods has occurred. The fMRI, in particular, introduced
the hemodynamic aspect in response to an electrical event. In detail, the
fMRI measures the hemodynamic response induced by the neural activity
and permits to display the active brain regions associated to a process. fMRI
does not directly measure neural activity but the changes in oxygenation and
blood flow. The advantages of fMRI include high spatial resolution (order of
mm) and whole brain coverage. Moreover, fMRI combined with standard
neurophysiological stimulation techniques can provide important clinical in-
sights on epileptic patients.
Conversely, EEG measures with high temporal resolution (order of ms)
the scalp neural activity generated by brain current sources which produce
a current dipole moment in each tissue volume [Niedermeyer and Lopes da
Silva, 2004]. When activated neurons generate time-varying electrical cur-
rents (transmenbrane currents). There are two types of neuronal activation:
first, the fast depolarization of neuronal membranes that creates the ac-
tion potential and, second, the slower changes in membrane potential due
to synaptic activation (excitatory or inhibitory) and mediated by the neu-
rotransmitter systems. The neurons that mainly contribute to the EEG are
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the pyramidal neurons of the cortex with dendrites oriented towards to the
cortical surface. When activated, these neurons are akin to ”current dipoles”,
which activity can be measured by electrodes on the scalp surface [Lopes da
Silva, 2002, Lopes da Silva and van Rotterdam, 2005]. In particular, the
cortex modulated by gyri and sulci has neurons with dendrites parallel or
perpendicular to the skull. EEG depends only to dipole moment vectors nor-
mal to the scalp electrodes, i.e. the strength depends on the angle between
the source dipole and the scalp. In EEG only the synchronized activities are
detected, whereas non-phase locked sources are deleted. The EEG signal is
the weighted sum of all sources in time and the weighting function contains
geometric and conductive characteristics of the head volume conductor. By
using the weighted function the projection of the sources can be calculated
(forward problem). Unfortunately, the estimation of the function is head-
model dependent. The inverse problem, instead, can be solved mapping back
the measured signal on the scalp surface to the source configuration inside the
brain. Because of non-uniqueness, an infinite number of estimates could have
generated the electric potential vector [Isaev and Supin, 1985]. For decades
the EEG has been used to study and characterize pathophysiological pro-
cesses in the brain, but it has showed a limited ability to localize activity in
a deep brain region until the advent of hdEEG.
Used separately, EEG and fMRI provide low spatial (EEG, order of cm)
or temporal (fMRI, order of s) resolution, when combined they have com-
plementary features. Used simultaneously, EEG and fMRI is a powerful and
non-invasive method to investigate the spatiotemporal mechanisms of abnor-
mal brain activity and to precisely define the irritative zone.
The relationship between neuronal physiology and the observed BOLD
activity is still unclear. It is only partially understood. To determine their
relationship invasive studies on monkeys and other animals were conducted,
whereas neural physiological studies in human were also conducted but less
invasive. Several studies identified a coupling between blood flow and metabo-
lic rate [Magistretti and Pellerin, 1999], i.e. the blood supply which provides
the nutrients for brain metabolism. Other studies suggested that the increase
in cerebral blood flow (CBF) following neural activity is not causally related
to the metabolic demands of the brain region, but rather is driven by the pres-
ence of neurotransmitters [Yang and Iadecola, 1996, Bonvento et al., 2000].
The BOLD signal also depends on local factors such as blood volume, blood
flow, and blood oxygenation and on global factor such as heart beat [Glover
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et al., 2000, Liston et al., 2006, Lund et al., 2006] and respiration [Windis-
chberger et al., 2002]. Research results so far suggest a predominantly linear
coupling between BOLD and neuronal activity. Ogawa et al. [2000] demon-
strated a linear relationship between somatosensory-evoked potentials and
BOLD signals for brief stimulation durations. Rees et al. [2000] and Heeger
et al. [2000] demonstrated a linear correlation between BOLD contrast in
humans and averaged spike rate in a monkey cortical area during stimula-
tion with nearly identical stimuli. A linear relationship was also observed in
anesthetized monkeys where single-unit responses were acquired simultane-
ously with BOLD signals inside the MR scanner [Logothetis et al., 2001].
Logothetis and Pfeuffer [2004] suggested that the BOLD signal is not as well
correlated to a single unit activity, but correlates better with the local field
potentials, which includes membrane potential fluctuations, oscillations, and
postsynaptic and presynapic events. Kim et al. [2004] found an approximated
linear coupling between BOLD and neuronal activity in cat, only if a rela-
tively large activity area is considered.
In a human study a similarly linear regression was suggested [Formaggio
et al., 2008b]. A combined EEG-fMRI was used to determine the possible
correlation between topographical movement-related EEG changes in brain
oscillatory activity recorded from EEG electrodes over the scalp and BOLD
cortical responses in motor area during finger movement. A negative linear
correlation between BOLD and event related desynchronization (ERD) was
found contralaterally. Nevertheless, these findings must be interpreted care-
fully because the fMRI signal is not a direct measure of synaptic activities or
action potentials of cortical neurons; it results from the BOLD effect charac-
terized by a limited temporal resolution [DeYoe et al., 1994, Ugurbil, 1997,
Ogawa et al., 1998].
1.2 EEG-fMRI coregistration in epilepsy
EEG-fMRI simultaneously measures neuronal processes and provides the lo-
calization of the seizure. These technologies were combined by [Ives et al.,
1993] and are widely used in studies of epileptic patients to localize epilep-
togenic foci [Ossenblok et al., 1999, Baudewig et al., 2001, Lemieux et al.,
2001a,b, Benar et al., 2002, Archer et al., 2003, Aghakhani et al., 2004, Got-
man et al., 2005, Kobayashi et al., 2006, Jacobs et al., 2007, Laufs et al.,
2007, Rodionov et al., 2007, Manganotti et al., 2008, Li et al., 2009, Luo
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et al., 2010, Cosottini et al., 2010]. The results have been corroborated in
several important reviews [Menon and Crottaz-Herbette, 2005, Ritter and
Villringer, 2006, Rosenkranz and Lemieux, 2010].
Three different methods of acquisition were employed: triggered, inter-
leaved and continuous EEG-fMRI methods. In the triggered EEG-fMRI me-
thod, the EEG is acquired in the absence of scanning, while the patient is
in the magnet. The functional scanning is manually triggered after identi-
fication of interictal spikes in the EEG record using the information that
BOLD response has a 5 ± 7 s lag after the electrical activity [Ives, 1995,
Warach et al., 1996, Seeck et al., 1998, Krakow et al., 1999, Patel et al.,
1999, Symms et al., 1999]. The main limitation is that you are not sure
to begin the fMRI sequence during the peak of the hemodynamic response
function (HRF). Other researchers use interleaved EEG-fMRI methods. The
fMRI acquisition starts 2-3 s after the event and is controlled by the tim-
ing of the experimental paradigm. It is used to study other types of EEG
phenomena as evoked potentials and spontaneous activity [Huang-Hellinger
et al., 1995, Bonmassar et al., 1999, Lovblad et al., 1999]. Both the triggered
and interleaved methods show some limitations. In the triggered method,
changes in the EEG can not be seen during fMRI scanning and the MR im-
age contrast typically does not reach equilibrium until 3 ± 4 volumes after
initiation of the scan [Goldman et al., 2000], when the first volumes are the
most important. In the interleaved method, data are acquired using stimuli
displaced in time, and the EEG can not be used as a direct reference func-
tion for fMRI signal maps. More recently, a continuous technique allows to
acquire simultaneously EEG and fMRI signals. This type of acquisition in-
troduces common artifacts on MR images and on EEG, that can be filtered
off-line [Goldman et al., 2000, Mulert and Lemieux, 2010]. The MR artifacts
on images are caused by electrodes, wires and the EEG system inside the
magnet room near the scanner. Variations in the local properties of the field
can cause intensity variations across the image, such as the brightening of
the center of the image compared to the periphery. Another problem is the
radio-frequency emission of the EEG system that can be solved by shielding
the system. Differently, the EEG artifacts are caused by movement of the
leads themselves within the static field of the magnet that induces an elec-
tromotive force (EMF) in a wire loop (ballistocardiogram [BCG] artifact).
In addition, the switching magnetic field, applied during image acquisition,
induces an EMF in the electrode leads and in a wire loop.
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Fig. 1.1 shows the EEG-fMRI coregistration system. The patient is inside
the magnet room and is asked to lie still in the scanner (resting state condi-
tion) with closed eyes. From the MRI recording unit the radiologist acquires
the MR images. The patient wears an EEG cap and the cap is connected
to the MR compatible amplifier. The common MR-compatible EEG cap has
16 or 32 channels and in more recently systems also 64 channels, whereas
256 MR-compatible systems are still prototypes. The EEG MR-compatible
amplifier has large dynamic range to avoid that the amplifier saturates dur-
ing the fMRI acquisition. Data are transmitted from amplifier via optic fiber
cable to the EEG recording unit (pc) located outside the scanner room. The
feature of this system, differently from a standard EEG, is that the amplifier
is MR compatible.
1.2.1 EEG artifacts inside a magnet
During EEG-fMRI acquired simultaneously, EEG is obscured by artifacts
induced by both the static and the time-variant fields of the MR scanner.
By Lenz’s Law, in a wire loop perpendicular to the static field direction,
the electromotive force (EMF) is proportional to the cross sectional area of
the wire loop and to the rate of change of the perpendicular magnetic field
(dB/dt):
ξ = −dΦ(B)/dt (1.1)
In detail, the EMF can be induced in fixed conductor loops in rapidly chang-
ing gradient fields as well as in moving conductor loops in the static magnetic
field [Lemieux et al., 1997]. In the first case, the radio-frequency pulses and
the gradient switching, required for MRI, may induce voltages that obscure
the EEG signal (gradient artifact) [Ives et al., 1993, Huang-Hellinger et al.,
1995]. This gradient artifact can be reduced minimizing the area comprised
by loops of wires. In the second case, pulsatile motion related to the heart
beat in the static field causes the BCG artifact [Ives et al., 1993, Muri et al.,
1998, Goldman et al., 2000]. Further, introduction of EEG equipment into
the scanner potentially can disturb the homogeneity of the magnetic field
and distort the resulting MR images [Ives et al., 1993, Goldman et al., 2000].
The gradient artifact has high amplitudes in the range of several mV
(EEG is in the range of µV), is periodic with multiple spectral lines in the
Fourier Spectrum and contains components in the EEG frequency range (Fig.
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Figure 1.1: (a) EEG-fMRI setup. (b) EEG-fMRI equipment.
1.2a). It can not be removed by conventional low-pass or band pass filters
because of the large power in the EEG frequency band. The EEG corrupted
by the gradient artifact can be filtered by average subtraction in the temporal
domain [Niazy et al., 2005] or in frequency domain [Hoffmann et al., 2000]. In
the average-subtraction method, a gradient artifact template, computed by
averaging N gradient artifact occurrences, is subtracted from each individual
artifact, followed by adaptive noise cancellation in order to remove residual
artifact components (Fig. 1.2b). Differently, frequency domain filtering con-
sists in determining the spectrum of the artifact template and subsequently
correcting the signal power spectrum by setting artifact frequencies to zero.
However, this approach can affect EEG, since its band may overlap. In 1999,
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Felblinger et al. [1999] estimated the individual responses of the Gx, Gy, Gz
gradients and subtracted the sum of these responses from the EEG signal.
In Allen et al. [2000], principal component analysis (PCA) was introduced
in order to capture temporal variations in the artifact. The algorithm was
applied to generate an optimal set of basis functions that best described the
temporal variations of the artifacts. These basis functions were then fitted
and subtracted from the EEG to reduce the artifacts. Sijbers et al. [1999]
estimated the power spectrum of the gradient artifact and used this tem-
plate to remove the gradient artifact through adaptive filtering techniques.
More recently, an interesting method based only on average subtraction was
developed [Goncalves et al., 2007]. The algorithm preliminarily estimates the
MR sequence timing parameters, in order to correct misalignments between
EEG and fMRI data, and then removes gradient artifact by subtracting an
artifact template calculated both on slice and on volume acquisitions.
Our group developed a novel method, based on the average-subtraction
approach, to remove gradient artifact, able to preserve EEG integrity and
adapt to any dataset avoiding MRI trigger, using complexity-free mathe-
matical procedures. The novelties of this method are the iteratively average
subtraction and the tuning of the artifact to be subtracted, for each slice, by
linear regression. Moreover, this method offers a practical solution as it does
not require hardware solutions such as synchronizing the EEG and MRI sys-
tems or altering imaging sequence and collecting data at very high sampling
rate [Sartori et al., 2009] (Appendix A).
The EMF also produces on EEG electrodes the BCG artifact caused by
cardiac pulse-related movements of the electrodes during the acquisition,
which increases with the static field strength and can cover the EEG signal
fluctuation (Fig. 1.2c). Its frequencies are approximately 10 Hz and below
[Allen et al., 1998, Bonmassar et al., 2002]. There are three causes of this
artifact. First, the movement of the electrodes and scalp due to expansion
and contraction of scalp arteries between the systolic and diastolic phases
[Allen et al., 1998, Muri et al., 1998, Goldman et al., 2000, Ellingson et al.,
2004]. Second, fluctuation of the Hall voltage due to pulsatile changes of the
blood in the arteries [Muri et al., 1998]. Finally, the small cardiac-related
movement of the body [Sijbers et al., 2000]. The methods to eliminate the
BCG are based on averaged artifact subtraction (AAS) or adaptive filter-
ing techniques. In AAS, a BCG artifact template is estimated first detecting
the QRS peaks in the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal and then by averag-
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ing over the intervals of EEG signal. The template is then subtracted from
the individual raw EEG epochs [Allen et al., 1998]. The method has been
subsequently modified. To compensate the slow changes in the BCG arti-
fact, Goldman et al. [2000] assign weights to the EEG segment that vary
inversely with the temporal displacement from the current sample. Because
of the non-stationarity of the ECG signal, others apply adaptive filtering
techniques which uses the correlations between a reference ECG channel and
the EEG channels to estimate the contribution of the BCG artifact in the
EEG signal. The template is then subtracted from the raw EEG [Sijbers
et al., 2000, Bonmassar et al., 2002]. Differently from these two techniques,
more recently the independent component analysis (ICA) has been used for
removing BCG artifacts from EEG [Srivastava et al., 2005]. The ICA decom-
position found from five to six components related to the BCG artifact. The
spectral power analysis, applied before and after removal of the components,
showed a reduction at frequencies related with the artifact.
1.3 Conventional analysis of EEG-fMRI data
in epilepsy
The EEG-fMRI coregistration is a suitable technique to study IED activity.
IEDs are composed of spikes, fast electrographic transients lasting less than
70 ms, and slow waves that probably represents a period of refractoriness. In
the conventional analysis of EEG-fMRI data the appearance of IEDs drives
the analysis on fMRI data. Conventional analysis of EEG-fMRI data relies on
spike-timing of epileptic activity: the neurologist identifies the intervals of the
IED events, as represented by a square wave; this protocol is then convolved
with a canonical HRF to construct a model, regressor or design matrix, for the
general linear model (GLM) analysis. Differently, the ictal EEG is long lasting
and does not show different states of rest-active conditions: the ictal events
are limited, in most of cases are unpredictable and may have safety problems.
There are limitations to this analysis, however. First, because it is impossible
to predict when epileptic discharges will occur, few IEDs will usually appear
during the few minutes of fMRI recording; this hampers the possibility to
detect BOLD signal changes [Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006]. Second, because of
the volume conductor, deep epileptic discharge cannot be captured by scalp
EEG. The first our approaches to analyze the EEG-fMRI data were to treat
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Figure 1.2: (a) Raw EEG signal acquired inside the MR scan. (b) Signal
after gradient artifact subtraction. (c) EEG acquired inside the MR scan
affected by BCG artifact. The signal was pass band-filtered between 1.6−
30 Hz, gain = 150 µV/cm. The time windows are of 15 s.
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the data separately [Avesani et al., 2008, Formaggio et al., 2008b, Manganotti
et al., 2008] as described above. The studies are somewhat limited because
the advantages of the simultaneous recordings have not really been exploited:
the analysis does not combined the two measurement modalities.
1.3.1 fMRI preprocessing
The main goal of fMRI preprocessing is to reduce non-task- or non-event- re-
lated variability in the data before the analysis. The basic preprocessing steps
are: slice scan time correction, motion correction, temporal filtering, spatial
smoothing, registration and normalization. To correct for the different slice
acquisition times, a slice scan time correction can be used with different in-
terleaved scanning order [Huettel et al., 2004]. Head motion can introduce
false BOLD activity if correlated to stimulus. Therefore, to reduce the ef-
fect of head motion the data are realigned using rigid-body transformation.
Movement correction can be either before or after slice timing correction.
For interleaved data acquisition slice timing correction must be used first,
for sequential data acquisition movement correction first (Fig. 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Example of rigid body motion parameters - 3 translations, 3
rotations. Translation (mm) or rotation (degrees).
Typical time course shows also a slow background signal (scanner drift, noise
from physiological source as respiratory and cardiac cycles and residual move-
ment). These slowly varying signals can be removed by a high-pass filter
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(Fig. 1.4a,b). The spatial filter adjusts voxel intensities with a weighted av-
erage of neighbour voxels (the weighting is typically Gaussian). It requires
a convolution with a Gaussian kernel (full width at half maximum [FWMH]
typically about twice the voxel size). The advantage is that it increases signal
to noise ratio (SNR) but reducing spatial resolution. Smoothing can spread
activations across sulci and increase partial-volume effects (averaging across
different tissues) (Figs. 1.4c, 1.5).
Figure 1.4: a) FMRI time course acquired during square-wave movement
at 26 s on and 26 s off, b) after highpass filtering with cut-off of 0.008 Hz
and c) after spatial smoothing (FWHM = 6 mm).
Registration optimizes parameters (translations and rotations) that describe
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Figure 1.5: Effect of spatial smoothing on a single subject during a right-
hand motor task. The small activations disappear and near activations
join.
rigid body transformation between source and reference images; transfor-
mation re-samples according to determined transformation. The anatomical
space can be standardized in a common space, e.g. Talaraich or Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI). The atlas of Talaraich and Tournoux is based
on a single subject (60 years, female, cadaver) and it is related to the Brod-
mann coordinates [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988]. Differently, the MNI space
is a combination of many MRI scans on normal controls. The normalization
allows generalization of results to larger population, improves comparison
with other studies, provides coordinate space for reporting results and en-
ables averaging across subjects. Since the template is derived from normal
brains, transformations can lead to inappropriate image distortion at the site
of a lesion. Brains to be normalized has regions of signal intensity that are
different compared to the corresponding region of the template. Therefore,
normalization may distort the lesion extension of a patient.
1.3.2 General linear model
The quantitative analysis of the BOLD signal allows to detect and delineate
cerebral areas active after a specific stimulus or task. Bandettini et al. [1992]
demonstrated that the time course, obtained with a long-echo time (TE)
gradient-echo planar imaging (EPI), is an effective tool in localizing brain
function in humans. The brain regions activated by a specific task can be
recognized by calculating the correlation coefficient of the data with respect
to a reference waveform, followed by formation of a cross-correlation image
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[Bandettini et al., 1993] or by using the GLM approach [Friston et al., 1995]
and assuming a model to describe the HRF, that is the expected shape of
the BOLD response due to stimulus presentation.
In the GLM analysis, for each voxel, the observed response vector of fMRI
data (y ∈ RN×1 with N equal to the number of the acquired volumes), is
expressed in terms of a linear combination of explanatory variables, con-
tained in the known matrix (X ∈ RN×M with M equal to the number of
the unknown regression coefficients), commonly called design matrix, via the
unknown parameter vector (β ∈ RM×1), plus an error term (ǫ ∈ RN×1):
y = X · β + ǫ. (1.2)
The theoretical basis of GLM in fMRI analysis can be found in [Friston
et al., 1995]. The design matrix X is crucial for the results of the study.
Its first column is a vector of ones and the second column contains values,
at acquisition time points n = 1, 2, . . . , N , equal to the convolution of the
stimulus function, u(n), with the impulse response, HRF (n), representing
the hemodynamic response function:
X(n) = [1(n) u(n)⊗HRF (n)] (1.3)
where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation. Additional columns are eventu-
ally present when the time and dispersion derivatives of the HRF are intro-
duced. The external stimulus function u(n) is known since it depends on the
experimental set-up, with values equal to 1 or 0 denoting the presence or
absence of a stimulus, respectively.
HRF modeling
In response to specific stimuli or an EEG event, the fMRI signal takes few
seconds to increase, reaches its peak between 5 and 7 s and then recovers to
baseline in 12 s. After that there is a signal undershoot up to 30 s after the
onset of the stimulus. This response to the impulse is referred to as the HRF.
In epileptic patients, it describes the dynamic process of the BOLD signal
evoked by an interictal event.
Dip. The shape of the HRF shows a slight initial signal decrease (Fig. 1.6).
Some researchers suggested that an initial negative dip before the positive
peak of BOLD response correlates with measured local decreases in tissue
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oxygen concentration probably with an increase of the local metabolism dur-
ing neuron activation [Malonek and Grinvald, 1996, Kim et al., 2000]. The
negative initial dip of the BOLD response occurs within 1-2 s after electri-
cal response and can not be captured when the fMRI acquisition has long
time repetition (TR). In addition it is only observed using scanners with
high magnetic fields of at least 3 T or superior where the SNR is more high
[Menon and Goodyear, 1999, Menon and Kim, 1999].
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Figure 1.6: Typical hemodynamic response measured by fMRI after a
stimulus. It shows a negative initial dip, a positive BOLD response and a
negative undershoot.
HRF shape. The nature of the HRF has been extensively studied and
different models were purposed: models based on a gamma function [Cohen,
1997, Lange and Zeger, 1997], combination of gamma functions [Friston et al.,
1998], Gaussian model [Rajapakse et al., 1998], spline-like functions [Gossl
et al., 2001a,b], models using a basis set such as Fourier sines and cosines
[Lange and Zeger, 1997, Ardekani et al., 1999], finite impulse response [Goutte
et al., 2000], canonical HRF plus temporal and dispersion derivatives [Friston
et al., 2007], models based on deconvolution methods [Glover, 1999, Warach
et al., 2000, Lu et al., 2006, 2007], and Bayesian methods [Marrelec and
Benali, 2001, Marrelec et al., 2003, Woolrich et al., 2004]. Briefly, the most
used HRF models are here introduced.
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The simplest HRF model is the gamma variate function that is used in
the AFNI software [Cox, 1996], (Fig. 1.7a):
hgamma(t) =
(
t
bc
)b
· e(b− tc), (1.4)
where t is the time in seconds, b = 8.6 and c = 0.547. The parameters b and
c are estimated from a dataset of visual flash stimuli [Savoy et al., 1994, Co-
hen, 1997] using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The time to the peak
of the gamma density is 4.7 s, and the approximate FWHM is 3.8 s.
TheGlover function is used in the FMRISTAT software (http://www.math
.mcgill.ca/keith/fmristat), (Fig. 1.7a):
hglover(t) =
(
t
d1
)a1
· e−
(
t−d1
b1
)
− c
(
t
d2
)a2
· e−
(
t−d2
b2
)
, (1.5)
where t is the time in seconds, d1 = a1b1 is the time to peak, d2 = a2b2 is
the time to the undershoot, and a1 = 6, a2 = 12, b1 = b2 = 0.9, c = 0.35.
The parameters a1, a2, b2, b2, and c are fitted from brief auditory events
datasets [Glover, 1999, Worsley et al., 2002]. This HRF function is modeled
as the difference of two gamma density functions. The time to the peak of
the first gamma density (positive) is 5.4 s, the approximate FWHM of the
first gamma density is 5.2 s, the time to the peak of the second gamma
density (negative) is 10.8 s, the approximate FWHM of the second gamma
density is 7.35 s, and the coefficient c of the second gamma density is 0.35.
SPM’s canonical HRF is used in the SPM (Statistical Parametric Map-
ping, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) software package (Fig. 1.7a). The canoni-
cal HRF is a ”typical” BOLD impulse response characterized by two gamma
functions, one modelling the peak and one modelling the undershoot:
hspm(t) =
l1h1t
(h1−1)e−l1t
gamma(h1)
− c · l2h2t
(h2−1)e−l2t
gamma(h2)
, (1.6)
where t is the time in seconds, gamma(h) is the standard gammavariate,
and l1 = l2 = 1, h1 = 6, h2 = 16. The time to the peak of the first gamma
density is 5 s, the approximate FWHM of the first gamma density (positive)
is 5.3 s, the time to the peak of the second gamma density (negative) is 15.8
s, the approximate FWHM of the second gamma density is 9.2 s, and the
coefficient c of the second gamma density is 1/6.
To allow variations about the canonical form, the partial derivatives of
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the canonical HRF with respect to, for example, its peak delay and dispersion
parameters can be added as further basis functions. The temporal derivative
can capture differences in the latency of the peak response (Canonical HRF
and its derivatives). In SPM, it is created from the finite difference between a
canonical HRF and a canonical shifted by one second. The dispersion deriva-
tive can capture small differences in the duration of the peak response (Fig.
1.7b) [Friston et al., 2007]. In [Henson, 2001], different HRFs showed differ-
ent fMRI activities suggesting that a linear combination of several temporal
basis functions can be used to account for delays and dispersions in the HRF.
The stimulus function is convolved with each of the basis functions to give
a set of regressors. In Fig. 1.8 an example of different activation maps using
canonical HRF and canonical HRF with its derivatives is described.
The most flexible HRF models are the finite impulse response (FIR) and
Fourier basis sets (Fig. 1.7c,d), which make minimal assumptions about the
shape of the response. FIR functions increase the degrees of freedom used
in the design matrix and allow less powerful statistical tests. The FIR set
consists of contiguous boxcar functions of finite peristimulus time (PST),
each lasting T/KFIR s, where T is the duration of HRF andKFIR the number
of functions of the basis set. The Fourier set consists of a constant and KF
sine and KF cosine functions of harmonic periods T, T/2, ..., T/KF s. Then,
linear combinations of the FIR or Fourier basis functions can capture any
shape of response, compared to the canonical HRF, whose shape is fixed
[Friston et al., 2007]. To model the BOLD signal of the epileptic patients
more flexible HRF models such as the Fourier set were used [Salek-Haddadi
et al., 2006].
HRF modeling in epilepsy
As described in literature, in response to an IED activity the HRF shows
an high degree of variability in shape presumably due to the vasculature of
different regions [Bagshaw et al., 2004, Lu et al., 2006, Salek-Haddadi et al.,
2006, Lemieux et al., 2008].
Many researchers studied the shape of the HRF in epileptic patients.
Two reviews showed that about the 30% of EEG-fMRI coregistrations had
no BOLD activation or discordant BOLD activation with the clinical epilep-
tic activity and the clinical outcome [Aghakhani et al., 2006, Salek-Haddadi
et al., 2006]. A possible explanation for this result is the used of a standard
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Figure 1.7: (a) Gamma, Glover, and SPM canonical HRFs. The three
HRFs have almost the same time to peak, and the shapes are very similar
before peak time. After peak time the Glover HRF has a deeper under-
shoot. The three HRFs are scaled to have a maximum amplitude of 1 [Lu
et al., 2006]. (b) Canonical HRF (blue) and its temporal (green) and dis-
persion (red) derivatives. (c) Fourier basis set, KF = 4. (d) FIR basis set,
KFIR = 6.
HRF model instead of a specific HRF estimated on the epileptic region.
The first attempt to create a modified hemodynamic response was to
hypothesize that the HRF can be arise before the EEG event. In fact long-
lasting hemodynamic changes were observed occurring several minutes before
the interictal event [Weinand et al., 1997, Baumgartner et al., 1998, Federico
et al., 2005, Makiranta et al., 2005]. Hawco et al. [2007] suggested that neu-
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Figure 1.8: fMRI map obtained on a healthy subject during a motor task
(right hand movement). The activation maps were generated by GLM
(SPM software) with p-value corrected for multiple comparison, family
wise error (FWE) (p < 0.05). A large activation in the left primary mo-
tor area (MI) and supplementary motor area (SMA) was observed using
both canonical HRF (a) and canonical HRF with its derivatives (b). An
activation in the right motor area and right cerebellum was also found by
using only the canonical HRF with its derivatives (b).
ronal changes can occur several seconds before the EEG surface event, but
that these changes are not visible on the scalp. Therefore, they peaked the
HRF at seven different times (two before the spike onset, -3 and -1 s, and five
after, 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 s). For each patient, seven activation maps were gener-
ated using Boynton HRF with these peaks. Using the deconvolution method
[Cox, 1996, Warach et al., 2000] an HRF for each significant activation for
all data sets was calculated (no deactivations were considered).
Using a voxel-based approach that merges deterministic and pattern recog-
nition methods for the analysis of EEG-fMRI data in patients with epilepsy,
Lu et al. [2007] estimated HRF by deconvolution on a training data set to
be used together with the GLM approach on an independent data set. The
HRFs, in response to sensory or cognitive stimuli, differ in epileptic patients
compared to healthy subjects. The limitations of this approach are prin-
cipally related to the intrinsic problems affecting deconvolution: the linear
assumption underlying convolution is often an approximation; the deconvo-
lution is an ill-posed problem when no constraints on the HRF are assumed,
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as in this case, and when data are affected by high measurement errors. The
beta parameters of the model and the parameters that describe the HRF are
simultaneously estimated. The method returns inaccurate estimates and this
is reflected on HRF.
Grouiller et al. [2010] proposed an HRF based on a limited set of gamma
functions. The parameters (the time scaling factor and the time of onset on
the standard HRF) were identified to maximize the number of activated and
deactivated voxels assuming that the optimal HRF was that highlighted the
strongest activation. But this choice may not always be the optimal.
Negative HRFs. Some researchers observed an inverted HRF both in stud-
ies of EEG alpha rhythm [Laufs et al., 2003, Moosmann et al., 2003] that
in studies on epilepsy [Stefanovic et al., 2004, 2005, Hamandi et al., 2008].
Even if the underlying mechanics is not completely understood, a decrease
in neuronal activity seems to be related to a decrease in the BOLD response.
Some studies hypothesized a vascular origin of the negative response with an
association between reduction in cerebral blood flow and decreases in oxygen
consumption [Harel et al., 2002, Kannurpatti and Biswal, 2004]. The deacti-
vation might represent vascular ”steal” phenomenon or might be related to
the disruption of neurovascular coupling [Shmuel et al., 2002, Gotman, 2008,
Mangia et al., 2009].
In case of epileptic spikes, anticausal EEG-fMRI correlation could indi-
cate that the observed spikes is only ”the tip of iceberg”, caused by a period
of temporal neural synchronization of the network, in a stream of any syn-
chronous pathological activity associated with epilepsy [Hawco et al., 2007,
Ullsperger and Debener, 2010].
Earlier HRFs. Many hypothesis were investigated about the existence of
earlier HRFs. A likely explanation is an increase in synaptic activity pre-
ceding the spike [Logothetis et al., 2001]. As described by [Makiranta et al.,
2005], early BOLD responses might reflect electrical processes invisible on
the EEG (e.g. if generated from deep regions). Also Jacobs et al. [2009] ob-
served early increases in the BOLD signal associated with focal spikes. They
suggested that this early BOLD activity is the result of IED occurring some
seconds before the measured EEG event but that these changes are not vis-
ible on the scalp.
The BOLD signal can appear earlier than the EEG event [Hawco et al.,
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2007, Rathakrishnan et al., 2010] or later [Lemieux et al., 2008]. In this case
the sensitivity of EEG-fMRI analysis can be improved with the used of HRF
peaking at different time onset (e.g. from -9 to +9 s around the spike). Also
Moeller et al. [2008] found an HRF with negative onset of 3-6 s prior the
onset of generalized spike and wave (GSW).
Recently, Masterton et al. [2010] studied patients with benign childhood
rolandic epilepsy and found that the shape of the averaged BOLD response
was different to the canonical HRF, including earlier onset and positive time-
to-peak, and a more pronounced signal decrease. The estimated HRF was
calculated, first applying a FIR basis set, then choosing for each subject
the individual response estimate from the most significant voxel within the
cluster of voxels located closely to the face area. Finally, the group response
shape was estimated by averaging the individual responses.
1.3.3 Open problems in GLM
In spite of its current limitations, EEG-fMRI coregistration in epilepsy has
yielded promising results [Gotman et al., 2006, Laufs and Duncan, 2007] and
the BOLD activation has been usually detected in agreement with the sup-
posed epileptogenic area [Benar et al., 2006, Zijlmans et al., 2007].
In the conventional GLM analysis, the neurologist is able to visually iden-
tify IEDs. The convolution of these EEG events with a model of the fMRI
response, i.e., the HRF, provides the regressor for the GLM analysis (Fig.
1.9). Maps showing regions of significant IED-related change were obtained
through voxel-wise fitting of the model and application of appropriate sta-
tistical thresholds [Lemieux et al., 2001b, Benar et al., 2002, Salek-Haddadi
et al., 2003, Hamandi et al., 2004, Gotman et al., 2006].
Unfortunately, this method shows two limits. First, the method is not
automatic causing subjectivity in IEDs classification. Second, the using of
a standard HRF in the GLM framework can introduce errors in extension
and localization of the active area. In particular the shape and latency of the
HRF evoked by IED are variable [Benar et al., 2002, Lemieux et al., 2008,
Lu et al., 2006]. Although several studies have suggested that a single HRF
model may be suboptimal [Aguirre et al., 1998], the widely used approach
adopts for all subjects a fix HRF to describe the expected shape of the BOLD
response due to stimulus presentation.
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Figure 1.9: Design matrix construction: convolution between the protocol
based on the EEG events and the HRF.
First: IED selection
To solve the problem of the visual identification of the EEG event (square-
wave protocol), different solutions based on the correlation between the EEG
and fMRI data were purposed. Reference functions related to the interictal
spikes were extracted from the EEG and compared to the fMRI signal [Ives
et al., 1993, Warach et al., 1996, Lemieux et al., 2001b, Gotman et al., 2004,
Liston et al., 2006, Zijlmans et al., 2007].
Recently, ICA, a technique able to separate statistically independent com-
ponents from a mixture of data, was also applied to EEG data and a single
component due to IED activity was identified by visual inspection [Jann
et al., 2008]. Luo et al. [2010] used a procedure to analyzed EEG-fMRI data
based on the temporal correlation between a channel of raw EEG and each
independent component with the same time window. Subsequently, each type
of IED was imaged using GLM. The method wanted to solve the foci local-
ization for patients with complex and multiple discharges, not identified by
the usual GLM.
Unfortunately, fMRI data consist of different slices recorded separately
whereas the EEG data are instantaneous measures and multiple EEG events
may occur during a TR. For these reasons integrating the data is not simple.
Second: Use of standard HRFs
The widely used approach adopts the same HRF for all subjects undergoing
a given experimental protocol. However, several studies examining the vari-
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ability in BOLD response have suggested that a single HRF model may be
suboptimal, since HRF differs both among people and scans. When optimal
HRF across subjects (intersubject variability) was compared, the shape of
the response was highly variable [Aguirre et al., 1998], while less variability
in HRF was observed from a single subject collected across sessions, and even
less variability in the responses collected within a single session (intrasubject
variability) [Huettel et al., 2004]. Lindquist and Wager [2007] showed that
neuronal activity produces changes in multiple aspects of the HRF shape,
such as height, time to peak and width. They introduced a technique based
on superposition of three inverse logit functions (the first describing the rise
following activation, the second the decrease and undershoot and the third
the stabilization) to construct a seven-parameters model, which balances
interpretability and flexibility of the HRF model. The onset and peak la-
tencies of the HRF provide information about the timing of activation for a
brain area and the width provides information about the duration of acti-
vation. In this simulation study, the parameters were inferred at each voxel
of brain volume using nonlinear fitting procedure, thus requiring high time-
computational efforts [Lindquist and Wager, 2007]. Using the same HRF for
each subject neglects hemodynamic response variability and could lead to
false negatives and to false positives [Bonakdarpour et al., 2007]. Inclusion of
derivative terms of the HRF into the model can alleviate such differences on
the first level. However, it ignores the potential for amplitude bias induced
by model mismatched due to variable hemodynamic delays and is not helpful
for second level random effect analysis [Calhoun et al., 2004].
1.3.4 Independent component analysis
EEG-fMRI is widely used to investigate the hemodynamic correlates of spon-
taneous brain rhythms, i.e. the resting state networks (RSNs) [Mantini et al.,
2007]. In case of ’resting state’ condition, a state of a spontaneous and en-
dogenous brain activity not intentionally induced externally nor voluntarily
generated by the subject, the BOLD signal fluctuations reflect the baseline
activity of the brain [Mulert and Lemieux, 2010]. In resting state condition
the brain rhythms fluctuate in amplitude producing a modulation in the
BOLD signal. The posterior alpha rhythm is associated to the visual sys-
tem [Berger, 1929, Lopes da Silva et al., 1997], the temporal tau-rhythm to
the auditory system [Tiihonen et al., 1991] and the rolandic alpha and beta
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rhythms to the sensorimotor system [Gastaut, 1952, Salenius et al., 1997].
All are attenuated or not present during a task (e.g. the alpha rhythm is
attenuated with eyes opening [Storti et al., 2010]).
Although the role of these networks has yet to be understood, their modifi-
cations are object of study in some pathologies such as in the Alzheimer’s dis-
ease or other impaired brain functions [Mulert and Lemieux, 2010]. Epileptic
events affect the activity of the default mode network (DMN) [Salek-Haddadi
et al., 2003, Gotman et al., 2005, Hamandi et al., 2006]. Decreasing activ-
ity of DMN was observed both in generalized and focal epileptic activity
[Kobayashi et al., 2006, Laufs et al., 2006] and may describe impaired con-
sciousness.
During a task, the most common method used to analyze the fMRI data
is the hypothesis-driven, voxel-based statistical method such as correlation
method [Bandettini et al., 1993] and GLM [Friston et al., 1995]. However,
GLM and correlation methods are not able to identify this spontaneous ac-
tivity.
In the absence of a paradigm design, a useful alternative is a multivari-
ate approach/analysis such as ICA. This important technique of data-driven
analysis can be applied to solve the problem of blind source separation of
signals by dividing the imaging data into several spatial patterns or inde-
pendent activation maps. With this method, fMRI can be analyzed in the
absence of spatial bounds or a priori knowledge about the time course of ac-
tivation of the different components [McKeown et al., 1998]. ICA can extract
task-related as well as physiologically-relevant non-task-related components
and artifactual components. Furthermore, it is extremely useful for identi-
fying IED-related activity [Moeller et al., 2011] and the RSNs of neuronal
activity as regions involved in motor function, visual and auditory process-
ing, memory, executive functioning and the DMN.
In detail, ICA separates statistically independent components (ICs) from
a mixture of data [Jutten and Herault, 1988, Comon, 1994, Bell and Se-
jnowski, 1995]. Achieving maximal independence in time or space yields two
types of ICA: the temporal ICA attempts to find temporally ICs with as-
sociated spatial maps, whereas the spatial ICA, most widely used in fMRI,
attempts to find spatially independent components with associated time-
courses [Calhoun et al., 2001]. fMRI data set is represented as a space-time
matrix X˜ (with X˜ ∈ ℜN×M), having in its M columns the N -dimension
time series measured in the M voxels. X˜ matrix information is modeled by
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a linear combination of N statistically ICs (the ”sources”) arranged as N -
dimension rows of matrix S (Fig. 1.10a). Thus the relationship between X˜
and the independent components, matrix S, can be written as:
X˜ = AS (1.7)
where A is the square mixing matrix (with A ∈ ℜN×N and N the number of
underlying ICs). The nth column of A consists of the time-course associated
with the nth row of S. The matrix A may be estimated using several al-
gorithms. Typical algorithms for ICA use centering, whitening (usually with
the eigenvalue decomposition) and dimensionality reduction as preprocessing
steps in order to simplify and reduce the complexity of the problem for the
actual iterative algorithm. The inverse matrix of A, W = A−1, is computed
and the spatial components are estimated from:
Sˆ = WX˜ (1.8)
where Sˆ ∈ ℜN×M is a good approximation of the sources S andW ∈ ℜN×N is
the unmixing matrix. Each component thus consists of a spatial map [McKe-
own et al., 1998]. The maximum number of ICs the ICA method can extract
equals the number of time points in the data [McKeown et al., 1998]. Info-
max [Amari et al., 1995, Bell and Sejnowski, 1995] and the FastICA [Hyvari-
nen, 1999] algorithms solve the aforementioned linear equation. The Infomax
maximizes the information transferred from inputs through a non-linear neu-
ral network transfer function, whereas the FastICA maximizes independence
among estimated ICs, which is achieved via maximization of negentropy, a
measure of deviation from Gaussian distributions. There are two main limi-
tations about traditional spatial ICA. First, neglecting the role of noise can
cause inaccurate estimation of true dimension of independent sources, lead-
ing to so called overfitting phenomena, i.e. the separating matrix estimated
by ICA fails completely in separating the true source signals. Second, there
is no statistical processing available, i.e. it is not possible to apply a test for
significance to the source estimates within the framework of null-hypothesis
testing and the conversion in z scores does not show a statistical meaning
[McKeown et al., 1998]. It can only represent how far the voxel intensities
differ from the mean voxel intensity.
The probabilistic independent component analysis (PICA) method, im-
plemented in FMRIB Software Library (FSL, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) and
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used in this thesis, is an extension of classical spatial ICA framework and
estimates sources by maximizing non-Gaussianity in terms of negentropy
[Beckmann and Smith, 2004]. The novelty of PICA is the introduction of a
non-square mixing matrix in the presence of Gaussian noise in the model:
data are assumed to be generated from a set of statistically independent
non-Gaussian sources corrupted by additive Gaussian noise, so that (Eq.
1.7) becomes:
X = AS + η (1.9)
where X = X¯ − µ with X¯ = X˜ + η + µ, µ defines the mean intensity of
all voxels (assuming zero-mean sources) and η ∼ N(0,Σ2) (Fig. 1.10b). The
mixing matrix A is estimated from the data using the Maximum Likelihood
estimation [Beckmann and Smith, 2004] and, given A, the maximum likeli-
hood source estimates (S) are obtained using generalized least squares. A is
now a N ×K mixing matrix with K ≤ N (the number K of sources is less
than the size N of data) and S is a K ×M matrix. The noise element intro-
duced into the PICA model allows statistical processing by noise estimation
and the z scores displayed are based on the estimated standard error of the
residual noise.
The PICA decomposition can be made using Multivariate Exploratory
Linear Decomposition into Independent Components (MELODIC) toolbox.
After data reduction by means of principal component analysis (PCA), the
number of dimensions (with waveforms and spatial maps) were estimated for
each subject using the Laplace approximation to the Bayesian evidence of
the model order [Minca, 2000, Beckmann and Smith, 2004]. The maps were
thresholded at a posterior probability threshold of p>0.5 [Beckmann and
Smith, 2004]. A threshold of z scores was finally used for visualization of the
IC maps. Negative z scores indicate voxels whose fMRI signals are opposite
modulated to the IC waveform.
1.3.5 Open problems in ICA
Three main methodological problems are present in-handling ICA results.
First, the analysis, each time it is performed, can induce some changes in
the estimated ICs, caused probably either by the assumption of statistical
independence that may not hold for the data, or by the additive noise that
can cause modification in the solution [Ylipaavalniemi and Vigario, 2008].
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Figure 1.10: a) Spatial ICA of fMRI data. The columns of square mixing
matrix A are the time-courses and the independent components are the
rows of matrix S. b) PICA of fMRI data. The matrix A is a rectangular
matrix and the number of components K is less than the size N of data.
Second, the ICA algorithm is able to extract only a number of components
defined a priori and the components are not ranked during the decomposition
[Boly et al., 2008], therefore the dimensionality of fMRI data for ICA could
be unfortunately overestimated, leading to an excessive number of compo-
nents with dissociated sources or underestimated discarding information. In
this case it is not possible to separate the phenomena of interest [Beckmann,
2001]. The last issue is how to identify and isolate the spontaneous networks
and to discard non neuronal noise such as scanner instability, environment
noise, head movements and physiological fluctuation (cardiac and respiratory
cycles).
ICA is implemented in many available algorithms to identify the source
signals [McKeown et al., 2003, Ylipaavalniemi and Vigario, 2008]: Infomax
[Amari et al., 1995, Bell and Sejnowski, 1995], JADE [Cardoso and Souloumiac,
1989, 1993], FastICA [Hyvarinen, 1999], that use higher order statistics, and
also decorrelation methods belong to Molgedey and Schuster [1994] and Ziehe
and Muller [1998].
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In the literature several methods were also developed to order the output
components. FSL uses the percentage of total variance explained by each
single component. However, the percentage of variance generated by neural
signals differs across subjects, multiple runs in the same subject, repeated
applications of an ICA algorithm to a single dataset and can be even lower
than the percentage of variance generated by noise. Alternatively, Lu and
Rajapakse order the ICs either according to kurtosis or by incorporating a
priori information as constrain [Lu and Rajapakse, 2003]; McKeown [2000]
suggests an hybrid method to separate the task-related components from the
artifactual sources, but employing a priori hypothesis to guide the analysis;
Formisano et al. [2002] propose three measures for each IC to solve the se-
lection problem: kurtosis of the component’s distribution of the voxel values
ranking according to descending values, the degree of spatial clustering of
its suprathreshold voxels and one-lag serial correlation of its time course.
In Brain Voyager software it is available a method that provides a clas-
sification of ICs as BOLD network through a 11 parameters representation
(IC-fingerprint): kurtosis, skewness, spatial entropy, degree of clustering, one-
lag serial autocorrelation, temporal entropy, power contribution in five range
bands [De Martino et al., 2007]. This solution is also employed in patients
with focal epilepsy [Rodionov et al., 2007]. However, despite an automatic
classification of ICs as BOLD components, the visual identification by an
expert neurologist is needed. Finally, a different approach applicable to pe-
riodic fMRI paradigms, i.e. not for resting state, uses for ranking the power
component of the fundamental task frequency, quantified by Fourier trans-
form of ICs [Moritz et al., 2003]. Algorithm fully exploratory network ICA
(FENICA), introduced in the context of ICA group analysis, explores spatial
consistent resting state networks over a group of subjects neither requiring a
priori template definition nor visual inspection nor single-subject component
selection [Schopf et al., 2010]. The disadvantage is that the algorithm cannot
be applied in individual clinical setting such as epilepsy, where it is strictly
necessary to identify the ICA components related to the epileptic activity of
each patient.
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1.4 Electrical source imaging in epilepsy
The simple analysis of the scalp EEG and their potential maps can not pro-
vide information about the number, location and orientation of the deep
generators and the highest activity of some scalp electrodes does not always
demonstrate that the activities are located there. The inverse solution meth-
ods have just this scope [Fender, 1987, Brunet et al., 2011].
The electrical source imaging (ESI), performed by solving the associated
inverse problem, can estimate the localization within the brain volume of the
electric source(s) generating an IED that can be recorded with scalp elec-
trodes [Scherg and Von Cramon, 1985, Liu et al., 1998, Babiloni et al., 2003,
Michel et al., 2004]. ESI involves numerous scalp electrodes, hdEEG (Fig.
1.11), and realistic head models derived from structural MRI.
Unfortunately, the problem is fundamentally ill posed: there are infinitive
possible generator locations and configurations that give the same potential
distribution over the surface of a volume conductor [Nurez and Srinivasan,
2006]. In addition, a wrong model of individual geometry and conductivity of
the brain and a limited number of EEG channels can influence the estimate
of the sources. HdEEG technology was developed to enhance the poor spatial
information content of the EEG activity. In this case the inverse solutions
benefit from a large number of electrodes.
There are several source localization strategies to solve the inverse prob-
lem and to estimate the currents in the brain that produce a measured electric
field. They can be grouped in two main approaches: the equivalent current
dipole (ECD) model, where the signals are assumed to be generated by few
focal sources and the linear distributed (LD) approaches, which consider that
the dipoles are regularly distributed in cerebral volume according to a 3D
grid and where all possible source locations are simultaneously considered
[Michel et al., 2004, Sanei and Chambers, 2007, He et al., 2011].
The best fit solution differs from the source inversion algorithm used, so
to remedy this problem many source algorithms were usually applied. The
assumption about the number of electrodes, geometric and anatomical prop-
erties, conductive volume and focus characteristics can enhance the precision
of the inverse solution [Michel et al., 2004, Michel and Murray, 2011].
Both the ECD and LD methods were widely used in epilepsy [Ebersole,
1994, Michel et al., 2004, Plummer et al., 2008, Brodbeck et al., 2009, Holmes
et al., 2010, Brodbeck et al., 2011, Lai et al., 2011, Michel and Murray, 2011].
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.11: (a) 256-channel HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net. (b) HdEEG
cap.
1.4.1 Equivalent current dipole model
According to the ECD approach, the sources are a number of discrete electric
dipoles located in a 3D space, where each dipole is described by six parame-
ters: three for its location, two for its orientation, and one for its amplitude.
This approach assumes the underlying neuronal sources to be focal. The a
priori assumption is that a small number of current sources in the brain can
adequately model the surface EEG measurements. To obtain a unique solu-
tion, the number of unknown parameters has to be less than or equal to the
number of independent measurements (overdetermined). To determine the
best location of the sources, the squared error between the surface electric
potential map generated by dipoles using a certain forward model and the ac-
tual measured potential map is calculated. Non linear optimization methods
based on directed search algorithms are usually used to obtain all possible
locations and orientations of the sources [Uutela et al., 1998].
The estimation of the inverse solution can be obtained by using: dipole fit-
ting methods [Scherg, 1990], linear constrained minimum variance (LCMV)
beamformers [Van Veen et al., 1997], the multiple signal classification (MU-
SIC) [Mosher and Leahy, 1998] with the scope to solve the problem of how
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to choose the locations of a dipole model within a head volume that give the
best projection onto the signal EEG space. ECD models have some limits in
estimating in advance the number of dipoles and localizing extended sources,
i.e. the center of mass of the cortical activity is localized, but the distribution
and the extension of the activity remain to be determined [He et al., 2011].
1.4.2 Linear distributed approaches
When the number of dipole sources is not available, the 3D grid of solution
points is considered as a possible location of a brain activity source. As the
number of unknown dipole moments is much greater than the number of EEG
electrodes, the LD approach is underdetermined [Hamalainen and Ilmoniemi,
1994, Sanei and Chambers, 2007].
The forward problem
The forward equation gives scalp electric potential differences as a function
of current density and is expressed as:
Φ = LJ, (1.10)
where Φ is a N × 1 known matrix of measurements of scalp electric potential
differences, in which the coordinates of measurement points are given by
Cartesian position vectors: J = (jT1 , j
T
2 , . . . , j
T
M)
T is a (3M) × 1 matrix of
current densities with jTβ = (jxβ, jyβ, jzβ)
T and β = 1 . . .M at M point
within the brain volume and L, N × (3M) matrix, is a transfer matrix or
lead field matrix and αth row of the matrix is (lTα1, l
T
α2, . . . , l
T
αM) with lαβ =
(lxαβ, lyαβ, lzαβ)
T .
The inverse problem
The inverse problem is used to convert measured electric potentials into cur-
rent densities of the sources. The inverse problem is ill-posed because an
infinity of different source configurations can produce the same EEG scalp
distribution. For noise-free measurements the estimation of the dipole source
configuration Jˆ is provided by the solution of the linear system:
Jˆ = TΦ, (1.11)
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where Φ is the measured EEG potential distribution and T , (3M)×N matrix,
is the generalized inverse of the transfer function L in which each jth column
describes the potential distribution generated on the scalp electrodes by the
jth unitary dipole. It must satisfy:
LT = HN , (1.12)
where HN is defined as N ×N average reference operator :
HN = IN − 1
N
1N1
T
N (1.13)
with IN N × N identity matrix, and 1N N × 1 matrix of ones. This is a
underdetermined linear system, in which the number of unknowns, dimension
of the vector Jˆ is greater than the number of measurements Φ of about one
order of magnitude. The relationship between the ”true” J and the estimated
Jˆ is given by:
Jˆ = RJ, (1.14)
where R = TL is the resolution matrix. If the matrix R = I, the current
density can be estimate exactly. The solution of the Eq. 1.11 is given by
computing pseudoinverse according to the following expressions:
T = W−1LT (LW−1LT )+, (1.15)
where (LW−1LT )+ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of (LW−1LT )
and W is (3N)× (3N) a symmetric weight matrix. Because the solution (Eq.
1.15) satisfies the measurement equation Φ = LJ exactly, the solution is
not robust to the measurement contaminated by observation noise. To avoid
this effect the following Tikhonov regularization parameter (α > 0) can be
considered:
T = W−1LT (LW−1LT + αH)+; (1.16)
this parameter represents the relative weight between the data fitting error
and prior terms.
The lead field matrix L represents the contribution of each elementary
dipole to the potential recorded on the scalp surface and requires a solution
to the well-known Poisson equation [Steele, 1996], where the EEG poten-
tial differences Φ on the scalp surface ∂Ω are the manifestation of a source
distribution ρ(A/m3) in the brain:
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∇ · (σ∇Φ) = −ρ, (1.17)
where σ is the conductivity of the head volume (Ωm)−1. Despite the possible
use of a priori knowledge about the nature of the source distribution or
overall physiology of the brain or the status of the subject, determining ρ is
an ill-posed problem [Kandaswamy et al., 2008].
Particular inverse solutions
In the field of LD approaches, various imaging strategies were developed to
obtain the ”optimal” source estimation introducing biophysical and physio-
logical constraints. Different source models attempt a total inversion as in
the Eq. 1.15.
The first inverse solution of a distributed model was the minimum norm
least square (MNLS) solution introduced in MEG by [Hamalainen and Il-
moniemi, 1984]. MNLS corresponds to Eq. 1.15 with W = I(3M).
Since the minimum norm solutions favored superficial sources and mis-
placed deep sources, a weighted minimum-norm least squares (WMN) solu-
tion was later developed to avoid the intrinsic bias toward superficial current
[Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994, Gorodnitsky et al., 1995, Grave de Peralta and
Gonzalez, 1998]. To assign larger weights to deeper sources the matrix W in
Eq. 1.15 is now expressed as:
W = Ω⊗ I3, (1.18)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product and Ω a M ×M matrix which elements
are: Ωββ =
√∑N
α=1l
T
α,βlα,β, with β = 1 . . .M . These solutions achieve lower
localization error than the MNLS, but their errors are still significant.
Another algorithm widely used is the low-resolution electromagnetic to-
mography algorithm (LORETA) [Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994, 1999]. LORETA
minimizes the squared norm of the Laplacian of the weighted 3D current-
density vector field. It incorporates the ”smoothness assumption” selecting
the inverse solution of the measured data with the smoothest distribution
in space [Ossenblok and Spekreijse, 1991]. In detail, the solution produces a
image with a certain degree of dispersion of a point source conserving the lo-
cation of maximal activity (mA/mm3). LORETA was widely used in the last
years to localize the EEG generator [Park et al., 2002, Mulert et al., 2004]
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and specifically the IED generator. The matrix W in Eq. 1.15 is expressed
as:
W = (Ω⊗ I3)BTB(Ω⊗ I3), (1.19)
where the matrix B implements a discrete spatial Laplacian operator and
its inverse B−1 implements a discrete spatial smoothing operator. LORETA
chooses a weighting matrix capable of depth compensation, but the solution
obtained is rather smooth or in ”low-resolution”. LORETA shows to have
more accuracy if there is a large number of active sources, and if no infor-
mation is available about the position of the electrical generators [Mulert
and Lemieux, 2010]. In addiction it has good accuracy in localizing deep
sources. Development of LORETA are standardized LORETA (sLORETA
[Pascual-Marqui, 2002]) and exact LORETA (eLORETA [Pascual-Marqui,
2007]). sLORETA has no localization bias in the presence of measurement
noise and biological noise; eLORETA has exact, zero error localization in the
presence of measurement and structured biological noise.
Another inverse solution is the Local Autoregressive Average (LAURA)
[Grave de Peralta and Gonzalez, 2002]. LAURA selects the source configura-
tion that better mimics the biophysical behavior of electric vector fields. The
estimated activity at one point depends on the activity at neighboring points
according to electromagnetic laws (i.e. the strength of the source declines
with the inverse of the squared distance of the potential field). LORETA and
LAURA are analogous to WMN but allows for additional constraints on the
source covariance.
The FOCal Underdetermined System Solver (FOCUSS) repeats the pro-
cedure of the WMN method, recursively adjusting the weighting matrix until
most elements of the solution become nearly zero, thus achieving a localized
solution. However, the final solution depends on the assumed initial current
distribution.
EPIFOCUS [Grave de Peralta and Gonzalez, 2002] shows a high spatial
accuracy in cases where a single, dominant source with a certain spatial ex-
tent can be assumed [Lantz et al., 2001, 2003a,b, Michel et al., 2004]. The
advantages of these LD approaches is that no prior specifications of the source
model are necessary. Nonetheless the spatial resolution depends on several
parameters (anatomical information, depth, orientation, and number of sen-
sors).
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1.4.3 Head models
The source imaging method requires a head model on which the inverse prob-
lem is solved and a finite number of solution points for which the electric
current is estimated. There are two types of head models: simple spherical
models and realistic head shape models. In the first case, the head is ap-
proximated to a sphere with uniform conductivity properties creating a non
realistic model. In the second case, the MRI has to be available for the pa-
tient and the segmentation is necessary to extract the brain surface and the
gray matter. In addition, the head surface has to be geometrically described
and the electrode position (measured using 3D digitizers) has to be landed
on the surface by using landmarks specially labeled in the MRI.
To describe the head surface many methods were proposed. The boundary
element method (BEM) [Meijs et al., 1987] uses triangulations of the inter-
face between compartments of equal isotropic conductivities as a geomet-
ric model; the finite element method (FEM) [Bertrand et al., 1991, Awada
et al., 1997] includes the whole volume and allows to consider individual,
anisotropic conductivities for each element and projective methods in which
the unknown potential field is expanded in terms of basis functions [Gonza-
lez Andino et al., 1989, Mosher et al., 1999]. Because of the computational
efforts the application of these methods in clinical studies is unfortunately
not used. A widely used method is the approximation of the head as multiple
concentric spheres and the solution of the inverse problem in these spheres
(spherical head model with anatomical constraint [SMAC]) [Spinelli et al.,
2000]. In detail, Spinelli et al. solve the inverse problem on a spherical head
model, but defining the solution points on the brain limits and calculating
the lead field matrix for this solution space. The MRI is mapped to the
spherical system by transformation operations. Through this transformation
the inverse problem can be calculated analytically by a spherical model, but
the solutions are calculated for the MRI that constrains the inverse solution
space according to the anatomy. The solution points generated by the inte-
gration of EEG source and MRI are restricted to the gray matter for each
patient. The localization of the EEG source in the brain of the patient and
not in a standard template is useful to compare the epileptic foci with the
anatomical lesion and coregister the result with other imaging techniques.
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1.4.4 Open problems in source localization
The main limitation of the source localization is that it can be biased by a low
number of electrodes [Michel et al., 2004]: as explain in Fig. 1.12, increasing
the number of electrodes (from 30 to 256 channels) the localization of the
epileptic area can be improved.
Figure 1.12: Difference between source localization on a epileptic patient
using a) 30 channels, 10-20 system and b) 256-EGI channels.
The direct use of the source localization results for the presurgical eval-
uation can be a risk if no supplementary information is provided (e.g. EEG-
fMRI, MEG and invasive EEG). In order to generate more specific spatial
constraints and reduce the solution space, new approaches that combine fMRI
and EEG were also applied. The BOLD activation clusters can be used as
”seeding points” for the dipoles [Babiloni et al., 2003], even if a main lim-
itation is that some electrical generators can not be observed in the fMRI
analysis. In fact the cerebral activity can be found only with the EEG or only
with the fMRI or with both. The first case can happen when a short last-
ing neural activity is not able to evoke a measurable hemodynamic response
function. In the second case, a hemodynamic response could be evoked by a
long-lasting neuronal activity but with a slow shift of the electrical baseline
that can not be detected.
EEG source localization accuracy is also affected by many factors regard-
ing the forward problem. First, a wide range of the conductivity values has
been reported in literature and it is difficult to individualize these values
and a more accurate volume conductor model is required for the accurate
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source localization. Second, an accurate coordinate transformation is needed
to register the electrodes coordinates with the head.

Chapter 2
Automatic EEG Method
The evaluation of patients with epilepsy is one of the areas where EEG and
fMRI integration has considerable clinical relevance for localizing the brain
regions generating interictal epileptiform activity.
The conventional analysis of EEG-fMRI data is based on the visual iden-
tification of the IEDs on scalp EEG. The convolution of these EEG events,
represented as stick functions, with a model of the fMRI response, i.e. the
hemodynamic response function, provides the regressor for the GLM analy-
sis of fMRI data. However, the conventional analysis is not automatic and
suffers of subjectivity in IEDs classification.
Here, a fully automatic method is described using ICA followed by time-
frequency analysis of the identified components to detect IED activity to be
used as a regressor in GLM. The underlying rationale is that epileptic dis-
charges correspond to high-frequency activity of synchronized neurons and
they differ from that of normal brain activities and other noise background.
EEG signal due to IED is reconstructed and its wavelet power is used as a
regressor in GLM. The method was validated on simulated data and applied
on real data set in [Formaggio et al., 2011].
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2.1 Conventional approaches
In the study of spontaneous EEG activity without a task condition, EEG
signal is used to derive the input for GLM. Several methods were proposed
for this purpose. The first applications of EEG-fMRI addressed the study of
subclinical epileptic discharges [Salek-Haddadi et al., 2003, Gotman et al.,
2004, 2006]: in order to find regions of BOLD change linked to the discharges,
these events were marked by visual inspection of the EEG data recorded in
the scanner, to create a series of identical impulses functions (delta functions)
to be convolved with a canonical HRF to obtain the regressor for GLM. This
method was then applied in [Manganotti et al., 2008], while in a different
study, [Formaggio et al., 2008b], EEG and fMRI were integrated by means of
a correlation analysis. However, both the studies suffer of some limitations:
in the former study a conventional approach based on visual identification
was used, while, in the latter one, signals were simultaneously recorded but
their correlation analysis was performed as if they were recorded in separate
sessions.
2.2 Unconventional approaches
Recently, some authors proposed unconventional methods to analyzed EEG-
fMRI data that allow to integrate the two signals, previously considered
separately [Debener et al., 2006, Scheeringa et al., 2008, Ritter et al., 2009].
Debener et al. [2006] proposed the integration of EEG and fMRI record-
ings on a single-trial level in cognitive processing. ICA was used to decompose
EEG signal into ICs and one or several ICs, that reflect task-related EEG
activity, were used to obtain single-trial EEG amplitudes. Finally, convolu-
tion of these single-trial amplitudes with the HRF takes into account the
temporal evolution of the fMRI signal.
Scheeringa et al. [2008] investigated in which areas the BOLD signal cor-
related with frontal theta power changes in a resting state condition ap-
plying ICA on band-pass filtered (2-9 Hz) EEG data. The component that
best matched the mid-frontal scalp topography associated with the frontal
theta rhythm was selected. A time-frequency analysis on this component
was applied and the time course of the frequency bin was used with the high-
est overall power to create a regressor to model spontaneous fluctuations in
frontal theta power.
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Similarly, Ritter et al. [2009] acquired EEG-fMRI data in subjects that
performed a bimanual motor task. Blind source separation was applied to the
EEG data using Temporal Decorrelation Source separation (TDSep). EEG
of motor channels (C3 and C4) and all TDSep sources were time-frequency
decomposed using wavelet analysis to obtain power time courses for all fre-
quencies. TDSep sources with alpha and beta spectral powers correlating
best with the motor task were identified. For the EEG signal of C3 and C4
channels and TDSep sources, peak frequencies in alpha and beta were esti-
mated, convolved with the HRF and used as regressors in the GLM.
Also in epilepsy new approaches were introduced to process EEG-fMRI
data [Jann et al., 2008, Marques et al., 2009]. The ICA was used to de-
composed the EEG signal and separate epileptiform activity from normal
phycological brain activity and artifacts. Components concordant with inter-
ictal activity were selected by a neurophysiologist and the model based on
those components was then used as regressor.
Differently, LeVan et al. [2010] decomposed by ICA the fMRI data and
used a deconvolution method to identified IED-related components by detect-
ing time courses with a significant HRF time-locked to the IEDs. Individual
HRF amplitudes were then calculated for each IED. Components with a sig-
nificant HRF/IED amplitude correlation were compared to the presumed
epileptogenic focus in the GLM analysis.
Recently, a new approach was purposed by [Grouiller et al., 2011] to un-
derstand why many studies of EEG-fMRI coregistration showed an absence
of IED during the acquisition. An average of IED recorded outside the mag-
net was correlated with the EEG recorded inside frame by frame and the
time course of the correlation coefficient was used as regressor for the GLM.
In patients with inconclusive conventional results, BOLD activations were
obtained with the new method and then validated with intracranial EEG
and/or resection area in patients who were seizure free after surgery.
2.2.1 Wavelet analysis in EEG-fMRI coregistration
Our first attempt to integrate the EEG power as regressor in the GLM anal-
ysis is described in [Storti et al., 2010]. In this study EEG-fMRI was used to
determine the possible correlation between topographical movement-related
EEG changes in brain oscillatory activity recorded from EEG electrodes over
the scalp and fMRI cortical responses in healthy subjects over motor areas
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during finger movement. EEG were recorded in 12 subjects during eyes-closed
condition inside a 3 T MR scanner. For EEG data analysis, a time-frequency
approach was applied to measure time by varying the energy in a signal at
a given frequency band by the convolution of the EEG signal with a wavelet
family in the alpha and beta bands. The correlation between the BOLD sig-
nal associated with the EEG regressor provides that sensory motor region is
a source of the EEG.
EEG activity recorded from the human brain at rest oscillates in various
frequency bands including theta (4− 7 Hz), alpha (8− 12 Hz), beta (13− 30
Hz) and gamma (30 − 50 Hz) ranges. Movement preparation typically sup-
presses, with a decrease in power, the cortical oscillations in both alpha
and beta rhythms starting more than 1 s before the onset of finger or hand
movement over sensorimotor areas [Pfurtscheller and Aranibar, 1979, Leocani
et al., 1997, Erbil and Ungan, 2007] (Fig. 2.1). Upon movement completion,
the EEG recording shows an alpha event-related desynchronization (ERD)
followed a brief ”rebound” beta event-related synchronization (ERS) over
various cortical regions [Salmelin and Hari, 1994]. ERD indicates oscillations
in cortical activation and ERS reflects a cortical idling state [Pfurtscheller,
1992]. These pre-movement and post-movement power changes correspond
to the somatotopic organization of the primary sensorimotor cortex. The
regional activation of cortical areas with a decrease in power has been as-
sociated with the term ”EEG desynchronization”, whereas brain activation
produces spontaneous synchronization of fast rhythms with high amplitudes
[Steriade and Amzica, 1996].
In Storti et al. [2010] topographical and temporal changes were investi-
gated in brain oscillatory activities correlated to the BOLD activity recorded
during an EEG-fMRI coregistration. To do so EEG signal was recorded simul-
taneously to a 3T fMRI signal while healthy subjects inside the scanner did a
hand motor task. To calculate the spectral EEG response to hand movement,
wavelet analysis was used, choosing the best compromise between temporal
and frequency resolution. To detect the instantaneous interaction between
EEG recordings acquired under two experimental conditions (at rest and
during active movement) a continuous Morlet wavelet transformation (CMT)
was applied. After this, the wavelet energy was used as regressor of GLM in
fMRI analysis.
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Figure 2.1: EEG signal acquired during a finger movement. The signal
was pass band-filtered between 1.6−30 Hz, gain = 150 µV/cm. The EMG
signal (green) has a gain of 200 µV/cm. The time window is of 15 s.
Subjects and experimental paradigm
Data were recorded in twelve healthy subjects (seven men and five women),
whose ages ranged from 21 to 34 years (mean: 32.08, standard deviation [SD]:
5.76). All subjects were right-handed. While lying inside the MRI chamber
the subjects performed a motor task. This task consisted of synchronous
opening and closing of the right hand at a frequency of 1 Hz (metronome
paced) for 26.1 s alternating with rest periods of equal duration. During fMRI
acquisition, 100 volumes of 2610 ms were acquired, alternating five activations
and five control cycles (rest), resulting in about 5 min of EPI recording. Five
epochs of EEG data starting one volume (2610 ms) before the active condition
and one volume consecutive (epochs of 2*TR) were extracted.
EEG data acquisition and analysis
The EEG was acquired using a MR compatible EEG amplifier (SD MRI 32,
Micromed, Treviso, Italy) and a cap providing 32 Ag/AgCl electrodes posi-
tioned according to a 10/20 system (impedance was kept below 10 kΩ). To
remove pulse and movement artifacts during scanning two of these electrodes
were used to record the ECG and electromyogram (EMG). The EMG elec-
trode was placed on the right abductor pollicis brevis (APB) muscle. The
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reference was placed anterior to Fz, and the ground posterior to Fz as in
other studies [Formaggio et al., 2008a,b, Manganotti et al., 2008] using the
same system. To ensure subjects’ safety, the wires were carefully arranged to
avoid loops and physical contact with the subject. To minimize the variabil-
ity in the EEG artifacts due to the MR sequence and avoid wire movement
caused by mechanical vibration the wires rested on foam pads. EEG data
were acquired at the rate of 1024 Hz using the software package SystemPlus
(Micromed, Treviso, Italy). To avoid saturation, the EEG amplifier had a
resolution of 22 bits with a range of ± 25.6 mV. An anti-aliasing hardware
band-pass filter was applied with a bandwidth between 0.15 and 269.5 Hz.
The EEG analysis was performed by using functions implemented in Mat-
lab 7 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) (Fig. 2.2a). The EEG artifact in-
duced by the magnetic field gradient was digitally removed off-line using an
adaptive filter (Micromed). The EEG artifact associated with pulsatile blood
flow, BCG, was also digitally removed oﬄine using a simple averaging pro-
cedure [Allen et al., 1998]. Reference-free recordings were then obtained by
calculating the local average reference using the software EEGLAB, a Matlab
toolbox [Delorme and Makeig, 2004]. A notch filter (50 Hz) and a baseline
correction were also applied to all channels. Two subjects’ data were ex-
cluded from the analysis owing to poor quality EEG recordings. Five epochs
of EEG data starting one volume (2610 ms) before the active condition and
one volume consecutive (epochs of 2*TR) were extracted. EEG epochs with
ocular, muscular and other types of artifact were preliminarily identified and
then rejected.
Time-frequency data were assessed using wavelet-based analysis. To di-
vide the continuous-time function into wavelets a CMT was used. Unlike
Fourier transform, CMT constructs a time-frequency representation of a sig-
nal that offers a time and frequency localization. The Morlet ψ(t) is a function
of time t consisting of a complex exponential modulated by a Gaussian en-
velope. It has a Gaussian distribution in both time and frequency domains.
This ”mother” wavelet was used to build a set of daughter wavelets by trans-
lating ψ(t) in time, and by dilating or contracting ψ(t). The operation, served
to adjust the mean frequency and also the spread of the daughter wavelet.
The wavelet transform is the inner-product of the wavelet function with
the signal s(t). A family of Morlet wavelets was first constructed at 1 Hz
frequency intervals ranging from 8 to 30 Hz. Each wavelet has a Gaussian
distribution in the time (SD: σt) and frequency domains (SD: σf ) around the
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the different steps in EEG anal-
ysis (a) and in EEG-fMRI analysis (b).
center frequency f0 [Tallon-Baudry et al., 1997]:
ω(t, f0) = (σt
√
π)−1/2exp
(−t2
2σ2t
)
exp(2iπf0t) (2.1)
with
σf =
1
2πσt
. (2.2)
This function depends on a parameter, the number of oscillations f0/σf ;
which has to be chosen by the user. Our wavelet family was computed using
a ratio of 20 oscillations. To compute the time varying energy in a frequency
band the recorded signal s(t) was then convolved with the corresponding
set of functions generated by the mother wavelet. The convolution can be
computed by using fast Fourier transform (FFT). Normally, the output is a
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real function except when the mother wavelet is complex. The power spec-
trum calculated from the result of convolution can be represented by [Tallon-
Baudry et al., 1997]:
E(t, f0) = |ω(t, f0)⊗ s(t)|2 (2.3)
The wavelet energy for all five epochs and for all 30-EEG electrodes was
computed using Matlab and then these five epochs of 5220 ms were averaged
for further processing. At the end the wavelet trend for EEG recording chan-
nels selected for each subject (CP5 or C3) was examined. These channels
were chosen because they were over the sensorimotor area contralateral to
the movement. The additional topographic plots were constructed with the
EEGLAB toolbox. The topographical maps allowed us to verify the energy
distribution for all channels on the whole scalp at one specific time-point
(under the two conditions). The time-point from the individual subject’s
scalogram was chosen and it differed for each subject. Because movement
preparation and execution produce ERD over the sensorimotor area at 10
and 20 Hz [Leocani et al., 1997], the frequency bands chosen for these maps
were the upper alpha (10-12 Hz) and beta (13-30 Hz) for the two conditions.
The grand-average scalogram and the grand mean topographic maps were
also computed for the ten subjects whose data were analyzed.
A two-ways ANOVA was computed in Matlab within subjects and across
subjects for alpha and beta bands both in the contralateral and ipsilateral
hemisphere. The two factors are the condition (rest: 0-2610 ms versus active:
2610-5220 ms) and the subject (ten subjects for the contralateral hemisphere
and three for the ipsilateral one). The electrodes providing informative data
over the region of activation in the contralateral motor area were CP5 or C3
and T4 in the ipsilateral side. For the statistical test, a p value of < 0.05
was considered significant. Using EEG-fMRI analysis, described in the para-
graph ”Combining EEG-fMRI signals”, activation of the ipsilateral sensory
motor area (SM1) was obtained only in three subjects. For this reason, the
statistical comparison between the ipsilateral and contralateral hemisphere
was not performed.
fMRI data acquisition and analysis
MRI data were acquired on a 3T MR scanner (MAGNETOM Allegra, Sie-
mens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with EPI capability, a standard tran-
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sient/receive head coil and foam cushions to minimize head movement. For
each subject a T1-weighted anatomical scan was acquired (160 slices, TR =
2300 ms, time echo (TE) = 3 ms; scanning matrix 256 × 256, field of view
(FOV) = 192 × 192; slice thickness of 1 mm; sagittal slice orientation). Func-
tional images were acquired with a T2-weighted EPI sequence (36 slices, TR
= 2600 ms, TE = 30 ms, 64 × 64 matrix, FOV = 192 × 192, slice thickness
of 3 mm; voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm, axial slice orientation). In the proto-
col, 100 volumes were acquired, alternating five activations and five control
cycles. At the onset of each fMRI acquisition, the scanner emitted a trigger
signal that was recorded by the EEG system and used as a volume marker.
The functional data were analyzed using BrainVoyager (QX 1.9, Brain
Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Preprocessing of functional MRI
included three-dimensional motion correction, slice scan time correction (lin-
ear interpolation), linear trend removal by temporal high pass filtering (three
cycles in a time course) and transformation into Talairach coordinate space
[Talairach and Tournoux, 1988]. Neither spatial nor temporal smoothing was
used. In each subject, activated voxels were identified with a single-subject
GLM approach for time series data [Friston et al., 1995]. To account for
the hemodynamic delay, the boxcar waveform representing the rest and task
conditions was convolved with an empirical HRF [Friston et al., 1998]. Brain
activation was detected by comparing the signal intensity of task performance
images (ON) with that of resting images (OFF) based on the changes in lo-
cal BOLD signals. Images acquired during the ON condition were compared
with images acquired from the same location during the OFF condition on
a pixel-to-pixel basis with Student t-test. Z-score maps representing brain
activation were generated. The results were displayed on parametric statis-
tical maps in which the pixel z value is expressed on a colorimetric scale.
Individual statistical maps were thresholded at p < 0.05 (corrected for mul-
tiple comparisons: Bonferroni). The statistical functional maps (z maps) were
then superimposed on the respective structural scans to localize significantly
activated areas.
In addition to individual subject analysis, a fixed-effect analysis (ten sub-
jects) was used to calculate a GLM for the entire group of subjects. Group
activation maps were thresholded at p < 0.05 (Bonferroni-corrected) and
were superimposed on the (Talairach-transformed) structural scan for a rep-
resentative subject.
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Combining EEG-fMRI signals
A time-frequency analysis of power was applied on the time series of the se-
lected channel (Cp5 or C3). For the selected channel the time course of one
frequency bin was used to form a regressor. This was done by selecting from
the frequency bins, centered around 8 and 30 Hz, the one with the maximal
power (alpha rhythm). The maximum was based on the average power in
these frequency bins over the total recording session. The entire time series
for the selected frequency bin (f0) was extracted to form the basis for the
regressor.
For the correlation with the fMRI data, the regressor E(t, f0) was con-
volved with the canonical two gamma HRF provided by Brain Voyager and
down-sampled to the temporal resolution of the fMRI data (TR = 2.61 s).
This signal was used as predictor for the BOLD signal in fMRI analysis (Fig.
2.2b). As single subject regressor, the waveforms represented by wavelet en-
ergy fluctuations along the movement protocol were generated and subse-
quently the regressor was used to predict the BOLD response that have been
acquired currently from the same subject [Debener et al., 2006]. Single sub-
ject activation maps were calculated by using the voxel-wise student’s t-test
to identify activated voxels (p-value ≤ 0.002). In addition a fixed-effect group
analysis was applied (p ≤ 0.002).
Results
fMRI results
The distribution of BOLD activations in fMRI recording during hand move-
ment was similar to that described in the literature. fMRI images showed
significant BOLD activation (p < 0.05, Bonferroni) in the supplementary
motor area (SMA), and contralateral and ipsilateral SM1. These activations
were statistically consistent (p < 0.05, Bonferroni) across all the subjects.
In the single subject analysis, activation clusters in the contralateral SM1
were consistent for all subjects. In subjects Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 GLM
analysis showed wide activation in SMA. In subjects Nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9
the statistical t-map showed a significant activation clusters also in ipsilat-
eral SM1. Subjects Nos. 6 and 10 had no activation in ipsilateral SM1 and
in SMA (see fMRI maps, Figs. 2.3 and 2.4).
In the group analysis (fixed effect analysis), fMRI showed significant
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BOLD activation (p < 0.05, Bonferroni) in SMA, and SM1 and also in ipsi-
lateral cerebellum (Fig. 2.5).
Figure 2.3: Individual time-frequency plots for subjects 1-5 (blue areas
indicate low power values whereas red areas show high power) and their
alpha (10-12 Hz) and beta (12-30 Hz) topographies obtained under the
two experimental conditions: at rest and during active movement. On
the right side the transaxial images show activation of the SM1 in the
left hemisphere for each subject (images in neurological convention). The
colorbar shows the z score scale.
EEG results
EEG results generally agreed with the pattern of BOLD activation in the con-
tralateral and ipsilateral motor areas as reported in an our previous study
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Figure 2.4: Individual time-frequency plots for the subjects 6-10 (blue
areas indicate low power values whereas red areas show high power) and
their alpha (10-12 Hz) and beta (12-30 Hz) topographies obtained under
the two experimental conditions: at rest and during active movement.
The transaxial images on the right show activation of the SMI in the
left hemisphere for each subject (images in neurological convention). The
colorbar shows the z score scale.
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Figure 2.5: In the center, grand-average time-frequency energy plot for
the ten subjects recorded from EEG electrodes over the contralateral sen-
sorimotor cortex, CP5 or C3 (top wavelet image) and over the ipsilat-
eral sensorimotor cortex, T4 (bottom wavelet image) in the rest condition
(from 0 to 2610 ms) and during active movement (from 2610 to 5220 ms).
On the left, alpha (10-12 Hz) and beta (12-30 Hz) topographies from the
rest condition (t = 1300 ms) and from the active condition (3900 ms). On
the right fMRI group analysis (neurological convention).
[Formaggio et al., 2008b]. The individual EEG data showed that the mo-
tor task invariably activated the contralateral central-temporal electrodes
over the SM1. The scalograms showed a common trend, although tempo-
ral dynamics differed, and energy values, especially those in the alpha range,
changed rapidly from rest to the active condition (Figs. 2.3 and 2.4). Changes
in time-frequency energy from rest to active condition in the alpha (10-12
Hz) and beta (13-30 Hz) frequency bands were prominent over the central
parietal and central temporal areas contralateral to the movement (see the
topographical maps, Figs. 2.3 and 2.4). Alpha maps showed a decrease in
energy distribution from rest to the active condition located especially in the
electrodes over the sensorimotor area contralateral to the movement.
In beta maps the effect was less perceptible over the electrodes of interest
whereas it was topographically more restricted to temporal and posterior ar-
eas; except for subjects Nos. 2, 7, 8, and 10 in whom there was a significant
difference between conditions in CP5 and C3. Despite the technical problems
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related to filtering and MRI artifacts, in all subjects central temporal elec-
trodes were especially sensitive to the EEG changes and were close to the
activated cortical areas corresponding to Brodmann areas 4 and 3, 1 and 2
of the hand representation over the cortex.
The most clearly visible feature in the contralateral grand-averaged scalo-
gram was that alpha and beta energy decreased from rest to active condition
(0 - 2610 vs 2610 - 5220 ms) (Fig. 2.5). Associated with the hand movement
there was an increase of energy over the contralateral electrodes (CP5 and
C3, half time of rest block), while in t = 3900 ms (half time of active block)
the energy decreased significantly in alpha band especially over contralateral
and ipsilateral electrodes as represented in the topographical maps.
In the contralateral hemisphere the alpha and beta energy for CP5 or
C3 differed significantly both across subjects (alpha: F = 20.01, df = 9, p
< 0.05; beta: F = 7.69, df = 9, p < 0.05) and within subjects (alpha: F =
8.37, df = 1, p < 0.05; beta: F = 12.11, df = 1, p < 0.05). In the ipsilateral
hemisphere the alpha energy for T4 differed significantly in alpha and beta
band (Across subjects. Alpha: F = 5.95, df = 2, p < 0.05; Beta: F = 32.56,
df = 2, p < 0.05; Within subjects. Alpha: F = 14.66, df = 1, p < 0.05; Beta:
F = 26.2, df = 1, p < 0.05).
As shown in the statistical results, during the movement an asymmetry
in the modulation of EEG oscillations with an energy decrease for the active
versus the rest condition was obtained, mostly on the left hemisphere con-
tralateral to the finger abduction. This asymmetry is only a trend because it
was not possible to compare contralateral vs ipsilateral side using a statisti-
cal analysis due to the low number of subjects (3) which activated ipsilateral
SM1 in EEG-fMRI analysis.
EEG-fMRI results
Alpha rhythm was chosen since it was most intensely modulated by motor
task and since it was identified over both hemispheres. As expected, alpha
rhythm was suppressed during hand movement and reappeared during rest;
the power of this rhythm is inversely correlated to the motor task. As a
consequence, voxels that are activated during motor task will tend to be
deactivated during periods of desynchronization. The negative correlations
between alpha rhythm and BOLD signal are shown in Fig. 2.6 with the
respective wavelet time courses. The fMRI maps based on alpha energy re-
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gressor are very similar to the maps obtained with the previous fMRI block
analysis.
Confirming earlier findings during fMRI block analysis, eight out of ten
subjects showed a negative correlation between the BOLD signal and the
wavelet energy in motor areas. In subjects Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 GLM anal-
ysis showed activation in SMA. In subjects Nos. 2, 5, and 7 the statistical
z-map showed a significant activation clusters also in ipsilateral SM1. Sub-
jects Nos. 6 and 10 had no activation in ipsilateral SM1 and in SMA. The
number of voxels of the region of interest in each subject is reported in Table
2.1.
Table 2.1: Number of voxels of the region of interest in each subject
in EEG-fMRI analysis. Ipsilateral (i) and contralateral (c) refer to the
hemispheric side with respect to the hand moved.
Subject No. of voxels
SM1c SM1i SMA
1 555 0 179
2 4591 38 152
3 957 0 144
4 7072 0 367
5 195 52 17
6 553 0 0
7 6522 895 1251
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
10 735 0 0
In the group analysis (fixed effect analysis), fMRI showed significant
BOLD activation (p < 0.002) in SMA, and contralateral SM1 and also in
ipsilateral cerebellum (Fig. 2.6).
Discussion
Using combined EEG-fMRI, useful new information was obtained on the
temporal and topographical changes in brain oscillatory activity in the alpha
and beta frequency bands during voluntary movement. Current knowledge
on the sites of BOLD activity was also extended as the possible sources gen-
erating these rhythms. While healthy subjects did the motor task inside the
scanner, EEG recordings showed a movement-related alpha and beta rhythm
desynchronization over the bilateral sensorimotor area predominantly on the
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Figure 2.6: EEG-fMRI results: single subject ( BOLD activation in 8 out
of 10 subjects) and group analysis. The colorbar on the right indicates the
statistical z scores. The wavelet time course, on the left, was strongly
anti-correlated with the motor areas.
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side contralateral to the movement. Despite the technical problems related to
filtering and MRI artifacts we were able to detect brain oscillatory changes
during hand movements and map this activity.
In this study, the EEG-fMRI method based on CMT, used for data anal-
ysis, provided excellent temporal localization, more accurate than that ob-
tained by analyzing frequency alone. A time-frequency representation based
on CMT of EEG data was used to identify stimulus-induced amplitude mod-
ulations in oscillatory activities.
When fMRI showed BOLD activation in sensorimotor areas energy in the
alpha and beta bands of the EEG signal decreased significantly. Despite us-
ing a 3T MR scanner, which produces a large BCG, we could easily detect
the temporal energy changes in oscillatory activity during movement. These
findings are supported by studies showing that BOLD activity correlates with
activity in the alpha and beta EEG frequency bands [Babiloni et al., 2005,
Brookes et al., 2005, Formaggio et al., 2008b]. A study, combining fMRI and
EEG during finger abduction [Parkes et al., 2006], reported that the BOLD
activity in the postcentral sulcus is related to post-movement beta rebound.
Unlike Parkes et al., in this study, EEG recordings showed reliable, consis-
tent alpha and beta suppression during the finger movements in the fMRI
recording. As documented by the topographical maps, in most subjects a
reliable suppression of both rhythms correlating with the BOLD activation
was noted.
The wavelet-based analysis had several other advantages. It clearly showed
the pattern of energy development while two fMRI volumes (during the two
conditions) were acquired and distinguished the temporal changes over a mo-
tor electrode on the contralateral and ipsilateral sides. A decrease of wavelet
energy could be the result of the involvement of a larger neural network or
cell assemblies in information processing. These findings could suggest that
activity in primary sensorimotor areas increases when the motor task begins
and decreases when it ends. The increase in BOLD signal with a decrease in
EEG alpha and beta energy mainly in the contralateral motor areas suggests
that the mean rate of synaptic activity measured at baseline increased in the
local neuronal population during the movement. Using a multitrial wavelet
analysis of EEG, the temporally components related to the finger movement
were previously studied, then the information derived from EEG recordings
were used to inform the analysis of fMRI data recorded for the same motor
task. The localization of the alpha band generators using EEG-fMRI did not
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require assumptions on the number of dipoles, their geometry and spatio-
temporal smoothness. So using this technique we were able to identify the
cortical regions that temporally correlated with the EEG. The correlation
between the BOLD signal associated with the EEG regressor provides fur-
ther evidence that sensory motor region is a source of the EEG.
Despite the filtering, topographic maps are probably sensitive to MRI ar-
tifacts and different MRI effects may affect the EEG maps. Gradient effects
can induce a diffuse EEG signal increase that may mask slight EEG changes
during a motor task [Menon and Crottaz-Herbette, 2005]. Hand movements
themselves could induce slow activity over the scalp electrodes that is more
evident under a gradient effect. Generally, because the BCG artifact be-
comes larger from occipital to the frontal sites [Allen et al., 1998] it could
have affected responses in frontal regions in most of our subjects. After we
subtracted MRI artifacts the brain oscillatory activity nevertheless persisted
during both experimental conditions, rest and active movement.
Overall our findings in this study and our previous study [Formaggio
et al., 2008b] suggest that investigating the correlation between brain os-
cillatory activities and BOLD activity recorded during fMRI recording is a
suitable method for studying movement in healthy subjects and in patients.
Using combined EEG-fMRI in healthy subjects is an important research tool
that provides new information on the neural activity underlying the hemo-
dynamic changes. The results of EEG-fMRI combination for the evaluation
of the underlying neural correlates were reported in terms of fine functional
cortical topography (fMRI) and fine time course of the activation (EEG)
and related modulation of alpha rhythms. These findings must nevertheless
be interpreted carefully because the fMRI signal is an indirect measure of
synaptic activities or action potentials from cortical neurons.
During EEG signal processing, quantifying wavelet energy - a measure
indicating the degree of synchronization in brain rhythm generators - helps
to clarify possible sources of movement-related brain activation. Using the
time course of the oscillatory activity, information on the relationship be-
tween EEG recordings and the fMRI results was provided. This relationship
is quantitatively described by fMRI activation maps, obtained using a regres-
sion analysis. This new approach enables the study of dynamic properties of
motor processing relating to hemodynamic response.
In healthy subjects, fMRI topographic maps closely correlate with EEG
energy findings. In the study of functional deficits, the wavelet-based tech-
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nique could help to analyze brain responses more reliably and may also tell
us more about their dynamics.
2.3 Automatic EEG method in epilepsy
A similar approach was adopted to develop an automatic method for data
analysis of epileptic patients. Differently from the above method, the ap-
proach was adapted to study the low frequency instead of high frequency
EEG and ICA decomposition was introduced to detect IED activity to be
used as a parametric modulator in fMRI analysis [Formaggio et al., 2011].
The method consists of four steps, as shown in Fig. 2.7:
1. Selection of components. The relationship between EEG recorded at
sampling time fromM positions EEG(t) = [EEG1(t), . . . , EEGM(t)]
T (with
EEG ∈ ℜM×1) and N independent components s(t) = [s1(t), . . . , sN(t)]T
(with s ∈ ℜN×1) can be written as:
EEG(t) = A · s(t) (2.4)
where A is the mixing matrix (with A ∈ ℜM×N). Assuming that the number
of sources (N) is equal to the number of recorded signals (M), the indepen-
dent components y(t) = [y1(t), . . . , yN(t)]
T ] (with y ∈ ℜN×1), representing a
good approximation of sources, were obtained by:
y(t) = W · EEG(t) (2.5)
where W = A−1. Each component was described on the basis of a spatial
pattern (map), representing its spatial distribution, and of a time course, rep-
resenting its temporal evolution. Components related to IED were selected
based on their power because, typically, IEDs activity is higher in amplitude
than background activity and has high power. We used a time-frequency rep-
resentation by wavelet analysis because of the non-stationarity of the signal.
The time-frequency power of each component was then averaged along time,
and the frequency value with the maximal power was evidenced. These values
were represented in a histogram, and components that exceeded mean value
±SD were selected as IED components.
2. Reconstruction of EEG signal. After the IED components have been
selected, they were back projected to obtain the reconstructed EEG signal
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due to interictal epileptiform discharges, IED(t) according to:
IED(t) = W−1Zy(t) (2.6)
where Z is a diagonal matrix having zii element equal to 1 if the i-th com-
ponent was selected, to 0 otherwise. In this way, the unselected components
were eliminated from the EEG recordings, and the reconstruction of the EEG
signal due to IED was completed.
3. Selection of channel and wavelet analysis. To automate the selection
of the EEG channel to be used for building the EEG regressor, we compared
the reconstructed EEG signal (IED) with the original one (EEG) by comput-
ing the cross correlation between them. The IED channel with the highest
correlation coefficient was selected, and its time-frequency power spectrum
was estimated using wavelet analysis. For each epoch (TR), its maximum
value was evaluated and used to build the power signal P (t), i.e. a series of
impulses at times of maxima with amplitude equal to the maxima values of
power. The number of impulses in P (t) obviously corresponds to the number
of volumes.
4. Construction of EEG regressor. The power time series P (t) was con-
volved with the HRF:
EEGreg(t) =
∫
∞
0
P (τ)HRF (t− τ)dτ (2.7)
EEGreg was used as a predictor for the BOLD signal in GLM analysis.
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Figure 2.7: A schematic representation of the different steps in EEG-
fMRI analysis. Step 1: Selection of the components; Step 2: Reconstruction
of EEG signal; Step 3: Selection of the channel and wavelet analysis; Step
4: Construction of EEG regressor.

Chapter 3
Individual-based HRF
In EEG-fMRI data, the variability of the HRF to epileptic neural activity is
a crucial point in the GLM analysis. In this chapter, a method for selecting
subject-specific HRFs is purposed on the basis of the performance of five
models: four standard HRFs with fixed parameters, plus an additional indi-
vidually adapted HRF model.
Since HRF may vary in several physiopathological conditions the major
aim was to investigate the impact of a subject-specific HRF to describe the
differences in hemodynamic response functions across epileptic patients ver-
sus the use of a standard HRF model. Since it is not possible to infer which
is the best HRF model by looking at the activation maps, we developed a
novel method and implemented a procedure to optimize in each patient the
choice of HRF model from a set of four standard HRFs and a individual-
based HRF (ibHRF). Starting from a general template with flexible shape,
we chose to model B HRF using the simple gamma function and GF by the
sum of two gamma functions with fixed parameters. We also included GF
HRF and its first temporal and dispersion derivatives [Friston et al., 1998].
In ibHRF five-parameters were estimated, constructing a model which bal-
ances the accuracy of estimates and flexibility of the HRF model.
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3.1 HRF models
Instead of postulating a model for HRF, we selected an optimal model out of
five candidates. The general template for all models is derived from [Handw-
erker et al., 2004] and continuously differentiable. In discrete domain the
HRF is sampled at time points k = 1, 2, . . . , K:
HRF (k) = HRF1(k) +HRF2(k) (3.1)
HRF1(k) =
{
a1 · [(k − δ1)/τ1]2 · [exp(1− ((k − δ1)/τ1))]2 if k > δ1
0 otherwise
HRF2(k) =
{
−a2 · [(k − δ2)/τ2]2 · [exp(1− ((k − δ2)/τ2))]2 if k > δ2
0 otherwise
where k is the time point; a1 and a2 are the magnitude of the peak and
undershoot terms, respectively; τ1 and τ2 are related to the width, peak height
and time to peak; δ1 and δ2 to the time-to-onset. The times of occurrence of
the positive (kmax) and negative (kmin) peaks are:
kmax = δ1 + τ1 kmin = δ2 + τ2 (3.2)
To simulate a continuous physiological curve, the two gamma functions were
connected at time point δ1 + 1.51 · τ1 = δ2, i.e. the second inflection point of
the positive function. The vector of model parameters is: [a1, a2, τ1,τ2, δ1]
T .
The HRF has been modelled in fMRI using several models. Among them,
the most commonly used (a simple gamma function [Boynton et al., 1996],
difference of two gamma functions and two gamma functions and its temporal
and dispersion derivatives [Friston et al., 1998]) are here considered. The first
two models derive from the general template (Eq. 3.1) by properly setting
parameter values.
Model 1. The sometimes called ”Boynton” (B) model [Boynton et al., 1996],
i.e. a single gamma function. The parameter values of Eq. 3.1 were fixed to
a1 = 0.167, a2 = 0, τ1 = 5.2, τ2 = 0, δ1 = 1.1.
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Model 2. The ”canonical” model (GF), i.e. two gamma functions [Friston
et al., 1998], one modelling the peak and one modelling the undershoot typ-
ically found in the measured hemodynamic response. The parameter values
of Eq. 3.1 were fixed to a1 = 0.16, a2 = 0.0147, τ1 = 5.2, τ2 = 8, δ1 = 0.8.
Model 3. It is obtained by adding to the ”canonical” model its temporal
partial derivative (GFT).
Model 4. It is obtained by adding to the ”canonical” model its temporal and
dispersion derivatives (GFTD). The HRF is modelled as a linear combination
of respectively two or three regressors. Incorporating the derivative terms
allows to describe shape variations of the actual response: the time derivative
and the dispersion derivative account for (small) variations in the latency of
the peak response and in the width of the response, respectively [Friston
et al., 1998]. Including temporal and dispersion derivatives is one of the most
common method to capture variation in the HRF.
Differently from models 1 − 4, the following parametric model, solving a
nonlinear optimization problem, is here introduced to add more flexibility in
the reconstruction of complex shape response.
Model 5. The ibHRF, where the parameters of Eq. 3.1 were estimated for each
subject, following the steps shown in Fig. 3.1. The vector of model parameters
is: [a1, a2, τ1, τ2, δ1]
T . Model parameters were estimated by weighted nonlinear
least squares (Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) on a limited number of pre-
selected voxels identified as active by GLM analysis using HRF models 1, 2, 3,
and 4 with a stringent statistical test (t-contrast with Bonferroni correction,
p-value < 0.05). The following initial values were used: [a1 = 0.16, a2 =
0.0147, τ1 = 5.2, τ2 = 8, δ1 = 0.8]. Of note that the above models were not
used to identify the brain regions involved in the stimulation, but only to
limit the estimation of the subject-specific hemodynamic process to a subset
of voxels with similar degree of signal change and time courses that have
significant on-off modification: to avoid that this procedure introduces any
bias, the ”template” was based on voxels identified as active by all the four
HRF models.
Estimates with a1 > a2 (physiological condition) and acceptable precision
(coefficients of variation for all parameters lower than 100%) were selected
and average values of parameters were used to create ibHRF (Fig. 3.1).
GLM analysis was applied five times to all voxels of each data set, by using
respectively, B, GF, GFT, GFTD, and ibHRF models. The design matrix
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contains one, two or three regressors: the first is the protocol convolved with
B, GF or ibHRF; the second one is related to the use of time derivative of
GF and the third regressor is related to the use of dispersion derivative of
GF (the derivative with respect to τ in Eq. 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the different steps in ibHRF
estimation.
3.2 Selection of optimal HRF
To make a parsimonious choice among the candidate regressors (matrix X)
obtained from the models 1− 5, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) was
used. AIC is based on the minimization of the Kullback-Leibler distance and
allows to implement the principle of parsimony, i.e. choose the model which is
best able to describe the data with the minimum number of parameters. More
than two models can be compared and the model which has the smallest AIC
value is assumed to be the best [Landaw and DiStefano, 1984, Cobelli et al.,
2001]. Under weighted least squares with uncorrelated, Gaussian errors, the
criterion is [Turkheimer et al., 2003]:
AIC = Nlog(WRSS) + 2M +
2M(M + 1)
(N −M − 1) (3.3)
where N is the number of volumes,M is the number of parameters estimated
by weighted minimum least squares [Friston et al., 1995], and WRSS is the
weighted residual sum of squares.
3.3 Implementation
The novel method has been developed in a software tool implemented in
Matlab environment and called SOHIA (Selection of Optimal HRF and Im-
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age Analysis) [Storti et al., 2009, Manganotti et al., 2012]. It includes five
fundamental steps that are repeated iteratively for each HRFs:
1. Building the design matrix : the matrix X is obtained by convolving a
chosen HRF (B, GF, GFT, GFTD, ibHRF) with the stimulus function
discretized on the same HRF grid.
2. Building the weight matrix : W matrix is obtained by estimating GLM
parameters without weights and, after, by identifying the autoregressive
model (AR) of noise on the unweighted residuals (Appendix B).
3. Parameter estimation: βs are estimated by linear least squares. Pre-
cision of the parameter estimates is evaluated from the inverse of the
Fisher information and expressed as percent coefficient of variation;
i.e., SD(βˆ)/βˆ × 100, where βˆ is the vector of the parameter estimates.
4. Statistical analysis. To recognize the active voxels a t-contrast statis-
tical test with False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction is used (q-value
≤ 0.05). This choice reduces the numbers of voxel hypothesis and im-
proves the power to detect activated voxels inside the brain and uncov-
ered by the mask [Logan and Rowe, 2004]. After FDR correction the t
value is expressed on a colorimetric scale in a t-map, representing brain
activation.
5. Akaike coefficient and selection of the optimal HRF model : for each
subject, steps 1−4 are automatically repeated for all voxels and AIC is
calculated for the five HRF models. Average AIC value is obtained from
the active voxels, and the lowest value identifies the optimal model, i.e.
the most parsimonious choice among the five HRF models.
3.4 Discussion
Generally, a brief neural event produces an HRF that peaks approximately
5−7 s after neural response and is followed by an undershoot that lasts as long
as 30 s [Friston et al., 2007]. In patients with epilepsy different hemodynamic
shapes were observed. In this particular case, the choice of hemodynamic
response is crucially important in obtaining clinically reliable information.
Because of the importance of an individual tuning of HRF model param-
eter values, we have developed a software tool, SOHIA using ibHRF for a
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correct characterization of HRF essential for an accurate prediction of the
time-course behavior.
To conduct the analysis in an efficient manner, estimation of the HRF
is performed on several selected voxels and based on them an unique HRF
model is derived for each subject. This method improves upon the conven-
tional approach providing an individual-based estimate. It could be easily
extended to detect intra-subject variability, by using it at individual-region
level. This procedure causes higher computational time than our method (or-
der of magnitude: hours vs minutes) and different criterion to evaluate the
results. At the moment, the vast majority uses standard HRFs, but here an
accurate modeling of HRF shape were designed to improve the model fit-
ting in the GLM framework. While the standard HRF models are clearly
a simplification of the underlying biology, the ibHRF can be modelled on
physiological intrinsic information of the fMRI time series.
Our method selects the optimal HRF model using AIC, which allows to
identify the most parsimonious description of the BOLD signal. AIC not
only rewards goodness of fit, but also includes a penalty that is an increasing
function of the number of estimated parameters and discourages overfitting
[Akaike, 1974]. Alternative criteria exist to compare the performance of dif-
ferent models. Among them, the F-test was widely used in fMRI analysis
[Sachs, 2004]. The F-test is a frequently used hypothesis-test. It uses the
difference of WRSS of two models (M1 and M2), the number N of data
points and the number P of free parameters. Only two nested models can be
compared based on the number F , with
F =
(WRSS1 −WRSS2)(P2 − P1)
WRSS2/(N − P2) . (3.4)
The alternative (more complex) model is M2, the simpler model M1 (null
hypothesis). N − P is the number of the degrees of freedom [Cobelli et al.,
2000]. F-test and AIC are based on different theoretical approaches and can
result in different model selection. In particular, F-test needs to specify the
significance level, which is often arbitrary set to 0.05 and the chosen value
may obviously affect the choice of the optimal model [Glatting et al., 2007]. In
addition, comparison among more than two models requires multiple F-tests,
and thus to address issues inherent to any multiple testing [Jezzard et al.,
2001]. Unfortunately the F-test can only be applied to compare models of
different orders. The HRF models B, GF and ibHRF have the same num-
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ber of parameters to be estimated, thus limiting applicability of the F-test.
It is of note that, even if not often used in fMRI, the use of AIC criterion
is not completely new in this field since it has been considered e.g. to es-
timate the dimensionality of data for principal component analysis [Cordes
and Nandy, 2006], to find the optimum scale of drift in a modified GLM
modeling approach in wavelet domain under Bayesian framework [Luo and
Puthusserypady, 2008], and to estimate the order of the Near-Neighbourhood
Autoregressive with exogenous variable model [Riera et al., 2004]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, the present work is probably the first attempt
to use AIC criterion for an automatic model selection between five HRF
models.

Chapter 4
Assessment on in Silico Data
In this chapter the performance of the novel method of analysis of EEG-fMRI
proposed in Chapter 3 is tested on in silico data. Nineteen simulated fMRI
dataset are created and used for the choice of the optimal HRF among five
models: four standard and an individual-based HRF models. The data sets 1-
4 reproduce situations where HRF assumes usual patterns, whereas the data
sets 5-19 reproduce situations where HRF assumes unusual patterns (i.e.
as in epileptic patients). Differently, data sets 16-19 represent deactivated
time courses. The performance of the method is evaluated using the AIC as
selection. Simulations would demonstrate the superiority of the novel method
compared with the conventional ones and assess how the variations in HRF
model affect the results of the statistical analysis.
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4.1 In silico data set
Nineteen data sets were simulated, to reproduced situations where HRF as-
sumes both usual and unusual (i.e. as in epileptic patients) patterns. The
simulated data sets represented time series consisting of 100 active pixels
and 200 non active pixels. The first experimental data set was generated
assuming the same experimental design used for the epileptic patients and
the GF model as ”true” HRF. X matrix was obtained by convolving the
”true” HRF with the EEG regressor created as in Chapter 2, EEGreg(t),
and down-sampled to the temporal resolution of the fMRI data (TR), result-
ing in a [110 × 2] matrix, where the first column was a vector of ones and
the second column was a vector of values that characterize the model trend.
To simulate the response vector Y of 100 active pixels, the X matrix was
multiplied by a vector β = [β1, β2]
T , where β1 and β2 where sampled from
Gaussian distributions. Similarly for the 200 non active pixels. These values
were suggested from a study made in a epileptic patient (woman, 36 years old
and right-handed), and analyzed by using GLM with a GF HRF model. This
study also suggested values of the variance/covariance of the Gaussian white
noise added to the simulated data (ǫ ∼ N(0, σ2V )). In a similar way, syn-
thetic data sets 2-4 were generated by assuming as ”true” HRF, respectively
B, GFT, and GFTD models, with beta parameters (β1, β2 for B; β1, β2, β3
for GFT and β1, β2, β3, β4 for GFTD) and noise processes obtained as before.
Data sets 5-15 were generated with unusual HRFs, called T and D func-
tions, to create different simulations of BOLD response. These functions do
not fit exactly any of the models (1-4), and allow both the dispersion of
peaks and the delay of the BOLD signal to vary as occur in a epileptic pa-
tient [Bagshaw et al., 2004, Hawco et al., 2007]. A shift in time was also intro-
duced, to check the influence of this feature on simulation results. D1, D2, D3,
and D4 differ in positive delay, whereas D6, and D7 in negative delay. T1, T2,
T3, and T4 have different dispersions of peak, but T3 and D1 do not differ
substantially from the standard HRF functions (Table 4.1).
Data sets 16-19 represented time series consisting of 100 deactivated pix-
els and 200 non deactivated pixels. They were generated with the four usual
HRFs. These values were suggested from patient (man, 43 years old and
right-handed).
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Table 4.1: Parameters of T and D functions.
Parameters of H functions
A1 A2 τ1 τ2 δ1
T1 0.16 0.0147 2 2 0.8
T2 0.16 0.0147 4 4 0.8
T3 0.16 0.0147 6 6 0.8
T4 0.16 0.0147 8 8 0.8
D1 0.16 0.0147 5.2 8 3
D2 0.16 0.0147 5.2 8 4
D3 0.16 0.0147 5.2 8 5
D4 0.16 0.0147 5.2 8 6
D5 0.16 0.0147 5.2 8 0
D6 0.16 0.0147 5.2 8 -2
D7 0.16 0.0147 5.2 8 -4
Parameters of T and D, but not T3 and D1, differ substantially
from the standard HRF functions, namely a1 = 0.167, a2 = 0,
τ1 = 5.2, τ2 = 0, δ1 = 1.1 for B model, a1 = 0.16, a2 = 0.0147,
τ1 = 5.2,τ2 = 8, δ1 = 0.8 for GF model.
4.2 Analysis
Each data set underwent to five GLM analysis, performed using the five
candidate HRF models. Activated pixels were compared to the true ones,
to evaluate the amount of true positive (TP) out of the original 100 active
pixels and false positive (FP) out of the original 200 pixels provided by each
candidate models. Finally, for each data set and for the five HRF models
AIC was calculated. The number of times that each model provides the lowest
mean-Akaike value for the active pixels out of the 100 simulated active pixels,
denoted as nAIC, was evaluated.
4.3 Results
In silico data allowed us to assess the performance of GLM analysis for dif-
ferent choices of HRF, either standard or individually based, in situations
where the true HRF has an usual shape (Data sets 1-4, Table 4.2), has an
unusual shape, as in epileptic patients (Data sets 5-15, Fig. 4.1, Tables 4.3,
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4.4, and 4.5), or has negative time course (Data sets 16-19, Table 4.6).
Tables 4.2 and 4.6 show that when the data were generated from either
B or GF or GFT or GFTD as ”true” HRF, TPs and FPs using either ibHRF
or any of the standard HRFs for GLM are generally comparable.
Since β estimates of all HRF models were precise, model selection was
based on AIC only, but nAIC value sometimes fails to select the true model,
in favor of standard model. However, even if a wrong model is selected, ac-
tivation is correctly recovered. The likely reason is that all models are com-
parable given that differences in amplitude, delay and dispersion are limited,
and thus a good performance is achieved whatever the model used in the
GLM analysis. The choice of the optimal HRF is thus irrelevant, as expected
since the data generated in these simulations have similar characteristics to
those of healthy subjects [Ferretti et al., 2004, 2007].
Conversely, the potentiality of our method is evidenced by the results on
in silico data sets in which pathological data were simulated. Tables 4.3, 4.4,
and 4.5 show that, when data are generated with models different from the
standard ones (T1 − T5 and D1 − D7 models), the nAIC value in 11 out of
11 cases effectively selects the ibHRF model and the TPs values obtained
with ibHRF are superior to those obtained with standard HRFs while the
FPs, widely controlled by the FDR correction (q<0.05) for all simulations,
produces low oscillations in its number. The likely reason is that HRF sub-
stantially differs in shape from B, GF, GFT, and GFTD: the application
of standard model in GLM analysis introduces significant errors causing a
decrease in TP and nAIC, whereas the application of ibHRF improves TP
and nAIC. This is exemplified in Fig. 4.2 where the unusual hemodynamic
response function D1, D6 and T2 is plotted against the standard HRF mod-
els B and GF and the estimated ibHRF: only this latter provides a good
approximation of the ”true” HRF, while standard HRFs deviate from it.
4.4 Discussion
In order to evaluate the performance of the purposed method, simulations
were performed using as ”true” HRF both models with a standard shape and
models with an unusual shape, as in epileptic patients.
When data are simulated from the standard HRFs as ”true” HRF, the
GLM results are generally comparable for all HRFs with similar performance
in terms of TPs and FPs but AIC criterion is not always able to discriminate
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Figure 4.1: HRFs used to create simulated data. (a) and (b) HRF with
different δ values. (c) HRF with different τ values.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of using standard HRF models when the ”true” HRF
deviates from the canonical templates.
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Table 4.2: Results of Simulation (BOLD activation) with standard HRFs.
HRF used for GLM
B GF GFT GFTD ibHRF
”
tr
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e
”
H
R
F
(A
ct
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a
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o
n
)
TP 83 83 83 77 83
B FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 28 26 4 3 23
TP 76 77 76 61 80
GF FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 27 27 2 2 23
TP 83 85 85 73 85
GFT FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 31 8 5 2 39
TP 92 91 94 100 81
GFTD FP 7 8 12 34 2
nAIC 3 0 9 87 1
TPs out of 100 realizations, FPs out of 200 realizations and nAIC
obtaining by using B, GF, GFT, and GFTD.
Table 4.3: Results of simulation (BOLD activation) for T functions (dif-
ferent values of τ).
HRF used for GLM
B GF GFT GFTD ibHRF
”
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u
e
”
H
R
F
(A
ct
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a
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o
n
)
TP 29 40 35 45 73
T1 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 2 2 1 7 62
TP 72 75 75 44 79
T2 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 24 10 3 1 42
TP 82 82 82 71 83
T3 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 11 20 2 0 51
TP 78 77 74 78 87
T4 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 5 27 3 7 46
TPs out of 100 realizations, FPs out of 200 realizations and nAIC
obtaining by using T1, T2, T3, and T4.
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Table 4.4: Results of simulation (BOLD activation) for D functions (dif-
ferent values of positive δ).
HRF used for GLM
B GF GFT GFTD ibHRF
”
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e
”
H
R
F
(A
ct
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a
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o
n
)
TP 75 71 68 67 80
D1 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 4 16 4 0 56
TP 65 60 58 64 77
D2 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 6 10 2 2 58
TP 34 27 24 56 79
D3 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 2 4 1 9 64
TP 32 11 12 56 82
D4 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 2 0 2 10 69
TPs out of 100 realizations, FPs out of 200 realizations and nAIC
obtaining by using D1, D2, D3, and D4.
Table 4.5: Results of simulation (BOLD activation) for D functions (dif-
ferent values of negative δ).
HRF used for GLM
B GF GFT GFTD ibHRF
”
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e
”
H
R
F
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c
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v
a
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o
n
)
TP 78 80 78 61 83
D5 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 31 9 2 2 40
TP 72 74 73 66 85
D6 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 17 1 3 2 62
TP 24 36 24 34 76
D7 FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 0 6 1 2 67
TPs out of 100 realizations, FPs out of 200 realizations and nAIC
obtaining by using D5, D5, and D6.
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Table 4.6: Results of simulation (BOLD deactivation) with standard
HRFs.
HRF used for GLM
B GF GFT GFTD ibHRF
”
tr
u
e
”
H
R
F
(D
e
a
ct
iv
a
ti
o
n
)
TP 70 72 71 47 80
B FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 3 6 17 17 38
TP 65 70 70 35 77
GF FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 10 2 7 10 48
TP 67 74 74 42 77
GFT FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 2 5 25 20 26
TP 69 63 62 57 80
GFTD FP 0 0 0 0 0
nAIC 7 6 26 11 30
TPs out of 100 realizations, FPs out of 200 realizations and nAIC
obtaining by using B, GF, GFT, and GFTD.
among them, i.e. the amount of TPs and FPs are comparable (Tables 4.2
and 4.6).
When data are simulated with models different from the standard ones,
that allow both the amplitude and the delay of the BOLD signal to vary, the
results obtained with ibHRF are superior to those obtained with the stan-
dard HRFs both in TPs and in nAICs (Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5).
These results suggest that in subjects with canonical shape of BOLD
responses, since all the candidate models are comparable, any HRF model
can be indistinctly used, whereas in epileptic patients, where the data show
modifications in shape and delay, the use of ibHRF model provides more reli-
able results. We observed that the presence of delay substantially influenced
fMRI results. Including the derivative terms in some cases can improve the
GLM results [Friston et al., 1998, Henson et al., 2002], but in our case it is
not able to eliminate the errors caused by BOLD delay. Therefore the use in
GLM analysis of only standard HRFs can decrease the amount of TP pixels,
mainly in presence of a delay or an unusual shape.
Chapter 5
Automatic Selection of ICA
Components in fMRI
During a resting state condition fMRI is able to reveal coactivation of spe-
cific brain regions in distributed networks, called RSNs. ICA applied on fMRI
data is often used for selecting RSNs. However, one of the major difficulties
relies in the automatic selection of the ICA features related to brain activ-
ity (Chapter 1). In this chapter a method aiming to automatically separate
the signal related to an internal network from the noise was developed. The
image analysis was based on the probabilistic ICA as implemented in FSL
software. After the decomposition process, the optimal number of compo-
nents were selected by applying a novel algorithm which takes into account,
for each component, the mean values of the spatial maps generated by FSL
followed by clustering, segmentation and spectral analysis steps. To evalu-
ate the performance of the suggested approach, the resting-state networks
in twelve healthy subjects were investigated using resting state fMRI and
a 1.5T MRI scanner. Comparing visual and automatic identification of the
neuronal networks, the algorithm demonstrated high accuracy (98%) and
precision (89%). The DMN was detected in most of the subjects (10/12), the
occipital network in 8/12, the attention network in 7/12. Thus, our auto-
matic selection method allows to separate and detect the RSNs reducing the
subjectivity of the ICA component assessment.
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5.1 Aim
Although ICA decomposition in fMRI is widely used to identify networks,
a gold standard selection criteria to separate the ICs related to an internal
network from noise-related ICs is still lacking. The existing methods, cited in
Chapter 1, only rank the components, after which the neurologist must scroll
each components manually. Hence the necessity to develop an automatic
method of selection, able to identify signals representing networks of interest.
The aim is to determine the optimal number of ICs to describe the resting
state activity by a five step algorithm, consisting of the spatial map filtering,
statistical tests and spectral analysis. To verify the ability of the method,
the selection of components on the basis of visual inspection vs automatic
selection were compared in a data set of twelve healthy subjects.
5.2 Materials and methods
5.2.1 Data set and experimental paradigm
Data were recorded in 12 healthy subjects (mean age 29.2 ± 2.5, 7 males and
5 females). All subjects, as assessed by the Edinburgh handedness inventory
[Oldfield, 1971], gave written informed consent for the study in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the Local Ethics
Committee of the University Department and Hospital.
Inside the bore of the scanner subjects laid supine on a bed with their
elbows flexed at 120◦ and hands pronated in a relaxed position. The subject’s
head was stabilized with adjustable padded restraints on both sides. Subjects
were told to remain as still as possible throughout the experiment. They were
also instructed simply to lie still inside the scanner with their eyes closed,
thinking of nothing in particular and not fall asleep.
5.2.2 FMRI data acquisition
Functional and anatomical images were acquired on a 1.5 T MR scanner
(Symphony, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with EPI capability and
a standard transient/receive head coil. fMRI data were acquired with a T2*
weighted EPI sequence: 140 or 180 volumes, 22 slices (36 slices for subjects
Nos. 3 and 6), TR = 2000 ms (TR = 3200 ms for subjects Nos. 3 and 6),
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TE = 50 ms, scanning matrix 64 × 64, FOV = 1350 × 1350 for subjects
Nos. 3 and 6 and FOV = 1125 × 1125 for the remaining subjects, voxel size
= 3.52 × 3.52 × 5.85 mm for subjects Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7, voxel size =
3.52 × 3.52 × 3.75 mm for subjects Nos. 3 and 6, voxel size = 3.52 × 3.52
× 6.08 mm for subjects Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 in axial slice orientation.
A T1-weighted anatomical scan with 144 slices (128 slices for subject No. 1;
192 slices for subject No. 6), TR = 9, TE = 3 ms, scanning matrix 512 ×
512, FOV = 235 × 235, voxel size = 0.46 × 0.46 × 1 mm (subject No. 6
with voxel size = 0.46 × 0.46 × 0.09 mm) in axial slice orientation (sagittal
for subject No. 6) was also acquired for each subject.
5.2.3 Image processing and analysis
Preprocessing
The functional data were preprocessed using the Multivariate Exploratory
Linear Decomposition into Independent Components (MELODIC) version
3.09, part of FSL toolbox, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl. The images were smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel of full-width at half-maximum of 5 mm but without
motion-correction [Bannister et al., 2001]. To correct for the different acqui-
sition times, a slice timing correction was used. Data were then preprocessed
with high-pass temporal filtering (with a cut-off of 100 s) and with the re-
moval of non-brain structures from the echo planar imaging volumes (brain
extraction tool, BET).
Automatic selection of the components
Starting from ICs estimated by PICA, a new method to select the optimal
number of components related to internal networks was developed. This al-
gorithm, implemented in Matlab (Mathworks, Sherborn, MA), consists of
five consecutive steps: mean value evaluation and spectral analysis (steps
1-4-5) are used to reduce the number of ICs, whereas clustering and segmen-
tation methods (steps 2-3) are used to filter the spatial maps (matrix S) at
voxel-level. These steps, schematized in Fig. 5.1, are briefly presented in the
following.
1. Mean value evaluation (on ICs). The method takes into account, for each
component, mean values of each row of the spatial map (matrix S) generated
by FSL. Assuming, as in PICA, that the noise has a zero-mean Gaussian
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Figure 5.1: A schematic representation of the different steps in the
method for the automatic selection of the ICA components. TH = thresh-
old value.
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distribution, the components related to the neuronal activation are expected
to have mean value far from zero (Fig. 5.2abc), whereas those related to the
noise to have mean value close to zero (Fig. 5.2d). The algorithm thus rejects
the ICs if the mean value of the elements in the corresponding row of S
matrix is lower than a selected threshold, TH, evaluated for each subject as
the grand average of all elements in the S matrix. After this test, the ICs and,
thus, the rows of S matrix, are re-ordered so that rejected ICs are moved to
the last positions. Thus, the matrix S has a number of nonzero rows I ≤ K
(Fig. 5.3).
Figure 5.2: Subject 6. The histograms of rows of matrix S related to the
DMN (a), the Occipital Network (b), the Attention Network (c), and a
noisy IC (d). The x axis range from negative to positive values.
2. Clustering (on map). The cluster analysis, implemented by using k-means
clustering algorithm [MacQueen, 1967, Golay et al., 1998, Goutte et al.,
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1999], aims to eliminate those voxels that are associated with low values
for each component. It works on the elements of each row of S, setting to
zero some elements of the M columns, i.e. voxels. After creating the clusters,
the algorithm eliminates the voxels that belong to the cluster with centroid
nearest to zero, i.e. voxels with the lowest probability map. The initial value
given to the algorithm for the number of clusters is eight. This number was
empirically determined by applying the method several times to the same
data, with different number of clusters. Using eight as initial number, DMN
showed four activations (localized one in frontal region, two symmetrical in
temporoparietal regions and one in posterior region) localized without caus-
ing further subdivisions. Since optimal initial value may depend on the data
sets available, it should be checked before starting the analysis.
3. Segmentation (on map). PICA decomposition models the signal also in
subcortical structures since the S matrix includes signal from white matter
and ventricles. To minimize pulsation effects from cerebrospinal fluid and
restrict the activations to the gray matter, a segmentation on fMRI data
was introduced, by using SPM version 8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/).
Voxels whose probability to belong to the white matter or cerebral-spinal fluid
was at least at 90% were cancelled.
4. Spectral analysis (on ICs). For each component i, selected in step 1, the
voxels si,m selected in step 3 were identified. The relative fMRI time courses
xn,m = an,i · si,m , with m = 1 . . .M and n = 1 . . . N were baseline corrected,
detrended and averaged. For each component, the FFT (using periodogram
method) was then applied on the mean fMRI time course to best investigate
spectral profile and study if a particular trend is present. The relative power
spectral density P1, P2, and P3 were estimated for the three ranges of interest:
P1[0− f1], P2[f1 − f2] and P3[> f1], according to Eq. 5.1:
P1 =
∫ f1
0
Px(f)∫ a
0
Px(f)
df, P2 =
∫ f2
f1
Px(f)∫ a
0
Px(f)
df, P3 =
∫ a
f2
Px(f)∫ a
0
Px(f)
df, (5.1)
where f1 and f2 are the values closer respectively to 0.01 Hz and 0.1 Hz,
Px(f)(µV
2/Hz) is the power spectral density and a depends on acquisition
parameters. Because of the different TR employed in the fMRI sequences, the
frequency range and resolution was not the same for each subject (Table 5.1).
Since the RSNs are characterized by slow fluctuations of functional imaging
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signals between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz (P2) [Cordes et al., 2000, Damoiseaux et al.,
2006, De Martino et al., 2007, Mantini et al., 2007], the components with
P2 < 50% and with P1 + P2 < 90% were rejected. After spectral analysis,
matrix S has J ≤ I columns (i.e. components) (Fig. 5.3).
5. Mean value evaluation (on ICs). The assessment of the mean value is
applied to all the components J selected in step 4 (Fig. 5.3). In particular,
the same method as in step 1 is repeated since clustering and segmentation
can modify the mean value of the spatial maps (rows of S). After this second
evaluation of the mean, the matrix S has W ≤ J nonzero rows.
Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the method applied to matrix
S. Steps 1, 4 and 5 operate on the row of matrix S (setting to zero some
ICs), steps 2 and 3 on the elements (setting to zero some voxels).
Table 5.1: Acquisition parameters and frequency ranges.
TR slices volumes fs [Hz] range P1 [Hz] range P2 [Hz] range P3 [Hz]
2 22 180 0.5 [0 − 0.0083] [0.0083 − 0.1] [0.1 − 0.2472]
2 22 140 0.5 [0 − 0.0107] [0.0107 − 0.1] [0.1 − 0.2464]
3.2 36 140 0.3125 [0 − 0.0089] [0.0089 − 0.1004] [0.1004 − 0.1540]
fs = sampling frequency
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Assessment
To quantify the ability of the method to select meaningful ICA components,
RSNs identified by the automatic method were compared against those iden-
tified by an expert neurologist based on accuracy and precision defined as:
Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN) (5.2)
Precision = TP/(TP + FP ), (5.3)
where:
• true positive TP are the number of RSNs identified by an expert which
are correctly recovered by the automatic method,
• false positives FP are the number of false RSNs,
• false negatives FN are the number of missed RSNs,
• true negatives TN are the components correctly rejected by the auto-
matic method.
5.3 Results
Table 5.2 summarizes the performance of our method in 12 subjects: out of
the N = 243 components selected by FSL, 33 are TP, i.e. the number of RSNs
correctly recovered by the method, 4 are FP (subject No. 3, component no.
5; subject No. 7, component no. 17; subject No. 10, components nos. 11 and
17), 2 are FN (subject No. 2, component no. 12; subject No. 8, component
no. 6), and 204 are TN. Thus, accuracy = (33+204)/(33+204+4+2) = 98%
and precision = 33/(33+4) = 89%. Table 5.2 underlines that for 7 subjects
out of 12 (Nos. 1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, and 12) the algorithm fully detects the
networks identified by the neurologist. In two subjects some components vi-
sually chosen by the neurologist were not detected by our automatic method,
namely the component no. 12 in subject No. 2 and the component no. 6 in
subject No. 8. The component no. 12 is a Temporal-Motor Network with
activation in bilateral temporal lobe and in the supplementary motor area.
The component no. 6 was probably decomposed in two components (nos. 6
and 20) from FSL, in fact the mean time courses of the active voxels of these
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two components had a correlation coefficient of 0.80 (p < 0.05). Vice versa
in 3 subjects (Nos. 3, 7, and 10) the automatic method selected one or two
additional components not identified as neuronal activations. These compo-
nents, probably due to low quality of the signal generated for this subject,
were easily identifiable, e.g. the component no. 17 in subject No. 7 was re-
lated to an activation in the ventricular regions, and disappeared by using a
mask with higher probability to belong to the cerebral fluid (the probability
of the mask in the method were not lowered over 90% to avoid the inclusion
of cortex areas in the mask).
Starting from a variable number of ICs obtained by PICA decomposition
(ranging, as indicated in Table 5.2, second column, from 15 to 26 compo-
nents), the first step held 44% of components (example in Fig. 5.4), whereas
after clustering, segmentation and spectral analysis only 30% were retained.
In the last step, additional components were rejected, with a 15% surviving
components as reported in Table 5.2, forth column. Although the number of
incoming components to the algorithm varies widely from subject to subject
depending on the number carried out by FSL, the algorithm performs equally
well.
Figure 5.4: Subject 6. Description of the mean value for each component
(17 in this subject) and the threshold values (TH1 and TH2 respectively)
in broken black line before (a) and after (b) clustering, segmentation, and
spectral analysis.
The frequency with the largest amplitude in P2 was identified by spectral
analysis as the dominant frequency for all RSNs, as exemplified in Fig. 5.5,
that shows for subject No. 9 the power spectra of two IC time courses se-
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Table 5.2: Comparison between the automatic and visual IC selection.
‘Number of ICs’ refers to the number of automatic component estimated
by FSL software.
Subjects
Number Selected
Selected
of ICs by neurologist
by the automatic P1(%) P2(%) P3(%)
method
1 15 10 (DMN) 10 4.85 86.52 8.63
13 (Occ) 13 3.23 83.74 13.03
2 20 12 (Tem-Mot) Not found 56.28 40.62 3.11
15 (DMN) 15 56.83 35.37 7.80
17 (Att) 17 25.37 59.15 15.48
3 16 1 (Occ) 1 6.71 91.51 1.77
2 (Tem-Mot) 2 6.75 91.10 2.15
Not found 5 6.28 79.62 14.11
4 22 10 (DMN) 10 20.27 74.13 5.59
11 (Occ) 11 16.01 74.55 9.45
21 (Att) 21 17.42 75.44 7.15
5 19 1 (Tem) 1 12.61 84.10 3.29
2 (Occ) 2 7.85 89.06 3.09
10 (Occ) 10 6.58 73.66 19.76
6 17 13 (Occ) 13 21.43 74.77 3.80
15 (Att) 15 13.21 80.99 5.80
16 (DMN) 16 6.04 86.53 7.43
7 19 14 (DMN) 14 10.86 74.77 14.37
15 (Att) 15 7.23 63.74 29.03
Not found 17 3.65 74.52 21.83
8 26 5 (Tem-Mot) 5 9.08 75.08 15.84
6 (DMN) Not found 8.56 82.61 8.82
10 (Att) 10 9.50 80.08 10.42
12 (Sens) 12 13.99 71.80 14.21
20 (DMN) 20 11.58 79.19 9.23
9 20 6 (DMN) 6 13.19 79.45 7.37
8 (Occ) 8 13.35 67.22 19.43
10 24 5 (Occ) 5 9.77 84.43 5.80
Not found 11 5.80 73.39 20.82
12 (Front) 12 36.24 52.28 11.48
14 (DMN) 14 9.99 84.21 5.80
Not found 17 5.36 60.02 34.63
11 22 6 (Att) 6 15.75 76.85 7.40
10 (DMN) 10 2.17 87.37 10.46
14 (Att) 14 10.61 80.00 9.39
18 (Att) 18 4.37 84.18 11.45
12 23 2 (Occ) 2 31.29 67.17 1.54
12 (Att) 12 41.09 56.90 2.01
15 (DMN) 15 23.19 73.32 3.49
DMN = Default Mode Network, Att = Attention Network, Occ = Occipital Network,Tem-Mot = Motor-
Temporal Network, Front = Frontal Network, Sens = Sensitive Network. P1, P2 and P3 are calculated as
in Eq. 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: Subject 9. (a) and (b) Power spectral densities (µV 2/Hz)
of two IC time courses selected by the algorithm: the DMN and Occipital
Network after clustering and segmentation. (c) Power spectral density of
a noisy-IC time course (rejected by the spectral analysis).
lected by the algorithm (DMN and Occipital Network) after clustering and
segmentation, as well as the power spectrum of a noisy-IC time course re-
jected by the spectral analysis. Because of the wide variability of RSN time
courses, it was difficult to make an objective evaluation in the time domain,
whereas the FFT, applied to the time course of fMRI data, allows to observe
recognizable peaks at low frequencies for the RSNs with an individual iso-
lated and well-defined peak, for example in DMN for subjects Nos. 1, 2, and
9, and a less defined peak for subjects Nos. 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12, with
the most percentage of power contained in P2.
Summing up, the DMN was present in most of the subjects (10 of 12
subjects), the Posterior Network in 8 subjects, the Attention Network in 7,
whereas the Motor-Temporal Network in 3, the Temporal Network in 1, the
Sensitive Network in 1 and finally the Frontal Network in 1. Fig. 5.6 shows
three selected networks of patient No. 6: the DMN, the Occipital Network
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Figure 5.6: The DMN (a), the Occipital Network (b) and the Attention
Network (c) in subject No. 6. The anatomical and functional data were
registered by using affine registration on FMRIB’s Linear Image Regis-
tration Tool (FLIRT), using the anatomical images as the reference. The
images were visualized using the FSLView toolbox.
and the Attention Network. In healthy subjects, the first network is a baseline
activity and is suspended during specific goal-directed behaviors, the second
one is associated with visual processing (the subject was instructed to keep
the eyes closed during the experiment) and the last one is probably due to an
unconstrained behavior or a mental activity of which a subject is consciously
aware.
5.4 Discussion
The aim of the method developed here is to allow an automatic selection of
ICA components, that is usually done visually, thus eliminating the subjec-
tivity of the selection while reducing the time of analysis of fMRI data. The
method integrates time, frequency and spatial processing and results in an
automatic selection procedure that is reliable, flexible and widely applicable:
on our data base consisting of fMRI images of 12 healthy subjects, the al-
gorithm demonstrated high accuracy (98%) and precision (89%) confirming
its ability to automatically detect the networks identified by the neurologist.
Our results are in line with previous studies confirming the presence of well-
know RSNs.
Our method uses as first step the evaluation of the mean value of each row
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of the spatial map. This evaluation procedure is also applied after spectral
analysis as last step. The aim of this procedure is to reject the components
that show mean value close to zero, i.e. related to the noisy components
in agreement with the model specifications of additive Gaussian noise pres-
ence. K-means clustering and segmentation steps work for setting to zero
some specific voxels. As result, the active clusters are concentrated without
weak and isolated activations. Regarding the frequency analysis step, the
FFT [Kiviniemi et al., 2000], the cross-correlation analysis with the prior
definition of a reference region [Biswal et al., 1995], the frequency analy-
sis of cross-correlations [Cordes et al., 2001], the coherence analysis with a
user-defined seed region [Sun et al., 2004] and spectral coherence analysis
without seed regions [Thirion et al., 2006] were used in this field, showing
that the waveforms of these spontaneous activity patterns have prominently
a low-frequency contribution and that the only frequencies less than 0.1 Hz
contribute significantly to the interregional functional connectivity [Cordes
et al., 2000, Laufs et al., 2003, Damoiseaux et al., 2006, De Martino et al.,
2007, Mantini et al., 2007]. In order to discriminate the RSNs from the phys-
iological fluctuation, Soldati et al. [2009] employed the spectral analysis to
group-ICA time courses applying a statistical approach to assess if two classes
were statistically different. Differently, we investigated the power spectra of
ICs to identify the power concentrated in the range of interest [0.01-0.1Hz],
founding high power in low frequency range for the RSNs as typically ob-
served in the literature. Although some components showed high power spec-
trum in P2, we have seen that this is not a sufficient condition to eliminate
all the ICs of no interest. In fact only with the last step, i.e. the evaluation
of the mean analysis applied again after the spectral analysis, we are able to
complete the rejection of the ICs of no interest.
It is of note that the method requires an exact sequence of the four meth-
ods to achieve a successful result in terms of accuracy and precision. For
example, moving the segmentation before the first mean value evaluation
change the result. If the clustering or the segmentation were applied at the
beginning of the analysis to a noisy component, which presents activities in
areas not covered by the mask, the component would have a histogram differ-
ent from the previous one and therefore be selected as useful by the first mean
value evaluation. Therefore using this sequence of steps the performance of
the method improves in term of precision and accuracy.
In MELODIC, the automatic estimation of the number of spatial maps
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for each subject is useful to not subdivide the networks in different compo-
nents [Beckmann and Smith, 2004]. Nevertheless, the method can be used
without this pre-selection, i.e. on a number of ICs equals the number of time
points in the data.
Regarding the physiological classification of the networks related to the
neuronal activity, the BOLD networks could be divided in unconstrained
behavior or mental activities similar to modulations induced by external
stimuli and in an intrinsic activity similar to the anatomy. The origin of
these networks are still an open problem. It is unclear if the fluctuations are
independent from the neuronal function or if it reflects the neuronal base-
line activity without task [Damoiseaux et al., 2006]. Our study confirms the
presence of networks already introduced in the literature such as: DMN, the
Attention Network, the Posterior Network, the Motor-Temporal Network.
Marcus Raichle et al. coined ”default-mode” in 2001 to describe resting state
brain function demonstrating the existence of an organized, baseline default
mode of brain function that is present as a baseline or default state and is
suspended during specific goal-directed behaviours [Raichle et al., 2001]. This
network is identified both in animals [Lu et al., 2007, Vincent et al., 2007]
and in humans. DMN shows great resemblance to the brain areas found to
be involved in random episodic silent thinking and is putatively associated
with internal processing [Andreasen et al., 1995]. In addiction this network
sustains its activity despite decreasing vigilance. The DMN component in-
cludes the posterior cingulated cortex/precuneous, the medial prefrontal cor-
tex, and bilateral temporoparietal junctions. Laufs et al. and then Mantini
et al. found a bilateral frontoparietal pattern, including intraparietal sulcus
and frontal eye field, a network mediating goal-directed stimulus-response
selection associated with alpha desyncronization. It is due probably to un-
constrained behaviour or a metal activity of which a subject is consciously
aware [Laufs et al., 2003, Mantini et al., 2007]. Recent studies of functional
connectivity demonstrate the presence of a differentiation inside the DMN,
linking the precuneus (site with the highest degree of interactions) and pos-
terior cingulated cortex with visual-spatial and attention networks and the
medial prefrontal cortex with the motor control circuit [Uddin et al., 2009].
Fox et al. found activations in two attentional systems that persist also in ab-
sence of external stimuli: a bilateral dorsal attention system usually involved
in top-down orienting of attention and a right-lateralized ventral attention
system in reorienting attention in response to salient sensory stimuli. It is
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possible to make many hypothesis regarding the spontaneous activity and
the possibility to seem similar to task-evocated activity. It might serve to
organize the neuronal activity or as a memory of previous use or a prediction
regarding the future use [Fox et al., 2006]. Finally a network dedicated to
visual processing (the Occipital Network) involving the retinotopic occipital
cortex and the temporal-occipital regions could be identified and the BOLD
signal fluctuations associated with it are probably correlated with the EEG
power variations of alpha [Mantini et al., 2007].
Showing high accuracy and precision, the proposed method allows to au-
tomate and speed up the selection of components related to the resting state
networks, revealing also networks that might be difficult to identify visually.
This method increases the repeatability of the RSNs selection in multi-center
studies or in those studies where it is important to reduce the variability of
the results produced by the subjectivity of a visual choice made by different,
even if expert, neurologists.
In conclusion, although several previous studies used data-driven tech-
niques to assess functional activity during the resting state condition, there
was not a development of a selection criteria to separate the ICs related
to an internal network from those related to noise. The proposed algorithm
identifies the real networks or ”rhythms” obtaining an adequate number of
activation maps, speeding up the analysis, and reducing subjectivity in clas-
sification of the ICs.
5.5 Application in epilepsy
In the evaluation of epilepsy, the most common method used to analyze EEG-
fMRI data is the GLM, wherein an a priori hypothesis is made on the shape
of the HRF. Conversely, ICA can extract IED-related BOLD components
without constraints on the HRF. The ICA was first applied to patients with
epilepsy by [Rodionov et al., 2007]. The components were selected if they
showed a spatial overlap with positive BOLD signal changes in the GLM
analysis and a correlation of the component time courses with the model used
in the GLM analysis. More recently, a new method to compare GLM and ICA
results was introduced by [Moeller et al., 2011]. In this study, spatial ICA
was used to extract ICs from the fMRI data, and a deconvolution method
identified component time courses significantly related to the generalized
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Figure 5.7: Patient with epilepsy. (a) The design matrix constructed in
the GLM analysis (green) is fitted to the time course of a component
related to the IED activity of the patient (blue). (b) Power spectrum of
the IED-related IC.
EEG discharges but without imposing constraints on the HRF.
In Fig. 5.7 an example of a IED-related component time course is shown.
In order to identify which component is related to the IED activity of the
patient, the design matrix constructed in the GLM analysis can be fitted to
the time courses of the component.
Chapter 6
Assessment on Real Data
Here, twelve cases of pharmacoresistant epilepsy were described. Quantita-
tive assessment was performed using a multimodal approach with hdEEG
and EEG-fMRI coregistration in order to localize the epileptic activity and
verify the reliability of source localization and BOLD activation. Standard
EEG and fMRI data were acquired during a single scanning session. The
EEG-fMRI data were analyzed using the conventional and new GLM analy-
sis. The fMRI data were also analyzed using the PICA. Source localization
of IEDs was performed using 256-channel hdEEG. BOLD localizations were
then compared to EEG source reconstruction. These results were evaluated
related to the expected epileptic activity defined by standard EEG and clin-
ical outcome.
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6.1 Patients
The study sample was twelve patients with epilepsy (seven patients with
post-traumatic epilepsy, three with temporal epilepsy, one with generalized
epilepsy and one with cerebral palsy). All patients gave written informed con-
sent for the study in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study
was approved by the Local Ethics Committee of the University Department
and Hospital.
6.1.1 Post-traumatic epilepsy group
Post-traumatic epilepsy, a common complication of traumatic brain injury
(TBI), occurs in 15 to 20% of patients with severe brain trauma. The risk
of epilepsy is higher during the first two years after both mild and severe
TBI, and it remains elevated for more than 10 years after the injury. The
clinical features of seizures arising from the frontal lobe vary widely: simple
focal tonic seizures with vocalization; speech arrest; fencing posture; forced
head and complex focal motor activity with urinary incontinence and focal
activity on the EEG. Clinical seizures are often unrelated to the severe brain
lesions. And because neurosurgical treatment is generally unfeasible, corre-
lations between EEG activity, clinical seizures and brain lesions are rarely
investigated [Siegel et al., 2001].
The study sample with post-traumatic epilepsy was seven patients. Clinico-
pathological characteristics were roughly similar: complex partial seizures
(focal) and seizure frequency (from 3 to 25 seizures per month); 5 out of
7 patients presented with cognitive and behavioral impairment; all showed
focal activity, spike and slow-wave paroxysms. Paroxysmal activity predomi-
nated in the left frontal regions (5/7 patients), in the right-temporal regions
(1/7) and in the left-central regions (1/7).
Patient No. 1. This 43-year-old man sustained severe TBI in a road acci-
dent. The first seizures developed 2 years later, with initial clonic movements
of the right arm and hand, followed by right leg and orofacial automatisms
of the right side of the face, deflection of the face rightward, and early loss
of consciousness. MRI revealed left brain cortical and subcortical atrophy
with considerable ex vacuo enlargement of the lateral ventricles. Interictal
standard scalp EEG over the right hemisphere was inconstant; low voltage
(8-9 Hz) EEG over the left hemisphere showed theta waves associated with
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polymorphic delta waves which were more evident on the fronto-central hemi-
sphere electrodes; specifically, high amplitude (75-120 µV ) 2 Hz spike and
wave discharges over the left frontal hemisphere electrodes which spread to
the right hemisphere.
Patient No. 2. This patient suffered head trauma at age 16 years, with
bleeding in the left fronto-polar and frontal regions. Two years later, the first
seizure occurred during the night and was described as grand mal seizures
with tonic clonic movements of the upper and lower limbs. These were fol-
lowed by 2-3 episodes of cyclic clinical tonic-clonic seizures per week. Seizure
occurrence eventually ceased with additional therapy. Standard EEG showed
theta-wave activity in the left frontal regions with phase reversal in F3. Other
seizures were characterized by abrupt loss of consciousness, fixed gaze, facial
contraction and mild head version to the right.
Patient No. 3. At the age of 14 years, this patient suffered an accidental
fall resulting in extradural hematoma and right hemiparesis which resolved
(lasting 3 days). Two apparently generalized tonic-clonic seizures occurred
during sleep at age 38 years, in addition to sporadic left lower limb clonic
seizures during drowsiness. The patient presented no motor deficit, sensory,
cognitive or behavioral impairment. Standard EEG showed slow left fronto-
temporal foci (drug-resistant) associated with paroxysmal isolated elements
in F7. The patient showed continuous theta activity, sometimes polymorphic
delta sequences, of medium voltage on the left frontal electrodes. At the
same site, isolated slow peaks were detected mainly in Fp1/F7. Rare and
isolated polyspikes associated with left frontal slow waves on derivations were
recorded only in stage II NREM sleep. These elements showed phase reversal
in F7, without a tendency to spread, and disappeared upon awakening.
Patient No. 4. This patient sustained a fracture of the right cranial vault in
a motorcycle accident 12 years earlier. After the accident, he fell into coma
for 22 days. The front vault was removed and a prosthesis inserted. MRI
findings were principally bilateral frontal lesions. He presented right-sided
blindness resulting from trauma-induced lesion of the optic nerve and resid-
ual orbitofrontal asymmetry of the facial bones. Interictal standard EEG
showed theta polymorphic sequences during drowsiness associated with iso-
lated large-voltage paroxysms on the left fronto-temporal electrodes with
phase reversal in F7. These elements did not tend to spread contralaterally.
His history included brief attacks typically occurring in clusters and often
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at night, characterized by oscillatory trunk movements, arm flexion, syn-
chronous bi-manual automatisms, and proximal isolated movements of the
lower limbs associated with loss of consciousness (Fig. 6.1).
Patient No. 5. This 44-year-old man suffered a head injury in a workplace
accident at the age of 31 years, associated with an acute left fronto-temporo-
parietal subdural hematoma, multiple brain injuries and cerebral edema re-
sulting in right hemiplegia. The patient also presented with motor aphasia.
Simple focal seizures first occurring 9 months after the accident were char-
acterized by initial deviation of the mouth and eyes to the right, followed
by clonic movements of the upper and then the lower right limb, lasting less
than 1 minute, on an average of 1-2 times a year. MRI showed bilateral le-
sions in the frontal regions and in the left temporo-parietal regions. EEG
recordings were characterized by slow theta, sometimes delta, polymorphic
activity intermixed with superimposed sharp waves showing phase reversal
at C3.
Patient No. 6. At age 19 years, this patient sustained the first and the most
severe head trauma in a road accident, resulting in a left fronto-orbital le-
sion. Reconstruction of the front and placement of implants were performed.
Four years after the accident, the patient experienced two episodes of mor-
pheic seizures. One year later, he sustained another head injury, followed
by focal and secondarily generalized seizures (starting with prolonged vocal-
ization and quickly followed by a tonic and then a clonic phase). The last
seizure occurred 4 months before the present fMRI study. MRI showed a
large left frontal and an orbitofrontal poroencephalic lesion associated with
significant gliosis. EEG recordings showed persistent epileptogenic foci, with
theta activities intermixed with superimposed spikes and waves in the left
frontotemporal regions, with maximum appearance at the F7 electrode.
Patient No. 7. This patient presented bilateral lesions after sustaining a
work-related accident (right temporal lesion and left temporal lobe lesion).
His clinical picture was characterized by temporal seizures with temporo-
parietal aura characterized by auditory hallucinations (”like hearing the sea
inside a seashell”) followed by epigastric sensations, nausea and loss of con-
sciousness. He sometimes experienced complex hallucinations (”like a slide
series about my past life”) associated with oral automatisms, head version to
the right, fixed gaze and frothing at the mouth. The patient showed theta-
delta activity with sharp, large-voltage morphology in the fronto-temporal
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region and phase reversal at T4.
6.1.2 Temporal epilepsy group
Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is the commonest location-related form of
epilepsy accounting for more than 60-70% of focal epilepsies [Wieser, 2004].
It is a condition characterized by recurrent, unprovoked seizures originat-
ing from the medial or lateral temporal lobe. The seizures associated with
temporal lobe epilepsy consist of simple partial seizures and complex par-
tial seizures. Simple partial seizures involve small areas of the temporal lobe
such as the amygdala or the hippocampus and the consciousness is not al-
tered. Complex partial seizures cause awareness during the seizure and they
can spread to involve both temporal lobes altering the ability of the patient
to interact with the environment. They usually begin with a simple partial
seizure, but then the seizure spreads to a larger portion of the temporal lobe
resulting in impaired consciousness. Hippocampal sclerosis is the commonest
pathology underlying TLE, but is detected by MRI only in around 65% of
cases [Blumcke et al., 2002].
The temporal epilepsy group consists of two patients with partial seizures
in the right temporal regions and a patient with a mesial temporal sclerosis
and interictal activity on the right fronto-temporal lobe.
Patient No. 8. The patient had a drug-resistant focal epilepsy, with complex
partial seizures in the right temporal regions. He underwent right temporal
lobectomy 5 years ago, but he still has a persistence of seizures (1-2 times per
day). Seizures were characterized by speech arrest without motor or sensory
symptoms with a short duration. The recent video-stereo-EEG monitoring
showed the continuous presence of epileptiform discharges, with spikes, mul-
tiple spikes and low-voltage fast activity over the posterior part of the first
temporal right convolution. During the hdEEG registration the patient had
two typical seizures.
Patient No. 9. The patient showed the first febrile seizure at 6 years old
characterized of an aura with unpleasant epigastric sensation sometimes dat-
ing back to the face and complex partial seizures with break contact and
large motor automatisms with arms and legs lasting 30 s. From the age of
6 years the patient showed secondarily generalized complex partial seizures,
which became refractory to drug therapy. The EEG was compatible with
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right fronto-temporal epileptogenic foci with phase reversal at T4. The 3T
MRI showed right mesial temporal sclerosis. He underwent right temporal
lobectomy 1 year ago. Now he is seizure free.
Patient No. 10. The patient had an idiopathic epilepsy. She showed high-
amplitude spike slow wave activity and her irritative focus was localized in
T4-T6. The patient had seizures with clonic movements and head and eyes
version. EEG showed right frontal and temporal isolated spikes and waves.
In the following years, she was treated with antiepileptic drugs. The seizures
are still present in random way and some of these seizures generalized. Spikes
and waves were seen over the right central-temporal regions, which were more
evident during drowsiness and sleep. Theta activity over the right frontal
temporal regions was also present. MRI was without evident focal lesion.
6.1.3 Patient with generalized epilepsy
Generalized epilepsy is a form of epilepsy characterized by generalized seizure
with no apparent cause. A generalized seizure distorts the electrical activity
involving the whole or a large portion of the brain, including both hemi-
spheres.
Patient No. 11. This patient was suffering of drug resistant epilepsy be-
gan about 20 years ago. She had one or more seizures per day, characterized
by altered state of consciousness accompanied by oral-food and gestural au-
tomatism. Sporadically she showed crisis with loss of consciousness, slowly
fall to the ground and automatisms. The EEG showed isolated buffees of
slow theta activity mainly in the center-right temporal electrodes with con-
tralateral spread. The MRI was normal.
6.1.4 Patient with cerebral palsy
Cerebral palsy is a disorder that affects muscle tone, movement, and motor
skills. It is caused by abnormal brain development or damage and can occur
during pregnancy, during childbirth or after birth up to about age three. The
disorders appear in the first few years of life. It affects the ability to move and
to maintain balance and posture. Cerebral palsy is frequently associated with
other problems, such as mental, retardation, sensory defects and epilepsy.
Patient No. 12. This patient was affected by cerebral palsy and secondary
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epilepsy with extensive ischemic lesion over the right hemisphere involving
the frontal, the central, the parietal and temporal regions. The clinical neu-
rological examination showed a severe left hemiparesis with mild hand move-
ment and hypertonia on the left leg. The walking was possible only with
help. Mild cognitive impairment was present, but the patient was collabora-
tive and responsive. The patient had complex partial seizure with fall, clonic
movement to the left arm and loss of consciousness.
6.2 Data acquisition
6.2.1 HdEEG
HdEEG recording was performed using 256 channels (Electrical Geodesic,
Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) positioned according to the international 10/20 sys-
tem. The data were recorded against a vertex electrode reference (Cz) at a
sampling rate of 200 or 250 Hz and filtered off-line with a band-pass filter
(1-30 Hz). The patient sit in a relaxed position. The EEG recording lasted
about 40 min.
6.2.2 EEG-fMRI data
During MRI scanning, EEG data were acquired at a sampling rate of 1024
Hz using an MR-compatible EEG amplifier (SD MRI 32, Micromed, Treviso,
Italy) and a cap with 32 Ag/AgCl electrodes positioned according to a 10/20
system. To avoid saturation, the EEG amplifier had a resolution of 22 bits
with a range of ±25.6 mV. An anti-aliasing hardware band-pass filter was
applied with a bandwidth of 0.15 − 269.5 Hz. To remove pulse and move-
ment artifacts during scanning, two of the electrodes were used to record the
ECG and EMG. The EMG electrode was placed on the right abductor pol-
licis brevis muscle. The reference was placed anterior to Fz, and the ground
posterior to Fz, as previously described elsewhere [Formaggio et al., 2008b,
Storti et al., 2010] for the same system.
Functional images were acquired on a 1.5 T MR scanner (Symphony,
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with EPI capability and a standard
transient/receive head coil. fMRI data were acquired with a T2∗ weighted
EPI sequence (36 slices, TR = 3700 ms, TE = 50 ms, 64 ×64 matrix, FOV
= 256 × 256, slice thickness 3 mm; voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm, axial slice
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orientation). At the start of each fMRI acquisition, the scanner gave a trigger
signal that was recorded by the EEG system and used as a volume marker.
A T1-weighted anatomical scan (192 slices, TR = 1990 ms, TE = 3 ms; scan-
ning matrix 512 × 512, FOV = 256 × 256; slice thickness 1 mm; sagittal slice
orientation) was also acquired for each patient. Only patient No. 8 underwent
a 3T fMRI scan (functional data: TR = 3000 ms, TE = 30 ms). The patients
were positioned supine on a bed inside the scanner bore, with elbows flexed
at 120 ◦ and hands pronated in a relaxed position; the head was stabilized
on both sides with adjustable padded restraints. During fMRI acquisition,
the patients were instructed to keep their eyes closed and remain as still as
possible throughout the procedure. A total of 200 volumes were acquired for
patient No. 1, 130 volumes for patient No. 8, 100 volumes for patient No. 10
and 140 volumes for the remaining 9 patients; the duration of one volume
was 3700 ms (3000 only for patient No. 8).
6.3 Data analysis
6.3.1 Source localization
HdEEG data were analyzed using Cartool software (http://sites.google.com/
site/cartoolcommunity/). The T1 anatomical images acquired before each
EEG-fMRI session were used to create a realistic model of the brain for
source localization. The original MRI was anisotropic. The images were con-
verted in isotropic using Brain Voyager (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The
Netherlands) with a voxel size of 1×1×1mm3. In each patient, the MRI data
and the solution space were restricted to the gray matter. The solution space
for the distributed source model contains from a min of 3000 to a max of
3060 points uniformly distributed over the gray matter of the brain mapped
onto the SMAC space [Spinelli et al., 2000]. The SMAC head model method
has been successfully employed in several previous clinical and experimental
studies [Michel et al., 2004, Groening et al., 2009, Siniatchkin et al., 2010,
Vulliemoz et al., 2010b, Brodbeck et al., 2011] and it produces localization
precisions comparable with realistic boundary element models [Guggisberg
et al., 2011]. The EEG electrode positions were matched to the MR scalp
surface using transformation operations such as rotation and translation ac-
cording to common landmarks during both EEG and MRI acquisition.
The peak of the spike was used as a trigger for averaging in epochs of
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±500 ms. Two time frames were chosen to characterize spike topography:
the first, from the beginning of the spike to the time point corresponding to
50% of the rising phase as an epoch characterizing a source of the possible
spike generator [Lantz et al., 2003b]; the second, at the peak of the spike
indicating propagation. Special attention was paid to marking the same type
of spikes as those obtained during the recordings inside the scanner. A stan-
dardized source imaging procedure, LORETA [Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994]
constrained to the individual matter, was applied to the averaged spikes. The
localization of the sources is measured as current density (A/m3).
6.3.2 GLM on EEG-fMRI data
EEG preprocessing
The data were preprocessed using Matlab 7 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)
and EEGLAB 4.51 (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/) [Delorme and Makeig,
2004]. The EEG artifact, induced by the magnetic field gradient, was digitally
removed off-line using an adaptive filter [Allen et al., 2000], while the EEG ar-
tifact associated with pulsatile blood flow, ballistocardiogram, was removed
using an averaging procedure [Allen et al., 1998], both of which were im-
plemented with SystemPlus software (Micromed). Reference-free recordings
were then obtained by calculating the local average reference using EEGLAB.
A notch filter (50 Hz) was also applied to all channels. EEG recordings were
band-pass filtered from 1 to 30 Hz using a FIR filter because all of the pa-
tients had a routine EEG recording showing focal IEDs at frequencies above
1 Hz. The signal was then baseline corrected and detrended; epochs with
artifacts were visually identified and excluded from the analysis.
EEG regressor analysis
ICA decomposition was performed on the EEG by FastICA algorithm imple-
mented in EEGLAB. For wavelet analysis a family of Morlet wavelets was
first constructed at 1 Hz frequency intervals, ranging from 1 to 20 Hz, to
study all the frequency ranges of interest using a ratio of 8 oscillations (Eqs.
2.1-2.2). These values represent the optimal compromise in time-frequency
to investigate power changes.
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fMRI preprocessing
Before statistical analysis, the functional data were preprocessed using Brain
Voyager QX software. The MR images were realigned to reduce the effect of
head motion (three-dimensional motion correction with sinc interpolation).
To correct for the different acquisition times, slice scan time correction was
used in an ascending, interleaved scanning order with linear interpolation over
time. The data were then preprocessed with linear trend removal to remove
all drifts, and with a temporal high-pass filter (3 cycles in time course) to
reduce the effect of breathing and physiological noises. The anatomical and
functional data were kept in the subject’s native space. The optional temporal
smoothing filter was not used during Brain Voyager QX analysis, while spatial
Gaussian smoothing was used with Gaussian kernel 6-mm FWHM.
GLM analysis
Activated voxels were identified with a single-subject GLM approach for the
time series data [Friston et al., 1995] using the time-information of EEG
events identified by an expert neurologist and the GF HRF for the conven-
tional analysis.
In the new analysis the preprocessed EEG and fMRI data were analyzed
by using a in-house software implemented in Matlab 7 to create the EEG
protocol and the ibHRF (Chapters 2 and 3). Temporal autocorrelations were
accounted for by fitting an AR model. Noise was modeled as an AR process
estimated from the residuals by using Yule-Walker equations (Appendix B).
The partial autocorrelation plots were examined to identify the AR order. A
statistical significance was found for lag 1, indicating that the AR model was
appropriate for all patients, except for patient No. 3. The confidence interval
for statistical significance was of 95%. The 95% confidence interval for the
partial autocorrelations is at r = ±2/√N , with N number of volumes (Table
6.1).
Brain activation was detected by comparing the signal intensity of active
images (IED activity) with that of resting images based on the changes in
local BOLD signals and on the voxel-wise Student’s t-test (with FDR correc-
tion according to the number of voxels related to the brain volume). Z-score
maps representing brain activation were then generated. The results were
displayed as parametric statistical maps, where the pixel z value is expressed
on a colorimetric scale.
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6.3.3 PICA on fMRI data
fMRI preprocessing
The functional data were preprocessed using MELODIC version 3.09, a part
of the FSL toolbox. The images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of
FWHM of 6 mm and motion-corrected. To correct for the different acquisition
times, an interleaved slice timing correction was used. The data were then
preprocessed with high-pass temporal filtering (cut-off of 100 s) and with
the removal of non-brain structures from the echo planar imaging volumes
(Brain Extraction Tool [BET]).
PICA analysis
The preprocessed data underwent a PICA decomposition using MELODIC
(Eq. 1.9). The maps were thresholded at a posterior probability threshold
of p > 0.5 [Beckmann and Smith, 2004]. A threshold of z scores was used
to visualize the IC maps. A variable number of ICs was obtained by PICA
decomposition (range, 13 to 35 components). The RSNs were visually chosen
because the automatic method to select the optimal number of components,
(Chapter 5), has not yet been set up on these data. In order to identify which
components were related to a patient’s IED activity, the design matrix was
fitted to the time course of each component. The design matrix constructed
with the block protocol was used for patients Nos. 2, 6, 7, and 8 (patients
without BOLD activation with the new method) and patient No. 5 (too
noisy data to estimate the ibHRF), whereas the design matrix with the new
regressor was used for patients Nos. 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, and 12. Components
significantly related to the IED activity (IC time courses with significant
signal changes time-locked to the IED activity) were identified with an F-
test (p < 0.05).
6.4 Results
Clinical information and results for each patient are summarized in Tables
6.2 and 6.3. A heterogeneous population was studied to explore methodolog-
ical issues. The group of post-traumatic epilepsy patients was consistent in
its number with some clinico-pathological correlations, whereas the rest of
patients was heterogeneous.
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BOLD signal changes obtained with the new GLM method were observed
in 4 out of 7 post-traumatic patients in whom IEDs were recorded (patients
Nos. 1, 3, 4, and 6; patient No. 6 only with the EEG regressor). The acti-
vation was improved in patients Nos. 3 and 4 using the new method instead
of the conventional GLM. In patient No. 1 the sites of localization were the
same but more focal. In patient No. 6 the sites of localization were confirmed.
Patients Nos. 2, 5 and 7 had no BOLD activity. In some patients the IEDs
inside the magnet were not very frequent and of limited duration, which sub-
sequently created difficulties in the off-line analysis. On hdEEG, focal source
localization correlated with BOLD activation in patients Nos. 1, 3, and 6.
In the remaining patients (patients Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12), GLM de-
tected significant modifications in 4 out of 5 patients (patients Nos. 9, 10,
11, and 12) in according with the source localization. Patient No. 8 had no
BOLD activity. The activation was improved in patients Nos. 9, 10, and 12
using the new method instead of the conventional GLM. In patient No. 11
the localizations of the activation were confirmed. All these patients obtained
a source localization of the epileptic activity concordant with the clinical pic-
tures.
AIC results, for the GF and the ibHRF identified on twelve patients, are
summarized in Table 6.1. GF model provided the most parsimonious fit in 2
patients (Nos. 9 and 11) and ibHRF in 5 patients (Nos. 1, 3, 4, 10, and 12)
in which the comparison is possible. In patients Nos. 9 and 11 the activation
maps obtained with the EEG regressor and GF or ibHRF are comparable.
As expected, extension and location of the activation map depend on the
EEG regressor and on the HRF model used (especially in patients Nos. 1, 3,
4, 10, and 12).
PICA identified IED-related activity in 7 out of 12 patients (patients Nos.
1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, and 12). DMN was not always detected (patients Nos. 1, 5,
10, 11, and 12).
Because of the different natures of the source and BOLD activation (elec-
trical and hemodynamic), the completely spatial matching of results was not
always respected but a good closeness was detected. There are some reasons
for a possible lack of perfect spatial concordance: in these patients the struc-
tural imaging relives abnormal brain regions that not in all cases corresponds
to the focus.
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6.4.1 Post-traumatic epilepsy group
Patient No. 1. HdEEG activity showed sequences of spike and wave com-
plexes over the left fronto-central regions lasting more than 10 s (Fig. 6.2a).
The source localization showed a defined localization over the rolandic areas
compatible with focal EEG activity (Fig. 6.2b). EEG activity inside and out-
side the magnet showed a high amplitude over the left fronto-polar electrodes,
with a phase reversal over the frontal and central electrodes (Fig. 6.3a). The
results of wavelet transform showed the preponderance of component no. 13
(Fig. 6.3b), and the channel F3, related to patient’s IED activity, was se-
lected for the construction of EEG regressor (Fig. 6.28a). The conventional
and new GLM analysis showed prominent BOLD activation over the left cen-
tral cortical areas (rolandic and sylvian) adjacent to the brain damage and
anterior to the ventricular enlargement and over the SMA during the spikes
and wave discharges as compared to the resting state. A deactivation in the
left frontal and parietal regions, not observed in the source analysis, was
also obtained, FDR (q<0.05) (Fig.6.3c). Fig. 6.3c showed a good agreement
between the conventional and the new method even if the last produced a
weaker activation, probably due to the modulation in amplitude of the EEG
protocol compared to the block protocol (Fig. 6.28a). The selection of ICs
detected five useful components from among 34. Components nos. 12 and 31
were IED-related ICs: the first was positively correlated with the new GLM
design matrix (F = 3.77, p<0.0246) and the second negatively (F = 50.95,
p<0.0000) (Fig. 5.7); component no. 23 represented the occipital network;
components nos. 15 and 19 the lesion-related ICs. The DMN was not detected
(Fig. 6.3d).
Patient No. 2. HdEEG showed slow-wave activity in the perilesional frontal
and prefrontal regions, consistent with the head trauma (Fig. 6.4a). The
source localization showed a defined localization over the frontal region (Fig.
6.4b). The EEG acquired inside the scanner showed predominant left frontal
activity (Fig. 6.5a). Component with higher wavelet power was the no. 13
(Fig. 6.5b). The EEG derived from this component showed that the IED
activity was predominant on Fp1 channel according to the original EEG, in-
deed this channel was selected for the construction of the EEG regressor. The
EEG-fMRI activation maps showed no significant activation, probably due to
the short duration of sequences characterized by IED activity, FDR (q<0.05)
(Fig. 6.5c). The PICA decomposition estimated 35 components, four of which
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were related to internal processes: the DMN (component no. 34); the tem-
poral network, a network primarily including the bilateral superior temporal
cortex, corresponding to the auditory-phonological system (component no.
30); and two components related to the lesion area (components nos. 2 and
19). No IED-related IC was identified (Fig. 6.5d).
Patient No. 3. HdEEG data acquisition lasted 40 minutes; during drowsi-
ness the patient showed activity with a maximal amplitude over the left
central and frontal regions (Fig. 6.6a). The source localization showed left
frontal mesial activity (Fig. 6.6b). The EEG acquired inside the magnet
showed predominant activity over the left frontal electrodes, with a phase
reversal at F7 (Fig. 6.7a). The results of wavelet transform showed the pre-
ponderance of component no. 6 (Fig. 6.7b), and the channel F7, related to
patient’s IED activity, was selected for the construction of the EEG regres-
sor (Fig. 6.28b). The conventional GLM analysis identified a cluster in the
frontal-central area; whereas the new analysis identifies also a cluster in the
left frontal area close to the lesional zone and a deactivated cluster in the
left frontal area, FDR (q<0.05) (Fig. 6.7c). The fMRI sequence was acquired
in the awake state. Differently from BOLD activation localized in the per-
ilesional area, the electric source was located on the left side in the awake
state but more mesial in the drowsiness state. The PICA decomposition es-
timated 18 components, four of which were related to internal processes: the
DMN (component no. 14) and the attention network (components no. 8).
The component related to IED-activity are components nos. 15 and 16, the
component no. 15 significantly correlated with the new design matrix, F =
6.23, p<0.0003 (Fig. 6.7d).
Patient No. 4. HdEEG showed high activity over the right frontal elec-
trodes, as confirmed by the source analysis (Fig. 6.8a,b). EEG inside the MR
scanner showed high activity on the frontal electrodes. The patient under-
went two continuous EEG-fMRI sessions. During the first fMRI scanning, a
spontaneous critical episode lasting about 41 s was recorded; it was charac-
terized by arm lifting and flexion, synchronous bi-manual automatisms, and
ended with extension and repositioning of the limbs on the chest. Isolated
synchronous movements of the lower limbs occurred towards the middle of
the critical episode (Fig. 6.1). The first delta rhythmic sequences and later
muscle and motion artifacts suddenly appeared in the right frontal lobe. Dur-
ing attenuation of the motor phenomena, delta sequences were recorded in
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Figure 6.1: Patient No. 4. Seizure recorded during the first fMRI scanning.
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the left frontal regions. The second fMRI scan was recorded during interical
events and used for the analysis (Fig. 6.9a). The results of wavelet transform
showed the preponderance of component no. 8 (Fig. 6.9b), and the channel
F7, related to patient’s IED activity, was selected for the construction of
the EEG regressor (Fig. 6.28c). The new analysis compared with the con-
ventional one showed high BOLD activity perilesional and localized over the
frontal area, FDR (q<0.001) (Fig. 6.9c). The PICA decomposition estimated
20 components, three of which were selected: one related to IED activity that
positively correlated with the new GLM design matrix, F = 6.39, p<0.0022
(component no. 7); one related to the DMN (component no. 16); and one
related to the area of the lesion (component no. 10) (Fig. 6.9d).
Patient No. 5. HdEEG showed high activity over the left central poste-
rior electrodes (Fig. 6.10a). The source was precisely localized over the left
residual rolandic area (Fig. 6.10b). EEG acquired inside the scanner showed
slow activity in the left motor area, with phase reversal at C3 (Fig. 6.11a).
The results of wavelet transform showed the preponderance of component
no. 17 (Fig. 6.11b), and the channel C3, related to patient’s IED activity,
was selected for the construction of the EEG regressor. No BOLD activ-
ity was measured with conventional and new analysis GLM analysis, FDR
(q<0.05) (Fig. 6.11c). The PICA decomposition estimated 21 components,
two of which related to the area of the lesion (components nos. 11 and 15)
were selected. No DMN or IED-related IC was identified (Fig. 6.11d).
Patient No. 6. HdEEG was recorded in the waking state and at initial
drowsiness. HdEEG showed high activity over the left fronto-central-temporal
area (Fig. 6.12a). The source analysis showed two focal sources near the le-
sion: one frontal and more anterior and the other more toward the left side
(Fig. 6.12b). EEG inside the magnet showed a slow sequence on the left
fronto-temporal electrodes, particularly over F7 (Fig. 6.13a). The results of
wavelet transform showed the preponderance of components nos. 5, 6, 7, 13,
16, and 17 (Fig. 6.13b), and the channel F7, related to patient’s IED activity,
was selected for the construction of the EEG regressor. EEG-fMRI showed
two main changes: the first was characterized by more anterior activation
in the frontal area and the second by more lateralized deactivation in the
left frontal area, FDR (q<0.001). The new GLM analysis created using the
EEG regressor without ibHRF confirmed the conventional one. The ibHRF
was not calculated because of noisy fMRI signal (Fig. 6.13c). PICA decom-
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position estimated 19 components, five of which were selected: components
nos. 1 and 10 were significantly IED-related ICs; the first was negatively
(F=9.73, p<0.0001) and the second positively (F=23.54, p<0.0000) corre-
lated with the conventional GLM design matrix; component no. 16 was the
DMN; components nos. 2 and 3 were lesion-related ICs (Fig. 6.13d).
Patient No. 7. HdEEG showed maximal amplitude over the right temporal
electrodes (Fig. 6.14a). The source analysis showed a focal source localized
in the right temporal lobe (Fig. 6.14b). The EEG acquired inside the mag-
net showed predominant activity over the right temporal regions (T4) (Fig.
6.15a). The results of wavelet transform showed the preponderance of compo-
nent no. 21 (Fig. 6.15), and the channel T4, related to patient’s IED activity,
was selected for the construction of the EEG regressor (Fig. 6.28d). Accord-
ing to the GLM analysis, the BOLD activity showed an activation in the right
temporal lobe and other sparse activations, whereas the new analysis did not
show any activations, FDR (q<0.05) (Fig. 6.15c). The PICA decomposition
estimated 13 components, three of which were selected: the attention network
(component No. 2), the occipital network (component No. 1), and the DMN
(component No. 9). No IED-related IC was identified (Fig. 6.15d).
6.4.2 Temporal epilepsy group
Patient No. 8. HdEEG showed maximal amplitude over the right temporal
electrodes (Fig. 6.16a). The source analysis showed a focal source localized
in the right temporal lobe (Fig. 6.16b). The EEG acquired inside the magnet
showed predominant activity over the right temporal regions (Fig. 6.17a).
The results of wavelet transform showed the preponderance of component
no. 20 (Fig. 6.17b), and the channel T4, related to patient’s IED activity,
was selected for the construction of EEG regressor. No BOLD activity was
measured with conventional and new GLM analysis, FDR (q<0.05) (Fig.
6.17c). The PICA decomposition estimated 26 components, six of which were
selected: one related to IED activity (component No. 15, no significant cor-
relation with the conventional GLM design matrix), one related to the area
of the lesion (component no. 22), the occipital network (component No. 5),
the DMN (component No. 24), the motor network (component No. 6), and
the attention network (component no. 26) (Fig. 6.17d).
Patient No. 9. HdEEG showed maximal amplitude over the right temporal
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electrodes (Fig. 6.18a). The source analysis showed a focal source localized
in the right temporal lobe (Fig. 6.18b). The EEG acquired inside the magnet
showed predominant activity over the right temporal regions (Fig. 6.19a).
The results of wavelet transform showed the preponderance of components
nos. 8 and 22 (Fig. 6.19b), and the channel T6, related to patient’s IED ac-
tivity, was selected for the construction of the EEG regressor (Fig. 6.29a).
The conventional EEG-fMRI analysis identified a negative BOLD cluster in
the right temporal lobe, the new analysis EEG-fMRI showed a focal BOLD
activity in the right temporal lobe compatible with mesial temporal sclerosis,
FDR (q<0.05) (Fig. 6.19c). The PICA decomposition estimated 26 compo-
nents, two of which were selected: the occipital network (component No. 23)
and the DMN (component No. 25). No IED-related IC was identified (Fig.
6.19d).
Patient No. 10. HdEEG showed maximal amplitude over the right frontal
temporal regions; more evident during drowsiness and sleep (Fig. 6.20a). The
source analysis showed a focal source localized in the frontal lobe during the
rising phase and also a source localized in the right temporal lobe during
the propagation (Fig. 6.20b). The EEG acquired inside the magnet showed
predominant activity over the right temporal regions (Fig. 6.21a). ICA de-
composition highlighted the components nos. 3, 4, 7, and 9 (Fig. 6.21b). T4
was the channel which better describes the IED activity, therefore it was
used as regressor (Fig. 6.29b). The new GLM analysis showed significant
activations over the frontal and the right temporal regions according to the
spatial distribution of her IED activity. There were differences in the regions
obtained using the conventional analysis, which in particular was not able to
identify the frontal activation, FDR (q<0.05) (Fig. 6.21c). The PICA decom-
position estimated 21 components, one of which was selected: the occipital
network (component No. 14). No DMN or IED-related IC was identified (Fig.
6.21d).
6.4.3 Patient with generalized epilepsy
Patient No. 11. HdEEG showed high amplitude over the right central-
temporal electrodes (Fig. 6.22a). The source analysis showed three sources
localized in the right parietal lobe, in the right frontal lobe and in the left
temporal region (Fig. 6.22b). The EEG acquired inside the magnet showed
predominant activity over the right central-temporal regions (Fig. 6.23a). The
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results of wavelet transform showed the preponderance of components nos.
3 and 4 (Fig. 6.23b), and the channel C4, related to patient’s IED activity,
was selected for the construction of the EEG regressor (Fig. 6.29c). The
conventional and the new EEG-fMRI analysis identified BOLD activations
in the right temporal lobe, in the SMA, in the right posterior regions and in
the left temporal lobe, FDR (q<0.05) (Fig. 6.23c). The PICA decomposition
estimated 23 components, one of which was selected: the IED related activity
(component No. 18), which was positively correlated with the new GLM
design matrix, F = 31.81, p<0.0000. No DMN was identified (Fig. 6.23d).
6.4.4 Patient with cerebral palsy
Patient No. 12. HdEEG showed high amplitude over the right temporal
electrodes (Fig. 6.24a) and a diffused activity over the left temporal lobe
(Fig. 6.25a). The source analysis showed a main source localized in the right
temporal lobe (Fig. 6.24b) and diffused activity in the contralateral side
(Fig. 6.25b). The standard EEG had a high-amplitude rhythmic activity at
4-5 Hz over the right central temporal electrodes (Fig. 6.26a). During the
recording his activity rapidly diffused over the contralateral central and tem-
poral electrodes with long sequence of spikes and slow waves complexes (Fig.
6.26b). ICA decomposition pointed out the preponderance of component no.
14 (Fig. 6.26c) and component no. 11 (Fig. 6.26d). The first was responsible
for the channel T4, while the second one for the channel T3 (Fig. 6.29d).
fMRI maps showed several activations: in perilesional regions with a diffu-
sion over the parieto-temporal regions contralateral to the lesion. Differently
from the conventional analysis that only produced one activation map; the
two EEG regressors, derived from the two components, produced different
fMRI activation maps. The new analysis is able to distinct the two activities
generating the different activation maps (Fig. 6.27a). The PICA decomposi-
tion was repeated twice. The first analysis created 17 components, three of
which were selected: two IED related activity (component no. 5) that corre-
lated with the design matrix constructed from the EEG component no. 14 (F
= 39.73, p<0.0000), and component no. 6 (F = 5.80, p<0.0038); one compo-
nent related to the lesion area (component no. 8). No DMN was identified.
The second analysis creates 17 components, three of which were selected:
two IED related activity (component no. 6) that positively correlated with
the design matrix constructed from the EEG component no. 11 (F = 83.24,
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p<0.0000), and component no. 4 (F = 36.16, p<0.0000); one component re-
lated to the lesion area (component no. 7). No DMN was identified (Fig.
6.27b).
6.5 History, practical issues and pitfalls
Our recent experience on EEG-fMRI consists of a heterogeneous group of 34
patients with epilepsy. Patients were selected for the EEG-fMRI resting state
protocol on the basis of frequent spiking. In these patients changes in BOLD
signal were observed in 24 out of 34 patients in whom IEDs were recorded. In
83%, these were concordant with expected epileptic activity defined by EEG
and clinical outcome. The remaining 10 patients had no significant BOLD ac-
tivity because of either technical problems or no interictal epileptiform EEG
activity inside the scanner. During the EEG-fMRI session some patients did
not show an high-amplitude activity inside the magnet whereas the analysis
required that the activity was present alternately during the exam. A pos-
sible explanation is that the IED activity could be affected by the state of
the patient inside the magnet or even by possible influences of the magnetic
field. Some of these cases are reported in some of our publications [Avesani
et al., 2008, Manganotti et al., 2008, Del Felice et al., 2009, Borelli et al.,
2010, Formaggio et al., 2011].
Twelve patients of them (reported in this thesis) were selected to un-
derwent a hdEEG registration in order to observe if a correlation with the
BOLD activity was present or if the source localization could provide more
information when the EEG-fMRI did not show any activation. To validate
these methods of analysis, repeated measurements on the same patient in
different sessions would be needed. Repeated measures are easy to acquire
on hdEEG: the 256-electrode cap is fast to use and the stress on the patient
is low. The picture is more complex as regards the fMRI session because of
the difficult availability of the magnet for research studies, but mainly be-
cause the registration process is stressful for the majority of the patients we
selected. For these reasons we would prefer to increase the number of patients
rather than repeat the entire exam in the same patient.
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Table 6.1: Mean AIC of active voxels and number of active voxels obtained with the conventional and the new
method.
pt ρ values corr active voxels AIC
conv new FDR conv new conv new
pre post pre post r
Post-traumatic epilepsy group
1 0.4015 0.0095 0.405 0.010 ±0.1414 <0.05 2601 429 2800.6 2769.2
2 0.4314 0.00382 − − ±0.169 <0.05 0 − − −
3 0.1198 n.a. 0.1212 n.a. ±0.169 <0.05 127 308 1755.3 1739.6
4 0.2157 -0.0052 0.2089 -0.0008 ±0.169 <0.05 5666 14084 1758.1 1740.1
5 0.203 0.0055 − − ±0.169 <0.05 0 − − −
6 0.1828 -0.0052 0.1860* -0.0039* ±0.169 <0.001 4721 3955* 1364.7 −
7 0.2891 0.0293 0.2915 0.0299 ±0.169 <0.05 319 0 1362.2 −
Temporal epilepsy group
8 0.3069 0.0343 − − ±0.1754 <0.05 0 − − −
9 0.4516 0.0106 0.462 0.008 ±0.169 <0.05 19 994 1726.9 1826.1
10 0.2776 0.0027 0.2757 0.0071 ±0.2 <0.05 5 63 1212.2 907.0
Patient with generalized epilepsy
11 0.267 0.0093 0.2642 0.012 ±0.169 <0.05 2942 2883 1773.5 1783.5
Patient with cerebral palsy
12 0.2687 0.0063 0.237 0.002 ±0.169 <0.05 4529 26834 1739.0 1727.1
pt = patient; ρ values = coefficient of autoregressive model, order 1 (Appendix B); conv = conventional analysis; new = new
analysis; pre = before application AR(1) to the error term (correlation values); post = after the application of AR(1) to the
error term; r = confidence intervals (95%); corr = BOLD correction; FDR = false discovery rate; AIC = Akaike information
criterion; n.a. = not applied; * = only EEG regressor applied without ibHRF.
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Table 6.2: Clinical profiles
pt age sex trauma 1st drugs EEG p.r. lesion imaging IED localization
seizure ESI EEG-fMRI
Post-traumatic epilepsy group
1 43 M car accident 2 years VPA 550 mg/die,
ZNS 325 mg/die,
LEV 4000
mg/die, OXC
2100 mg/die, PB
100 mg/die
low voltage on
the fronto-central
hemisphere elec-
trodes
F3 left brain damage left cerebral atro-
phy, poroencephalic
lesions and gliosis
left frontal
and central
regions
activation of
left central re-
gion, SMA and
deactivation
of the frontal
cortex
2 32 M car accident 2 years VPA 2500
mg/die, OXC
1800 mg/die
slow waves activ-
ity in left frontal
regions
F3 bilateral frontal
brain lesions
left frontopolar
poroencephalic cysts
with atrophy and
gliosis
frontal lobe no BOLD acti-
vation
3 46 M accidental
fall
24 years LEV 2000 mg/die slow left fronto-
temporal foci
F7 left frontal
extradural
hematoma
left frontal poroen-
cephalic cyst
left frontal-
mesial lobe
(drowsiness)
left frontal-
central lobe
4 27 M motorcycle
accident
1 year CBZ 1400
mg/die, ZNS
475 mg/die, PB
125 mg/die
theta polymor-
phic sequences
on the left
fronto-temporal
electrodes
F7 fracture of the
right frontal
cranium
alteration of signal
intensity on the left
but mainly right
frontal lobes
right front
lobe
frontal lobe
5 44 M work acci-
dent
9
months
OXC 1800
mg/die, LEV
500 mg/die, PB
100 mg/die
slow theta and
delta sequences
with isolated
components with
sharp morphol-
ogy
C3 left fronto-
temporo-parietal
acute subdural
hematoma, multi-
ple brain lesions
and cerebral
edema
left temporo-
occipital poroen-
cephalic cyst, hy-
podense areas in
bilateral frontal and
left temporo-parietal
regions
left central
posterior
electrodes
no BOLD sig-
nal
6 57 M car accident 4 years PHT 400 mg/die,
Clonazepam 2
mg/die
theta slow se-
quences on left
fronto-temporal
electrodes
F7 fracture of the left
frontal cranium
large poroencephalic
lesion in the left
frontal and fronto-
orbital areas with
gliosis
left frontal-
central-
temporal
lobe
activation in
frontal area
and deacti-
vation in left
frontal area
7 57 M accidental
fall
1 year OXC 1800 mg/die theta-delta activ-
ity on the fronto-
temporal areas
T4 right skull
fracture, right
acute subdural
hematoma and
bitemporal lesions
pore cavity of the
brain with atrophy
and gliosis perifocal
and expansion bilat-
erally of the ex-vacuo
temporal ventriculi
right tempo-
ral lobe
no BOLD sig-
nal
pt=patient; 1st seizure = first seizure from injury; p.r.= phase reversal of EEG
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Table 6.3: Clinical profiles.
pt age sex EEG p.r. imaging IED localization
ESI EEG-fMRI
Temporal epilepsy group
8 34 M multiple spikes and low-voltage
fast activity over the posterior
part of the first temporal right
convolution
T4 right temporal lobectomy 5 years
ago
right temporal
lobe
no BOLD signal
9 31 M slow sequence theta and some-
times delta EEG on the right
fronto-temporal lobe
T4 mesial temporal sclerosis right temporal
lobe
right temporal
lobe
10 25 F spikes and waves over the right
central temporal regions; more ev-
ident during drowsiness and sleep
T4-T6 MRI without evident focal lesion right temporal
and frontal lobe
right temporal
and frontal lobe
Patient with generalized epilepsy
11 45 F isolated buffees of slow theta ac-
tivity mainly on the center-right
temporal electrodes with con-
tralateral spread
− normal MRI right temporal
and posterior
regions
bilateral tempo-
ral regions, right
posterior region
and SMA
Patient with cerebral palsy
12 29 M high amplitude rhythmic activity
at 4-5 Hz over the right central
temporal electrodes
T4 extensive ischemic lesion over the
right hemisphere involving the
frontal, the central, the parietal
and temporal regions
bilateral tempo-
ral regions
bilateral tempo-
ral regions
pt = patient; 1st seizure = first seizure from injury; p.r.= phase reversal of EEG
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Figure 6.2: Patient No. 1. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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1Figure 6.3: Patient No. 1. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained by
ICA decomposition. EEG component no. 13 was selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the conventional (up) and new (down)
GLM analysis (FDR, p<0.05). (d) EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.4: Patient No. 2. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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Figure 6.5: Patient No. 2. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained by
ICA decomposition. EEG component no. 13 was selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis (FDR, p<0.05). (d)
EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.6: Patient No. 3. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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Figure 6.7: Patient No. 3. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained by
ICA decomposition. EEG component no. 6 was selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis (FDR, p<0.05). (d)
EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.8: Patient No. 4. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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Figure 6.9: Patient No. 4. (a) EEG acquired during the second fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components
obtained by ICA decomposition. EEG component no. 8 was selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis (FDR,
p<0.001). (d) EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.10: Patient No. 5. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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Figure 6.11: Patient No. 5 (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained by
ICA decomposition. EEG component no. 17 was selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis (FDR, p<0.05). (d)
EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.12: Patient No. 6. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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1Figure 6.13: Patient No. 6. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained by
ICA decomposition. EEG components nos. 5, 6, 7, 13, 16, and 17 were selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis
(FDR, p<0.001). (d) EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.14: Patient No. 7. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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3Figure 6.15: Patient No. 7. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained by
ICA decomposition. EEG component no. 21 was selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis (FDR, p<0.05). (d)
EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.16: Patient No. 8. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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Figure 6.17: Patient No. 8. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained by
ICA decomposition. EEG component no. 20 was selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis (FDR, p<0.05). (d)
EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.18: Patient No. 9. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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7Figure 6.19: Patient No. 9. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained
by ICA decomposition. EEG components nos. 8 and 22 were selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis (FDR,
p<0.05). (d) EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.20: Patient No. 10. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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Figure 6.21: Patient No. 10. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained by
ICA decomposition. EEG components nos. 3, 4, 7, and 9 were selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis (FDR,
p<0.05). (d) EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.22: Patient No. 11. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of the scalp electrodes (spike
average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. (b) HdEEG source analysis
results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field power is used for the onset
(red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The maximum of the estimated
source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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1Figure 6.23: Patient No. 11. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning after preprocessing. (b) EEG components obtained
by ICA decomposition. EEG components nos. 3 and 4 were selected. (c) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analysis (FDR,
p<0.05). (d) EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis.
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Figure 6.24: Patient No. 12. Right-lobe EEG activity (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of
the scalp electrodes (spike average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power.
(b) HdEEG source analysis results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration of 1 s (spike average). The global field
power is used for the onset (red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak. The
maximum of the estimated source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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Figure 6.25: Patient No. 12. Left-lobe EEG activity. (a) HdEEG signal visualized according to the projected locations of
the scalp electrodes (spike average). (b) HdEEG source analysis results. On the left, 256-channel EEG traces with a duration
of 1 s (spike average). The representation of the potential is set at the maximum value of the global field power. The global
field power is used for the onset (red line). On the right, EEG source imaging in the rising phase of the peak and at the peak.
The maximum of the estimated source of the average interictal spike is indicated in red.
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Figure 6.26: Patient No. 12. (a) EEG acquired during fMRI scanning with spike and waves in T4. (b) EEG acquired during
fMRI scanning with spike and waves in T3. (c) EEG components obtained by ICA decomposition relative to (a). Component
no. 14 shows the spike and wave waveform. (d) EEG components obtained by ICA decomposition relative to (b). Component
no. 11 shows the spike and wave waveform.
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Figure 6.27: Patient No. 12. (a) EEG-fMRI results from the GLM analy-
sis: conventional GLM analysis with three types of correction (q(FDR)<0.05,
q(FDR)<0.001, and p(Bonferroni)<0.05); new GLM analysis using as regres-
sor the component no. 14 (top) and component no. 11 (bottom), corrected
p(Bonferroni)<0.05). (b) EEG-fMRI results from the PICA analysis. First PICA
analysis (top): correlation with the regressor constructed on the component no.
14; second PICA analysis (bottom): correlation with the regressor constructed
on the component no. 11.
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Figure 6.28: Patients Nos. 1 (a), 3 (b), 4 (c), and 7 (d). Left: Block protocol
vs EEG protocol. Center: Standard GF HRF vs ibHRF. Right: Conventional
regressor vs new regressor.
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Figure 6.29: Patients Nos. 9 (a), 10 (b), 11 (c), and 12 (d). Left: Block protocol
vs EEG protocol. Center: Standard GF HRF vs ibHRF. Right: Conventional
regressor vs EEG regressor.

Discussion
The main objective of EEG-fMRI and hdEEG, as independent electrophysi-
ological and functional measurements, is to view brain function from various
different perspectives and to detect and describe changes in neuronal activ-
ity. While IED recording and analysis of events can play a central role in the
correct diagnosis of epilepsy, simple partial seizures may not have a definite
location on scalp EEG. From EEG-fMRI and hdEEG registration, insights
can be gained into networks associated with interictal epileptic activity [Got-
man et al., 2006]; moreover, having two different methods to localize the same
epileptic foci is clinically useful.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to detect BOLD activations related to
IED activity in all patients, at least using conventional analysis [Al-Asmi
et al., 2003, Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006, Thornton et al., 2010]. The aim of
this thesis was to improve the sensitivity of the existing method of analysis
for EEG-fMRI data and compare the results with the hdEEG source local-
izations.
Automatic EEG method
The main clinical finding in EEG-fMRI studies of patients with partial epilep-
sy is that focal interictal slow-wave activity was invariably associated with
increased focal BOLD responses in a spatially related brain area. The new
method here presented aimed to improve upon existing methods since it is
fully automatic and the epileptiform activity, recorded from a scalp EEG, is
used to modulate changes in BOLD signal. ICA decomposition and an auto-
matic selection, based on wavelet analysis, was developed to identify signals
representing the activity of interest, which is typically higher in amplitude
than background activity and characterized by elevated power. The recon-
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structed EEG signal, due to IED, was obtained with the only contribution
of the selected components, thus removing the contribution of other com-
ponents related to artifact or other activity. Its wavelet power is then used
as GLM input. This offers a definite advantage with respect to the conven-
tional approach, where all events are treated as equal, since it takes into
account variations in amplitude and duration of epileptic spikes. Moreover,
the conventional approach ignores the fact that IED activity is continuous
and contains fluctuating sub-threshold epileptic activity, not clearly seen on
surface EEG recordings. Such meaningful information is contained in the
ICA factors employed in the method.
Analysis of in silico data provided a preliminary validation of the method,
since it demonstrates the reliability of reconstructed IED regressor even in
presence of other components, with similar frequency content as IED activ-
ity. The ”true” and the estimated EEG regressors were compared using an
index, equal to the difference between the areas under the two waveforms
normalized to the area under the true waveform, and the results showed that
EEG regressor estimated by the new method well matches the true one since
the index is always below 2% [Formaggio et al., 2011]. The method, based
on ICA decomposition, improves upon existing methods, since it eliminates
subjectivity in classification of the IEDs and builds regressor for GLM in
fMRI analysis modulated by epileptiform activity.
Individual-based HRF
Nowadays the EEG-fMRI has limited sensitivity to detect the significant
BOLD signal changes. The sensitivity of EEG-fMRI can be improved with
the use of different HRFs. Since HRF may vary in epileptic patients a ma-
jor aim was to investigate the impact of a subject-specific HRF to describe
the differences in hemodynamic response functions across patients versus the
use of a standard HRF model. Since it is not possible to infer which is the
best HRF model by looking at the activation maps, we developed a novel
method and implemented a procedure to optimize in each patient the choice
of HRF model from a set of four standard HRFs and a subject-specific HRF
(ibHRF). Starting from a general template with flexible shape, we chose
to model B HRF using the simple gamma function and GF by the sum of
two gamma functions with fixed parameters. We also included GF HRF and
its first temporal and dispersion derivatives [Friston et al., 1998]. In ibHRF
five-parameters were estimated, constructing a model which balances the ac-
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curacy of estimates and flexibility of the HRF model.
Once validated on in silico data, reproducing both usual and unusual pat-
terns (Chapter 4), the method was applied on real data. Our results on real
data show that the use of different HRFs influences the extension of active
areas, thus the selection of the model best able to describe the hemody-
namic response is a critical step in generation of activation maps by GLM. A
subject-specific parametric HRF model takes into account intersubject vari-
ability in the hemodynamic response and thus, as suggested by the in silico
analysis, it is likely to reduce false-positive and false-negative fMRI-BOLD
responses in patients with epilepsy. Of note, in patients with epilepsy the
characteristics of BOLD signal need to be especially well defined, in partic-
ular in delay and dispersion.
To summarize, a data analysis strategy was developed to identify a subject-
specific HRF that parsimoniously describes the fMRI time course and pro-
vides reliable BOLD activation maps. We have assessed by simulations how
the variations in HRF model affect the results of the statistical analysis. Us-
ing a suboptimal HRF to model the BOLD response may result in an over
or under estimated activation. An individually chosen HRF is a prerequisite
for obtaining adequate fMRI-BOLD activation maps. As future scope we will
investigate whether the use of an individual pixel-based HRF provides fur-
ther improvement of the method.
The new GLM method
The new GLM regressor based on the convolution of the automatic EEG
protocol and the individual-based HRF was applied to twelve patients with
epilepsy with frequent interictal focal slow wave activity on routine EEG. In
all continuous EEG-fMRI recording sessions, after fMRI artifact removal, we
obtained a good quality EEG that allowed us to detect spontaneous IEDs
and analyze the related BOLD activation. In their focal distribution, BOLD
activations resembled the focal IEDs seen on routine scalp EEG, as well as on
EEG recorded during EEG-fMRI sessions and they were in good agreement
with the clinical history of the patients. In the majority of the patients the
results of the new analysis exhibited an increased sensitivity for the detection
of brain regions associated with IED.
The main clinical finding in EEG-fMRI studies of patients with partial
epilepsy is that focal interictal slow-wave activity was invariably associated
with increased focal BOLD responses in a spatially related brain area. This
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study extends current knowledge on epileptic foci localization and confirms
previous reports suggesting that BOLD activation associated with slow ac-
tivity might have a role in localizing the epileptogenic region even in the
absence of clear interictal spikes.
Correlation between BOLD and hdEEG source data
On comparison of the hemodynamic and electrophysiological data, the re-
sults demonstrated a good correspondence in 7 out of 12 patients (patients
Nos. 1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, and 12): in 4 patients no BOLD activation was found
(patients Nos. 2, 5, 7, and 8) and in 1 patient the comparison showed a mis-
match (patient No. 4). Unfortunately, a precise spatial overlap can not be
found in all cases probably due to the different nature of two signals.
Compared to the GLM, ICA has the added advantage of detecting net-
works related to the IED activity and also resting-state networks such as
the attention network, the posterior network, the temporal network and the
DMN. The regions involved in the DMN have dense white matter connec-
tions, suggesting that they form part of the brain’s structural core. Disrup-
tion of the DMN is clinically important, and abnormalities are observed in
various neurological and psychiatric disorders. The DMN in PET and fMRI
studies showed a consistent decrease from a relative baseline during a specific
goal-directed behavioural task, as demonstrated in [Raichle et al., 2001]. Ac-
cording to published data, the interictal activity may disrupt the DMN [Laufs
et al., 2007, Vaudano et al., 2009, Mulert and Lemieux, 2010]. In epileptic
patients, a negative DMN was found as result of a suspension of the baseline
state caused by the interictal activity [Aghakhani et al., 2004, Gotman et al.,
2005, Hamandi et al., 2006, Laufs et al., 2006, 2007]. Of note is that DMN in
the twelve epileptic patients was not always detected (i.e., patients Nos. 1, 5,
10, 11, and 12). A possible explanation is that the brain damage or long-term
epileptic activity recorded inside the magnet does not allow activation (or at
least in part) of the DMN.
The BOLD signal reflects the effect of electrical activity at the microvas-
cular level, with high errors of measure (low signal-to-noise ratio), whereas
imprecision in EEG source localization is related to an ill-posed nature of the
problem, to errors of the head and source models. Other possible explana-
tions may be sought in deep epileptic activities recognized by fMRI but not
measured on scalp electrodes because of attenuation phenomena. Otherwise
asynchronous neurons, which produce minimal metabolic activities, can be
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measured by fMRI and not by EEG [Ritter and Villringer, 2006]. In other
cases, the two signals can be negatively correlated. A high current density
detected by the source localization is associated with hypo-hemodynamic ac-
tivity in the same area.
Complementary information can be gleaned from a strategy that com-
bines source analysis and coregistration, particularly in those forms of epilepsy
in which clear focal activity is difficult to identify. A multimodal approach
could be ideal for assessing patients with post-TBI epilepsy (patients 1-7)
probably because of the long period of spiking alternating with rest periods
and because patients with brain injury have sensitive metabolic changes in
perilesional tissues. In such patients we can not exclude changes in perfusion
during interictal period due to the functional and anatomical modifications of
vessels in a injured brain [Mazzini et al., 2003]. In addition the post-traumatic
brain has phenomena of maladaptitive plasticity due to fiber rearrangement
after diffuse axonal injury that can be responsible for the epileptogenesis
[Thom et al., 2011, Volman et al., 2011]. In these patients, who are not can-
didate for any surgical treatment, more information on the areas involved in
the epileptic process are necessary in order to understand the physiopatho-
logical mechanisms. With the advent of simultaneous EEG and fMRI coreg-
istration, complex transient hemodynamic responses associated with ictal
and interictal events can be mapped noninvasively. Nevertheless, in patients
with epilepsy, EEG remains the mainstay method to investigate functional
brain abnormalities and to reveal characteristic paroxystic events reflecting
neuronal synchronization. A caveat to this is that a wrong model of individ-
ual geometry and conductivity of the brain and a limited number of EEG
channels can influence estimation of the sources. HdEEG technologies were
developed to enhance the poor spatial information content of EEG activity.
In addition, constraining the source analysis of high spatial resolution EEG
to a patient’s MRI provides more accurate localization of epileptic activity.
The source localization on hdEEG data allows for precise mapping of IED
activity when the same analysis on standard EEG fails (Fig. 1.12). With the
use of the 256-electrode configuration, zygomatic and pre-frontal activity can
also be detected. Furthermore, the sensitivity of interictal or ictal EEG can
be significantly increased with the use of additional zygomatic electrodes.
The combination of multimodal techniques and their respectively meth-
ods of analysis are useful tools of a presurgical workup of epilepsy providing
two different methods of localization of the same epileptic foci. To conclude,
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the combined use of EEG-fMRI and hdEEG offers a new and more complete
approach to the study of epilepsy and may play an increasingly important
role in the evaluation of patients with refractory focal epilepsy.
Appendix
A The Novel Gradient Artifact Removal Method
After a realignment process of EEG data depending on slice repetition time,
the algorithm performs an iterative subtraction of the estimated slice artifact,
according to the following steps: artifact waveform analysis, computation of
signal average waveform affected by gradient artifact, artifact estimate by
least squares minimization, subtraction of estimated artifact.
Realignment: The operations to remove the artifact need to be executed
within every channel, one volume at a time. Channel division in nv volumes
is performed by inserting automatic triggers in recorded EEG data for every
scan interval, after a preliminary visual inspection in which first scan begin-
ning is identified. Subsequently, volume subdivision in ns slices is obtained
by segmenting it in the same way.
Algorithm: The algorithm is based on the hypothesis that the recorded
EEG signal y(t) is the sum of a true underlying EEG signal eeg(t) and a
signal u(t) containing artifact components:
y(t) = u(t) + eeg(t) (A.1)
and consists in three fundamental steps that are repeated iteratively:
- Signal affected by gradient artifact average. A template for artifact wave-
form, f(t), is computed by averaging all volume’s slices.
- Artifact estimate by least squares minimization. Since artifact does not re-
peat identically at every slice, it was described by the following parametric
expression:
uˆi(t) = aif(t), i = 1...ns, (A.2)
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where ai is a proportional coefficient to be estimated for each slice by linear
regression.
- Subtraction of estimated artifact. The estimated artifact is subtracted from
the raw data, one slice at a time.
The algorithm terminates when the spectrum of the estimated artifact
uˆi(t) is similar to that of an artifact-free EEG, thus indicating that gradient
artifact has been successfully removed. Finally, the output is smoothed by
a Butterworth low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 40 Hz applied in
forward and reverse directions to give zero phase distortion in order to isolate
EEG components in the range of interest (1-30 Hz).
B Construction of Weight Matrix in GLM Analysis
There are various methods to construct the noise correlation and everyone
have an influence on the performance of the estimation. We choose to estimate
the temporal covariance structure of the noise with an autoregressive model
as in [Bullmore et al., 1996, Jezzard et al., 2001]. In particular, we assume that
the variability in time of error ǫ˜(n) is described by a first order autoregressive
model AR(1) in which we suppose that the error from the previous scan is
combined with white noise to produce the current scan:
ǫ˜(n) = ρ · ǫ˜(n− 1) + ξ1(n) (B.1)
where |ρ| < 1 and ξ1 ∼ N(0, σ21) is a Gaussian white noise with mean 0 and
variance σ21.
We identified the AR(1) model, estimating the parameters: the coefficient
of model ρ and the variance of white noise σ21. We used the Yule-Walker
equation that describes the autocorrelation of out process of the AR model,
to construct matrix V . If a first order autoregressive model is used, the Yule
Walker equation system yields a single equation:
R(0)ρ = R(1) (B.2)
where R is a known autocorrelation function and according to variance ex-
pression we obtain:
σ21 = R(0)− ρR(1) (B.3)
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Where V is compound by coefficients of the Yule-Walker equation and is a
Toeplitz matrix, a symmetric matrix whose diagonal or sub diagonal elements
are equal. V is an N ×N matrix:
V =

1 ρ ρ2 . . . ρn−1
ρ 1 ρ . . . ρn−2
ρ2 ρ 1 . . . ρn−3
...
...
...
. . .
...
ρn−1 ρn−2 ρn−3 . . . 1
 (B.4)
We estimated the variance of white noise and the coefficient ρ for each voxel
[Purdon et al., 2001].
First we estimated ǫ(n) with the W identity matrix, we then applied
the AR(1) model to the error. In this way we constructed W for the next
estimate. After estimating of V , in SOHIA we used a Cholesky factorization,
inverting the transpose of the factor:
V = (H)T ·H, W = ((H)T )−1, WVW T = I, (B.5)
where I is the N ×N identity matrix.
We constructed W in this way:
W =

1 0 0 . . . 0
−ρR R 0 . . . 0
0 −ρR R . . . ...
...
. . . . . . . . . 0
0 . . . 0 −ρR R
 (B.6)
where R = 1√
1−ρ2
.
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